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Abstract 
This thesis investigates the solving of routing problems using Evolutionary Al- 
gorithms (EAs). Routing problems are known to be hard and may possess complex 
search spaces. Evolutionary algorithms are potentially powerful tools for finding 
solutions within complex search spaces. 
The problem investigated is the routing of deliveries to households within an 
urban environment; the most common instance of this problem is that of daily 
postal deliveries. A representation known as Street Based Routing (SBR) is pre- 
sented. This is a problem representation that makes use of the real world groupings 
of streets and houses. This representation is an indirect problem representation 
designed specifically for use with EAs. The SBR representation is incorporated 
within an EA and used to construct delivery routes around a variety of problem 
instances. The EA based system is compared against a Travelling Salesman Prob- 
lem (TSP) solver, and the results are presented. The EA based system produces 
routes that are on average slightly longer than those produced by the TSP solver. 
Real world problems may often involve the construction of a network of de- 
livery routes that are subject to multiple hard and soft constraints. A Multi Agent 
System (MAS) based framework for building delivery networks is presented that 
makes use of the SBR based EA presented earlier. Each agent within the system 
uses an EA to construct a single route. Agents may exchange work (via auctions 
or by directly negotiated exchanges) allowing the optimisation of their route. It is 
demonstrated that this approach has much potential and is capable of constructing 
delivery networks meeting set constraints, over a range of problem instances and 
constraint values. 
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Solving routing problems has challenged mathematicians and computer scien- 
tists for many years. Many routing problems involve the ordering of a number 
of delivery points to optimise an evaluation function such as minimising the dis- 
tance travelled. More complex problems may involve construction of a network of 
routes, optimising multiple variables such as the load factor of vehicles involved 
or scheduling deliveries to within time windows. Given that such routing problems 
are common, why are routing problems difficult to solve effectively? 
The search spaces (the number of possible solutions) for routing problems 
are large. For instance if a route has to visit 100 cities (assuming that none 
may be missed out or visited more than once), the total number of different 
orderings for n cities the search space will be n! For 500 cities the total num- 
ber of potential solutions would be 1.22 * 101134. Thus exhaustive searching 
(evaluating every possible route) is impractical. 
Within a large search space, there may exist many solutions that are near 
22 
optimal; a non-exhaustive search algorithm may present a near-optimal so- 
lution as its final result rather than the optimal solution. 
More complex real world problems may have a complex evaluation func- 
tion that takes into account the conflicting objectives and economic factors 
prevalent in modern logistics. 
1.1 Routing Problems 
Arguably, the most simplistic routing problem is the Travelling Salesman Prob- 
lem (TSP). In this problem a salesman is required to visit a number of cities; each 
city must be visited only once. The solution takes the form of a Hamiltonian Cir- 
cuit. The TSP was first formally investigated in the 1930s given that the number 
of possible solutions is n! (where n is the number of cities), the solving of large 
instances requires considerable computing power. More recent investigations into 
routing problems have concentrated on problems that may be classed as Vehicle 
Routing Problems (VRP). Vehicle routing problems are based on the concept of 
one or more vehicles visiting a number of customers to pick up or set down some 
commodity. Whilst the single objective of the TSP is to minimise the length of 
the resulting Hamiltonian Circuit, VRP problems normally make use of a more 
complex set of objectives based on the additional constraints inherent in vehi- 
cle routing such as capacity and delivery time windows. A number of techniques 
have been used to solve routing problems; these include techniques such as linear 
programming and heuristics such as 2-OPT or Lin-Kernighan. 
23 
1.2 Evolutionary Algorithms 
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are a class of algorithms whose methodology has 
been directly inspired by natural evolution as first discussed in [Dar59]. An EA 
maintains a pool of candidate solutions to the problem being worked upon. The 
information held within each candidate is usually referred to as the chromosome. 
This pool is often referred to as the population. As the EA executes new child 
solutions are created by recombining elements of two or more existing parent so- 
lutions. The child solutions may then replace the less useful solutions contained 
within the population. Small changes may be introduced into the child solutions 
by means of a process known as mutation. Mutations may consist of simple ran- 
dom changes or they may be made by a heuristic. A pressure is applied to bias the 
selection of parents in favour of those individuals who represent good solutions 
and the resulting children normally replace those solutions within the pool that 
are less useful. The quality of the candidate solutions within the pool will nor- 
mally improve as the algorithm executes. For a full description of Evolutionary 
Algorithms the reader should refer to chapter 3.1. 
1.3 Multi-Agent Systems 
Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) seek to build systems on the basis of agents that 
interact within a virtual environment. Each agent normally has a specific task to 
undertake within the system. Agents may interact in a cooperative manner or may 
compete depending on the nature of the system. Through patterns of such inter- 
actions, it is hoped that complex behaviours may be achieved. A more complete 
description of MAS may be found in section 5.4. 
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1.4 Street Based Routing 
Street Based Routing (SBR) is a method for representing routes within urban areas 
that encompass deliveries to many households. If the pattern of households within 
an urban area is examined, it may be seen that significant clusters of adjacent 
delivery points occur where households in the same street require deliveries. It 
is possible to group such delivery points into street sections. Within each street 
section a specific delivery heuristic may be applied to determine on the order in 
which the delivery points within that section should be visited. It should be noted 
that this is only a representation of the problem, and SBR does not seek to find a 
solution itself, but must be manipulated by another operator. 
1.5 The Application of Evolutionary Algorithms to 
Routing 
Applications of EAs to routing problems usually encode a complete route within 
each member of the population. The recombination operator creates new routes 
by recombining two or more existing candidate solutions. The mutation operator 
normally introduces some change to a candidate route. Where single routes are 
being constructed (i. e. the TSP) each candidate solution may be represented as 
a permutation of delivery points. Where permutations are utilised, it should be 
ensured that the evolutionary operators preserve the integrity of the permutation 
by not making changes that delete or duplicate items from the permutation. 
If the routing problem involves the construction of multiple routes (as in many 
of the VRPs) then a more complex encoding scheme is required. A possible 
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scheme is to encode the entire delivery network into one permutation. To build 
and evaluate the network it is necessary to divide the permutation into separate 
routes. The division of the permutation may be achieved by including extra genes 
within the chromosome to denote the end of each individual route. If a routing 
problem required the construction of 3 routes to serve 10 customers such a chro- 
mosome might look as follows: 
I 10 83*4627*951 
Each individual route is separated by the "*" gene these genes are treated in 
the same manner as the other genes during cross over and mutation, but when 
evaluating the fitness of the chromosome they may denote the start of a new route. 
The above example encodes three routes which are as follows: 
Route 1 10 83 
Route2 4627 
Route 3931 
The evolutionary operators may include elements of heuristics within them, 
for instance rather than using a random mutation, a mutation may take the form 
of a2 or 3-opt swap. 
1.6 Motivation and Methodologies 
The application of EAs to routing problems (especially to the TSP) has not pre- 
sented many results that are a significant improvement over non-evolutionary tech- 
niques. Only recently has an EA based technique ([BHP01a, BHP01b]) managed 
to achieve comparable performance to the Lin-Kernighan TSP heuristic, this has 
been achieved by incorporating the Lin-Kernighan heuristic with the EA. It is pro- 
posed to investigate a real-world multi-objective routing problem namely, routing 
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within an urban environment. Within such an environment there is a necessity to 
visit many delivery points (i. e. households) within a geographical area. This in- 
vestigation will centre on a new problem representation, known as Street Based 
Routing (SBR); this representation is derived from the topology of houses and 
streets themselves. The SBR representation requires an amount of decoding and 
local search to move from the basic permutation of street sections to a complete 
delivery route, this element of indirectness is common in EAs and makes the EA 
the preferred algorithm for testing the representation. 
This thesis will concentrate on the ability of an EA to make use of the SBR 
representation, and for the EA to cope with the multiple constraints inherent in 
a real-world routing problem. Also under investigation is the ability of the EA 
to evolve a network of routes, given that many real-world problems involve the 
construction of an inter-connected network of delivery routes. The SBR represen- 
tation may potentially be usable not only by evolutionary algorithms but also by 
simulated annealing, ant colony optimisation or evolutionary strategies to name 
but three. This investigation concentrates on EAs as they have already been used 
on combinatorial and multi-objective problems with much success. 
Initially the investigation will concentrate on the construction of single routes; 
this allows the routes produced by an EA incorporating the SBR representation to 
be directly compared against the Lin-Kernighan heuristic. Following on from that 
the investigation examines the construction of a network of delivery routes. Direct 
comparison of the route network is not possible as the postal routing problem is 
not yet widely investigated and there do not exist suitable benchmark problems. 
The investigations that have been undertaken into postal routing are based on sim- 
plistic arc routing rather than the SBR representation. The performance obtained 
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when utilising an EA to solve the postal routing problem is examined in this the- 
sis. A variety of postal routing problems have been examined, some of which are 
based on real-world geographical data, others being contrived examples to test 
performance on a specific point. 
1.7 Summary of Contributions 
The contributions contained within this thesis may be summarised as : 
A method for encoding urban streets and the households contained therein 
for use in routing problems. This method forms the basis of SBR and in- 
volves subdividing an urban street network into street sections. The route 
itself is represented as a permutation of street section identifiers. This rep- 
resentation has not been investigated before, unlike existing representations 
this representation is directly derived from real-world street topology. 
A set of delivery heuristics for applying to the street sections used within 
Street Based Routing. Because each street section may contain many house- 
holds, routing within each street section may be undertaken by one of three 
simple heuristics. Previous representations based on arc-routing have over 
simplified the problem by assuming that any street may be serviced in one 
complete traversal of the arc. These rules take account of the distribution of 
the delivery points along the street and across both sides. 
An implementation of the SBR method within an EA. An EA (known as 
SBR-EA) has been developed that utilises a permutation of street section 
identifiers as its genotype. Mutation and recombination operators compati- 
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ble with SBR have been developed. The evaluation function utilises the SBR 
decoding mechanism to construct the resulting delivery route and evaluate 
its length. Previous EA based routing applications have either utilised an 
arc-routing based representation or have been based upon a permutation of 
delivery points. 
A specialised mutation mechanism that reproduces desirable features within 
the genotypes known as building block mutation. Building Block mutation 
is a scheme that uses a local fitness value to determine how well suited a 
gene is to its neighbours. Many investigators have hypothesised as to the 
existence of building blocks within EAs, but few attempts have been made 
to seek and exploit such blocks. The method proposed here, allocating each 
gene a local fitness value based on its relative position within the chro- 
mosome allows the best instance of a gene and its two neighbours to be 
identified from within a group of differing chromosomes. 
An MAS to facilitate the construction of delivery networks, and a control 
mechanism to regulate transactions within this system. Each agent within 
the MAS incorporates a copy of the SBR-EA to evolve a separate route. 
The control mechanism is based on the exchange of surplus work between 
agents. Items of surplus work are put out to auction; each agent may submit 
a bid for an item of work. The agent that submits the lowest bid has the 
work allocated to it. The concept of using the bidding to allocate deliveries 
to routes has not been previously investigated. 
A modification to the bidding mechanism to regulate the number of agents 
involved in constructing a delivery network. The bidding mechanism may be 
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further modified to allow an agent to alter its bidding strategy as the problem 
is solved. A new routing agent (and thus an extra route in the final solution) 
is added if all the existing agents refuse to bid for an item of surplus work. 
This introduces a further degree of decentralisation into the routing system 
that is not present in existing VRP solvers. 
1.8 Outline of the Thesis 
The remainder of the thesis is set out as follows: 
Chapter 2: Literature Review. This chapter gives a review of published 
work that is relevant to the research contained within this thesis. 
Chapter 3: An Introduction to Street Based Routing. This chapter out- 
lines the SBR mechanism, the delivery heuristics and the decoding mecha- 
nism utilised within the algorithm. 
Chapter 4: Evolutionary Algorithms for Street Based Routing. This 
chapter examines the SBR-EA algorithm, and the effects of modifying the 
parameters. The second part of the chapter compares the SBR-EA scheme 
with the Lin-Kernighan TSP heuristic. 
Chapter 5: Using the Marketplace Algorithm to Build Delivery Net- 
works. This chapter examines the MAS used to construct delivery net- 
works. The control mechanism is discussed in detail, as are the refinements 
to the control mechanism that incorporate advanced bidding strategies and 
schemes to allow agents to negotiate mutually beneficial exchanges of work. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions. This chapter provides conclusions from the thesis 




2.1 Non Evolutionary Approaches to Solving Rout- 
ing Problems 
Artificial intelligence has previously solved combinatorial problems, such as rout- 
ing, using heuristics such as 2-opt, 3-opt, Lin-Kernighan or branch and bound. 
The Travelling Salesman Problem has been extensively investigated since the 
1930s (for a brief history of TSP investigation see [AC02]). Because of its sim- 
ple construction the TSP problem has been used for testing newly developed 
heuristics and algorithms. A heuristic may be described as a "rule of thumb" 
that can be applied to the problem. In many cases one or more heuristics will 
be incorporated within an algorithm. Most of the simpler heuristics such as 2-opt 
are applied iteratively to solve the problem in small stages. A review of previ- 
ous research over 3 decades into scheduling and routing problems is presented 
in [Wre95]. This illustrates the breadth of approaches that have been used to 
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solve combinatorial problems. Heuristic based methods have been used exten- 
sively in routing problems, a general introduction to heuristics may be found in 
[Per84]. The use of heuristics approaches to solve the TSP, such as Lin-Kernighan 
[LK73] are discussed in [BHPOla, CABC99, CCPS98, ACROO]. The authors of 
[CABC99, CCPS98, ACR00] have carried out extensive investigations into the ap- 
plication of the Lin-Kernighan heuristic to very large instances of the Travelling 
Salesman Problem. The work of these authors has included the implementation of 
the Lin-Kernighan heuristic within a TSP solver entitled CONCORDE (Combi- 
natorial Optimisation and Networked Combinatorial Optimisation Research and 
Development Environment). This system is downloadable from [AC02] and runs 
under the UNIX operating system. A set of benchmark TSP problems is main- 
tained on the internet at TSPLIB site [TSP02]. 
An example of an Operations Research based solution to a routing problem 
is given in [BBPSL94]. The objective of the exercise presented is to schedule 
and route buses for carrying several thousand school children to and from school 
within the state of New York. Buses should collect children from pick-up points 
and deliver them to their schools. As a starting point the number of buses to be 
used in the solution is known, as is the capacity of each bus. All children must 
arrive at school by a specific time so there is a maximum running time constraint 
to be observed that governs the route length. The authors of [BBPSL94] also use 
GIS data to accurately model the street network, thus allowing realistic routing and 
timing. The algorithm utilised builds routes sequentially, after selecting a random 
pickup point for the first route, it then adds further pickups to that route until the 
route has exceeded either the maximum length or vehicle capacity. The next route 
is commenced by selecting one of the remaining pickup points at random and 
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repeating the process. 
Another attempt at solving a bus routing problem is undertaken in [BGKK97], 
where the authors are engaged in scheduling the picking up and dropping off of 
disabled people using a dial-and-ride minibus system. Initially a greedy heuristic 
clusters individual journeys into groups that start and end in similar areas and 
occur at the same time. Each of the clusters represents a group of people whose 
individual journeys may be undertaken on the same vehicle. Having created a large 
number of journeys using the clustering method it is then necessary to allocate 
each journey to a vehicle. The authors utilise Linear Programming methods to 
assign the work to vehicles. 
One representation that has been used for routing problems is to represent 
them as the arcs within a graph, known as Arc Routing. Arc routing is particu- 
larly appropriate for routings based around street networks where arcs within a 
graph may be directly related to streets. Investigation into postal deliveries us- 
ing arc routing has been undertaken by [KH98, BJ99, PPRCO1 ]. These authors 
formulate the postal delivery problem as an arc routing derived problem. In the 
Chinese Postman problem, the required result is a route that traverses each arc 
of the graph once. The mixed rural postman problem encompasses a mixture of 
directed and undirected graph edges. Note that all of these problems only involve 
the construction of a single route. 
A search method that has been utilised on a number of scheduling and routing 
problems is Tabu Search [G1o89, G1o90, Tha99]. Tabu search seeks to keep a list 
of solutions that have previously been explored and use the list to prevent these 
solutions being re-examined. Hill-climbing seeks always to find some improve- 
ment on its current solution (e. g. to climb the hill towards the optimum solution). 
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An inherent drawback of hill climbing is that the algorithm will become fixed on 
a local optimum. Tabu search keeps a list (known as the tabu list) of recently ex- 
amined solutions. The algorithm is not allowed to re-examine any solution that 
is currently contained within the list. Items only remain in the tabu list for a set 
period of time (normally a number of iterations of the algorithm). Once an item 
has been removed from the list then it is possible to search through that point in 
the search space once more. 
In [SGLROO] a comparison is made between a GA incorporating a 3-opt heuris- 
tic, a GA incorporating a repair heuristic (local search), iterated local search and 
ant-colony algorithm, which were compared over 20 problem instances. The au- 
thors of [SGLROO] concluded that the best average performance was achieved 
using iterated local search. The authors of [SF99] attempt to solve the VRPTW by 
using a Tabu search implemented in parallel. In this case multiple tabu searches 
produce potential solutions the best of which are then used to seed a set covering 
heuristic that produces a final solution. 
A recent population based approach to solving combinatorial optimisation 
problems has been the use of the Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) heuristic [GD95]. 
The population consists of a number of candidate solutions, referred to as Ants. 
Real ants leave a pheromone trail in their wake as they search for food. Thus the 
more ants proceed down a particular path, the more pheromone is deposited on 
it. The ants may communicate in the hunt for food via the depositing of these 
pheromones. Within the ACO heuristic a shared memory structure is set up rep- 
resenting the search space; each ant may increase a pheromone value at a specific 
part of this structure if it has found a good solution. The amount of pheromone 
deposited is decided on by the quality of the solution represented by that ant. 
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When altering the candidate solution stored by an ant, the alterations are biased 
in favour of exploring areas of the search space with higher pheromone con- 
tent. To simulate the evaporation of the pheromone, an amount is subtracted from 
the pheromone values at each iteration of the algorithm; this prevents excessive 
amounts of pheromone favouring a local optimum. When using ACO for the TSP, 
the pheromone values are associated with the edges within the TSP graph. Thus 
the more an edge appears within in good quality candidate solutions, the higher 
the pheromone value for that edge and the greater the chance of that edge being 
incorporated in future solutions. An overview of the ACO heuristic and the re- 
search undertaken to date may be found in [DCG99]. A more specific discussion 
of the application of ACO to the TSP problem may be found in [DG97, GD96]. 
In [DG97] the authors compare the ACO approach to simulated annealing and 
evolutionary computation. The authors present results showing that the ACO sys- 
tem when hybridised with the 3-OPT heuristic can on average produce solutions 
that are almost equal to those produced using a GA based TSP solver. The best 
results for the ACO based heuristic are shown to be less than 0.1 % longer than the 
optimal tour. 
2.2 Evolutionary Algorithm Based Approaches to Rout- 
ing 
Considerable research into solving the TSP using EAs has been undertaken [FM96, 
TKS+94, HGL93] some investigation into the use of EAs to solve the Vehi- 
cle Routing Problem (VRP) has also been undertaken [Tha99, BW93, TVG93, 
HGL93]. 
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When reviewing EA literature it is beneficial to commence by examining the 
problem representations used within the EA. In [TKS+94] the authors explore 
several different methods of encoding the TSP. Two main approaches exist when 
directly representing the routes: a permutation of the towns within the problem 
or an arc based approach. Within the arc based approach, the arcs may be repre- 
sented by binary strings where 1= used and 0= unused. The authors of [TKS+94] 
propose the use of more complex representations incorporating redundant genetic 
codes. The first method, named Code A, is based on a permutation of towns and 
has two parts to each gene thus: 
... (Macro Gene)(codon)... 
e. g.... G7, C8, F6... 
This would be interpreted as G being the 7th city on the tour whilst C is the 
eighth and F is the sixth. The second method, named Code B, is based on the arc 
routing principle; the genotype is a list of arcs, currently used thus: 
. (First Town)(Second Town)... 
e. g.... AD, DB, HE ... 
This would be interpreted as the arcs linking towns A to D, D to B and H 
to E being incorporated in the tour. The authors also explain the repair heuristic 
required to convert a chromosome encoded with the Code-B representation to 
a tour. The results given would appear to show that an evolutionary algorithm 
based on the arc-based representation performs better than one based on cities 
representation. A major disadvantage of the Code B representation is its ability to 
represent illegal tours, something that a permutation of cities manages to avoid. 
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Based on the experiences outlined in [TKS+94] the work presented in this thesis 
utilises a permutation based representation. 
The authors of [KMT96, KMM+96] attempt to solve the TSP using a GA that 
utilises a greedy recombination operator to build new routes using edges from 
both parents. Also used are operators that work on the entire population, the pack- 
ing operator seeks out tours that have the same length within the population and 
mutates all instances bar one to eliminate duplicates. Also used is a "Judgement 
Day" operator, this mutates all members of the population whose fitness is below 
a certain threshold. The authors claim to find the optimum solution on problem 
instances of up to 75 cities. These instances are very small compared to the in- 
stances being solved using heuristics. In [WSF89] use is made of a recombination 
operator entitled "Genetic Edge Recombination". This operator attempts to pre- 
serve edges within the chromosome by constructing a matrix of edges contained 
in the parent chromosomes and then constructing a child based on a subset of 
these edges. 
A novel recombination method is used in [TEDHOO]. After selecting two par- 
ents, an "after set" is constructed for each city. The after set comprises a list of all 
the cities that appear in either of the parent tours after the city under consideration 
in the order that they appear in the parents. The merge recombination uses the 
order that the cities appear in the after set to determine the order in which they 
shall appear within the child. 
The authors of [JMOO] use Cartesian co-ordinates to represent the cities. The 
recombination operator utilised, works by drawing a line across the area for each 
parent and incorporating those sections of route from one side of the line from 
parent 1 and those sections of the route from the other side from parent 2. This 
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representation could not be utilised for any problems not based around Cartesian 
co-ordinates. 
An approach that has become common in recent years is to integrate an EA 
with an existing heuristic. Two approaches exist towards integration, firstly apply- 
ing the heuristic to child individuals to facilitate local search. The authors demon- 
strate in [BNW95] that although local search slows the algorithm, allowing fewer 
evaluations in a given period results in greater fitness growth within that period. 
Alternatively the heuristic may be applied as a mutation operator within the EA 
process. In particular the integration of the Lin-Kernighan heuristic, and an Evo- 
lutionary Algorithm has been explored in [FM96, BHPOIb, BHPOIa]. After each 
recombination or mutation in [FM96] the Lin-Kernighan heuristic is applied to 
improve the fitness of the child individual. Using this hybrid, the EA component 
explores many areas of the search space simultaneously, whilst the heuristic car- 
ries out localised searching. Investigation into the use of Lin-Kernighan within a 
EA was carried out in [BHP01b], in this case the authors claim optimal solutions 
for the four problem instances examined, but they do not give a result for the EA 
running on its own. It is not possible to determine whether the EA contributes 
significantly to the problem solving or not. 
Further investigation into using EAs to solve TSP problems has been under- 
taken in [DM00, KSOO, TEDHOO, JMOO]. In [DM00] new individuals are con- 
structed by assessing the entire population and counting the occurrences of edges. 
Children are then constructed by selecting edges based on the number of times 
they appear in the population as a whole. A repair operator is used to ensure that 
the child contains a Hamiltonian Circuit. A local search heuristic (2-opt or LK) 
is then applied to optimise each child. The authors of [KSOO] utilise a memetic 
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algorithm, applying local search to newly created/modified individuals. After the 
application of the local search involved the fitness gain to that individual as a re- 
sult of the application of the local search is measured. If no gain in fitness has 
been made then change may be accepted according to a "temperature" parameter. 
The temperature for an individual rises as the individual's fitness becomes less 
compared to the fitness of the best individual. 
The authors of [BonOO] utilise a Genetic Programming approach to routing 
postal deliveries. The author of [BonOO] is engaged in evolving small programs 
based on S-expressions, such "ants" which following the evolved rules attempt 
collect post from locations within a town. The fitness function used is to minimise 
the amount of uncollected post. A major weakness of this research is its inability 
to guarantee that the postman will visit all the desired locations. It must be remem- 
bered that the principal objective of the research being undertaken by [BonOO] was 
to investigate the possibilities of evolving groups of cooperative agents that exhibit 
group heterogeneity when solving a problem. 
A similar problem to postal routing is that of garbage collection. Garbage 
collection using EAs is explored in [Bou01], the authors use an arc-routing EA to 
construct routes for a real-world garbage collection problem. Garbage collection 
is essentially an arc-routing based problem, each street requiring collection being 
represented by an arc on the graph. 
The authors of [BW93] attempt to solve a variation of the VRP, named the 
Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (VRPTW). Within this problem a 
number of vehicles must visit customers to collect/deliver goods. Unlike the basic 
VRP, each customer must be visited within a specific time window. If the vehicle 
arrives too early it must wait until the start of the time window or if it arrives 
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too late then the customer will not accept the visit. A major interest in [BW93] 
is its use of a recombination operator named Merge Cross, designed specifically 
for use with an order based representation. A major drawback with simplistic 
recombination schemes such as 2-point crossover is their inability to produce a 
high percentage of children with a higher fitness than their parents. Merge Cross 
achieves this by taking into account a global precedence attribute (in this case 
the earliest delivery times) that is used when selecting which parent to inherit a 
particular gene from. The global precedence operator could be time, distance or a 
combination of one or more other attributes. 
The other major interest of [BW93] is the method of dividing customers into 
groups for servicing by multiple vehicles. To cope with k vehicles the first k cus- 
tomers are allocated to each vehicle in turn. Then each customer is allocated to 
the vehicle where the previous customer is closest and fits within the customer's 
delivery window. Using this method one order based chromosome may contain 
all the routes used. Each vehicle has a maximum capacity, thus once this capacity 
has been exceeded then any remaining customers allocated to that vehicle may be 
regarded as not having been visited. Although [BW93] is of interest, no attempt is 
made to represent the road network, distance calculations are based on Euclidean 
distances between customers. Within the encoding mechanism used, there is also 
the scope for solutions with unserviced customers being produced. Some form of 
repair mechanism might be useful to attempt to re-allocate unserviced customers 
to other vehicles. 
The VRPTW problem is also explored [TVG93, Tha95], in this case the EA 
is used to cluster customers, using a method known as Genetic Sectoring. Each 
customer has a polar co-ordinate calculated in relation to the depot (the depot is 
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deemed to be the origin). Assuming k vehicles are to be used, then k-1 lines 
are drawn from the origin. The customers are grouped according to their position 
within the lines. The EA is then used to determine the angles that the lines are 
drawn at, and thus which customers are grouped together. Each angle is initially 
set to a default value that ensures that the lines are equally spaced around the ori- 
gin. An offset is then applied to move the line a specified distance. It is these off- 
sets that make up the chromosome. The authors of [TVG93, Tha95] use a cheapest 
insertion heuristic to build routes based on the clusters defined using the EA. Thus 
EA aspect is limited to clustering rather than routing. Further local optimisation 
allows the optimisation of routes by exchanging customers between routes where 
this will result in an improvement. The genetic sectoring based heuristic performs 
well for customers with even distribution, but the results indicate that the non-EA 
based heuristic outperforms the genetic sectoring heuristic on problems where 
there are several distinct clusters around the depot. As in [BW93] only Euclidean 
distances are taken into account, the angle based partitioning has been proven to 
be unable to recognise clusters. In [TVG93]the authors modified their algorithm 
in [Tha99], to use a combination of EAs, tabu search and simulated annealing. 
Genetic sectoring is still used initially to allocate customers to routes, but subse- 
quently the routes are optimised using simulated annealing and tabu search. It is 
worth noting that in [Tha99, TVG93] the user must specify the number of vehicles 
required, the system described cannot decide for itself. 
The VRP is also explored in [Dun95], the EA uses a permutation-based rep- 
resentation, which keeps the customers in the order they are to be serviced. By 
inserting markers within the gene, the permutation is divided up into a number 
of routes. Three specific mutation operators are defined: swap, insert and re-link. 
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These operators all examine the phenotype (the actual routes) and work to improve 
them rather then simply randomly altering the genotype. 
A more recent attempt to solve the VRPTW problem is described in [OMOO]. 
Within [OMOO] the authors construct a directional graph, the nodes of which rep- 
resent customers. An arc is added to link to customers Cl and C2 if it is possible 
to service Cl within its time window and then service C2 within C2's time win- 
dow. A node is added to represent the central depot and arcs added to represent 
the possibilities of moving to or from the depot after servicing any customer. Thus 
the problem becomes that of finding a set of paths that through the graph starting 
and ending at the depot node and collectively passing through all of the customer 
nodes. 
A considerable amount of research has been carried out on solving problems 
by co-evolution. Co-evolution involves the evolution of several populations in par- 
allel, thus allowing the exploration of differing parts of the search space. Use is 
made of a distributed co-evolutionary algorithm in [Hus94], which attempts to 
solve the job shop scheduling problem. Within [Hus94] each manufacturing pro- 
cess is represented as a separate species with its own population. These species 
may then be combined to build schedules, conflicts may be resolved by a separate 
genetic object called an arbitrator. Each group of species and arbitrator are con- 
tained within a cell, which makes up a complete schedule. The cells may then be 
recombined with others in their neighbourhood. 
The problem of routing aircraft has been researched in [vKvdAK96], where 
the authors have made use of an EA for defining flight paths through a given 
section of airspace. The airspace has a number of different levels, and planes must 
be allocated to a level. Initially each plane is allocated a trajectory, which will take 
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it from entry point to exit point via a straight line. Mutations introduce manoeuvres 
allowing the plane to deviate from its trajectory. The aim of the EA is to ensure 
that all planes can progress through the airspace, keeping a minimal distance apart 
and minimising the distance flown by each aircraft. It is also desirable to minimise 
manoeuvres and also ensuring that the manoeuvres are spread out evenly, i. e. it is 
better to have two aircraft perform two turns each to avoid conflict than to have 
one aircraft perform four. This work assumes that all planes are travelling at a 
constant speed, no mention is made as to whether the system monitors the passage 
of an aircraft through intermediate levels. For instance, if a plane is scheduled to 
move from level 2 to 4 it must pass through level 3 on the way, is a check made 
to ensure it doesn't cause a conflict within level 3? More recent research into 
routing aircraft using evolutionary techniques is described in [ODSOO]. Within 
[ODSOO] paths must be constructed to fly from an origin to a destination passing 
over a number of navigation beacons en-route. The EA represents routes as lists 
of beacons. The object is to find short routes that don't conflict. To force the EA 
to build sensible routes a beacon may only be added to a route if its co-ordinates 
fall within a cone drawn from the previous point. The authors of [vKvdAK96] 
demonstrate graphically that their system is capable of constructing large numbers 
of non-conflicting routes. 
2.3 The Usage of Evolutionary Algorithms for Other 
Combinatorial Problems 
The authors of [DeJ89] discuss the issues involved in solving NP-complete prob- 
lems, given the large search space that exists with such problems. NP-complete 
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problems are necessarily difficult to solve, many combinatorial problems fall into 
this category. Much research has been based around timetabling problems such as 
exam and class scheduling [Gre99, BNW95, PRC98, PRC97, PNL96, PCLP94]. 
These problems have allowed the experimental usage of a large number of tech- 
niques and representations that may be adapted and used in other contexts. Other 
scheduling problems explored include Job and Flow shop scheduling [KMFT00, 
CGV99, HRN99, FCR96, NS96, FRC93, Dav88, BM99]. Job shop problems re- 
quire the routing of a number of jobs through a factory, each job requires access to 
a number of mutually exclusive resources as it is routed through the system. The 
object is to allocate jobs to resources in such a way as to ensure that the jobs are 
processed as swiftly as possible taking into account varying start times and due 
times. Such problems often possess complex search spaces with many local op- 
tima. Such problems often require penalty based fitness functions to allow several 
objectives to be taken into account when building a solution. 
Job Shop Scheduling Problem (JSSP) using EAs has seen considerable re- 
search activity. The authors of [PRC98] based their use of a separate schedule 
builder on an earlier attempt at solving the JSSP [TVG93]. As in [PRC98], in- 
stead of using a direct representation, the genotype is an encoding of a set of 
instructions that may be passed to a separate schedule builder that constructs and 
evaluates the appropriate schedule. 
The authors of [FRC93] also investigate the problem of re-scheduling, this is 
the process whereby an existing schedule is repaired because of some external 
influence, such as the addition of extra work or the non-availability of a resource. 
Rather than build a new schedule, the authors advocate using dependency analysis 
to select all the jobs affected by the change and then run the algorithm with all jobs 
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except the highlighted jobs fixed and simply allow the algorithm to reschedule the 
affected jobs. 
In [BMK96] the authors explore the use and evaluation of permutation based 
representations for solving the JSSP. Much of what is stated in [BMK96] could 
be applied to any EA with a permutation-based representation, [BMK96] uses a 
novel recombination operator, which works as follows; the permutation is reduced 
into a binary string with a bit for every possible pairing of events. Each bit within 
the string is 1 if a specified event occurs before another specified event. Having 
reduced the permutation to a binary string the Hamming distance between any two 
permutations may be calculated. The authors advocate constructing a recombina- 
tion as follows; calculate the Hamming distance between the two parents, copy the 
whole of parent 1 to the child. Now begin a neighbourhood search using the child. 
A neighbour of the child is defined in [BMK96] as being another genotype that 
has only 1 difference in the ordering of jobs. Neighbours of the child are generated 
until one is found that has a shorter Hamming distance to parent 2 than the origi- 
nal child, this individual is then adopted as the child. This operation is carried on, 
until either a set number of moves has been undertaken or ideally the Hamming 
distance between Parent 1 and the child and Parent 2 and child are equal. The re- 
combination outlined in [BMK96] is interesting, but it may prove computationally 
intensive, it would have to be proven that the extra time required for processing 
would be outweighed by the benefits derived from using this technique. Hamming 
distances are also used in [YN96] where the authors specify a minimum distance 
that must exist between parents before allowing recombination. 
The authors of [NS96] attempt the JSSP, but evaluate using a separate produc- 
tion simulation package to address the problem of finding a suitable evaluation 
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function. This method gives an accurate fitness function, but has the disadvantage 
of requiring a large amount of time for the evaluation function. In order to at- 
tempt to reduce the number of evaluations required, the authors of [NS96] use the 
population as a Tabu list. When recombination or mutation creates a new individ- 
ual, the individual is only added to the population if it does not already exist. A 
rank-based fitness scheme is used within [NS96] this ensures that an individual's 
relative fitness decreases if the fitness of the best individual improves. Thus as an 
individual gets older its fitness decreases, the formula used is as follows: 
fitness = (FCur - FBest)(FWorst - FBest) 
Where : 
FCur is the fitness of the current individual. 
FBest is the best fitness encountered so far. 
FWorst is the worst fitness found so far. 
A real-world problem that combines scheduling and routing has been investi- 
gated by [HRN99]. The problem examined involves scheduling the catching and 
delivery of chickens to a processing factory [HRN99]. Within this problem sev- 
eral food processing factories must be supplied with chickens, caught on farms by 
squads of catchers who travel from farm to farm. A strategy that involves breaking 
the problem into two specific stages was implemented. In the first stage, EA must 
breakdown orders into separate jobs and assign the jobs to squads, this will de- 
termine the route the squads will take around the farms. The second stage assigns 
start times to the squads to ensure that the lorries carrying the birds from farms 
to the factory are utilised efficiently and that the chickens arrive at the factory at 
appropriate times. Because of a constraint that restricts loaded lorries from wait- 
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ing at the factory upon arrival the lorries must be timed to arrive at a point when 
the factory is ready to process the order. An EA determines how the orders will be 
considered, and allocates a heuristic to each order that determines how the order 
will be made up and transported. In essence the EA decides on a set of instruc- 
tions for building a schedule, and a separate schedule builder then constructs and 
evaluates the schedule. 
The university timetabling problem has been explored by [PRC98]. In [PCLP94] 
two separate representations for the university timetabling problem are examined; 
first a permutation based method in which all possible timeslots for each room are 
represented and a permutation of events that fits the timeslots is then evolved. The 
second method evolves a ordering of events with specific instructions as to how to 
attempt to place the event. A preferred timeslot is given, along with instructions as 
to whether to search forward or backwards within the chromosome to find another 
slot if that timeslot is already occupied. The first method is essentially a direct rep- 
resentation, whilst the second method may be considered indirect. The findings of 
the authors in [PCLP94] are that the indirect representation incorporating local 
search produces superior results. 
Within many more recently implemented evolutionary algorithms, use is made 
of Lamarckism [AL94], and the resulting algorithm can therefore be termed a 
Memetic Algorithm (MA). An MA differs from an evolutionary algorithm in that 
the genes (or Memes as they are termed within an MA) are decoded using local 
search into a timetable, once decoded local search heuristics may be used to cor- 
rect errors or undesirable features in the solution. The changes produced by the 
local search are written back into the original chromosome. This process does not 
happen in nature, but is based on the Lamarckian theory [AL94]. 
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Further research into recombination methods for sequencing problems was 
carried out in [AM96]. The authors of [AM96] advocate the use of a recombina- 
tion method entitled the Neighbourhood Relationship Crossover (NRX) and the 
Meta-Ordering Crossover both of which are suitable for use within permutation 
based evolutionary algorithms. The Meta-Ordering Crossover Operator involves 
copying a string from parent 1 to the child, and then filling in the gaps using ge- 
netic material from parent 2. 
The authors of [RSLMOO] utilise an EA to schedule aircrew within the United 
States Air force. Constraints are imposed by crews' knowledge and experience. 
The system implemented uses an EA based scheduler that runs on a central ma- 
chine that produces schedules for all USAF squadrons. Individual schedulers ac- 
cess the central machine to receive updated schedules. The central scheduler runs 
automatically when any of the individual schedulers inputs/modifies data. Unfor- 
tunately little technical detail is given as to how the reschedule mechanism works. 
The authors of [KKWO1, KWKOO] use a hybrid GA/Linear Programming 
System to schedule bus/train crews. Initially the system uses an Integer Linear 
Programming (ILP) based system to produce a pool of possible shifts (for a de- 
scription of the ILP system see [KKPW96, KKPWOO]). The GA is then utilised 
to select the appropriate set of shifts to build a schedule. The recombination 
operator used seeks to identify inherited traits (in this case meal covering ar- 
rangements) and ensure that they are passed on to the child. This is developed 
in [LKO1a, LKO1b] to use Simulated Evolution (SE) this differs from an EA in 
that rather than maintaining a population of candidate solutions the SE algorithm 
works on one solution. Within each generation of the SE algorithm the best parts 
of the parent solution are selected and combined to produce a partial solution, this 
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then becomes a child solution after using heuristics to complete the solution. The 
newly constructed solution then becomes the parent solution for the next genera- 
tion; a mutation operator adds a degree of randomness to the search by randomly 
disregarding parts of the parent solution during the selection process. As in the 
previous research the final problem solution is the selection of a set of shifts that 
cover the work to be carried out from the initial large set of possible shifts. Rather 
than selecting shifts on the basis of a binary representation (1= shift selected, 0= 
shift not selected) the authors use a technique known as Fuzzy Comprehensive 
Evaluation. Using this technique shifts are allocated a value based on the degree 
to which the shift satisfies a number of problem specific criterion. The authors 
present results that suggest that the use of Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation and 
the SE algorithm are capable of improving considerably on the initial ILP derived 
solution, and in some cases exceeding the best known solution for that instance. 
In [GBH+91] the authors use an evolutionary algorithm to allocate blocks of 
freight wagons to trains in the most economic manner. A master list of trains 
that the wagons be may allocated to is stored by the algorithm independently of 
the population. Each chromosome consists of genes each of which represents one 
block of wagons, each gene points to a train entry on the master list this being the 
train that this block is allocated to. Uniform Crossover is used for recombination 
of individuals. One type of mutation selects a block and uses local search to add 
a new train to the master list for that block. The second type of mutation swaps 
the allocation of a block from one train to another. The representation adopted 
is simple direct representation; the use of a master list of trains allows all mem- 
bers of the population to contribute to overall knowledge held within the system. 
Disappointingly this paper does not go into enough detail about the working of 
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the EA, in particular it does not mention whether the trains are based on existing 
scheduled trains or whether, the EA creates the completely new trains during the 
process. 
A further investigation of using EAs to optimise railway schedules has been 
carried out in [vWKvdBvK94]. In this instance the problem concerned optimising 
an existing railway timetable, based on data supplied by Netherlands Railways. 
Trains run through the network and must halt at stations with particular time win- 
dows and maintain specified frequencies of service as well as making connections 
with other trains. The objective is to minimise the halting times of trains within 
the network, whilst fulfilling the constraints specified. The approach taken was to 
utilise the GENOCOP system (described in [Mic99]). This involved representing 
the conditions as constraints. GENOCOP then eliminates the equality constraints, 
leaving only the inequalities to be optimised. Each chromosome consists of a list 
of the halting and departure times for each train. GENOCOP uses closed mutation 
and crossover operators, calculating what the upper and lower bounds are for any 
single gene based on the rest of the chromosome and ensuring that neither oper- 
ator can place a value out width that range into the gene. The fitness function is 
based on the values, representing halting times, within the chromosome (i. e. the 
smaller the values the better the fitness). The system produces reasonable results 
(extensive results are not given in the paper), in that it appears to find a set of de- 
parture and halting times that produce a feasible timetable, but minimise the time 
spent waiting at the stations. 
The papers reviewed in this section mostly deal with problems requiring an 
indirect representation, and solutions that have to satisfy several constraints and 
objectives, such as JSSP and the university timetabling problem. Such problems 
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are similar to street based routing. These papers show that such complex repre- 
sentations have previously been used within evolutionary algorithms. 
2.4 Other Relevant Literature on Evolutionary Al- 
gorithms 
Some investigation has also been carried out into allowing an EA to evolve the 
structure of the chromosome itself [LSS93, AP94], in both cases the chromo- 
some structure changes to reflect progress made so far on solving the problem. In 
[LSS93] the authors undertake to schedule the production of a number of printed 
circuit boards. Several different types can be produced on the production line, in 
example batches of ten. Because of time deadlines it is not practical to produce the 
entire run of each type in sequence, so the system must decide not only the order 
in which to produce the items but also the amount to be produced each time. Each 
unit is a separate gene, thus if ten units are to be produced as a batch ten identical 
genes are placed one after the other. After a specific number of generations the 
chromosome is evaluated and clusters of adjacent genes are grouped and become 
one gene, thus reducing the number of possible permutations and speeding up the 
search. This approach was examined as it was felt that it might be useable on the 
SBR-EA algorithm developed in chapter 4 in connection with the building blocks 
investigated in section 4.3. 
The graph partitioning problem has been investigated by a number of authors, 
the most relevant EA based research has been undertaken in [vL91, LM90]. In 
common with recent research into the TSP recent research into the graph parti- 
tioning problem has also focussed on hybrid methods [KMOOa, KMOOb, SWCOO]. 
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The authors of [KMOOa] use a conventional GA, but with the addition of local 
search in the form of cyclic exchange of nodes between partitions. The approach 
taken in [KMOOb] is similar but the local search uses the Lin-Kernighan heuristic 
incorporating lock gain. The heuristic used in [SWCOO] utilises a GA and a lo- 
cal search heuristic called JOSTLE. Within the JOSTLE heuristic each node has a 
bias value allocated to it, the higher the bias the greater the chance of it being used 
as a border node. The GA is used to set the biases, rather than partition the graph 
directly. The graph partitioning problem is similar to the problem of dividing up a 
street network into separate delivery rounds as investigated in section 5.2.1. 
2.5 The use of Building Blocks within Evolutionary 
Algorithms 
Previous research into building blocks has been undertaken by [GKS97, GK98, 
GKO1]. The approach used is to divide the population into two groups, those 
whose fitness is above a threshold and those whose fitness is beneath this thresh- 
old. It is then attempted to distinguish which genetic feature or features that are 
present in the high fitness group and absent in the low fitness group. This feature 
may be isolated as a specific string of genetic material. Subsequently two sets of 
genotypes are created randomly one with and one without the string in question. 
If the average fitness of the chromosomes with the string is greater than the fitness 
of those without then the string is deemed to be useful. Useful strings identified 
in this manner are encapsulated into a single gene, preventing the modification of 
the string by mutation or recombination. The methods used by [GKO1] may not be 
applicable to other problems for two reasons. Firstly the encapsulation may force 
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convergence on a local optimum. Secondly the string analysis techniques used to 
discover the genes are computationally expensive. The authors of [WL96] inves- 
tigate a genetic encoding for the Royal Road functions (the Royal Road functions 
are a set of benchmark GA problems which although simplistic have been found 
to cause difficulties for GAs). The encoding described uses a biologically inspired 
solution incorporating extra genetic material within the encoding to locate build- 
ing blocks and assign them an identifier. The use of building blocks within Genetic 
Programming (GP) is examined in [Ros95], the author is able to make use of the 
subroutines evolved as part of the GP solution and useful subroutines are regarded 
as building blocks. 
2.6 Review of Relevant Work Involving Agents and 
Multi-Agent Systems 
Software agents are software artefacts that carry out a particular task within a 
computing environment. Unlike a traditional software programme an agent may 
operate completely or semi-autonomously within its environment. Many differing 
and sometimes conflicting definitions of exactly what defines and agent have been 
made. A general introduction to agent-based technologies may be found in [Fer99, 
FG98] these provide a definition of a software agent as: 
An agent is a physical or virtual entity that: 
1 is capable of acting in an environment, 
2 can communicate directly with other agents, 
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3 that is driven by a set of tendencies (in the form of individual objects 
or of a satisfaction/survival function which it tries to optimise), 
4 possesses resources of its own, 
5 is capable of perceiving its environment (but to a limited extent), 
6 has only a partial representation of this environment (and perhaps 
none at all), 
7 possesses skills and can offer services, 
8 may be able to reproduce itself, 
9 behaviour tends towards satisfying its objectives, taking account of 
the resources and skills available to it and depending on its percep- 
tion, its representations and the communications it receives. 
Agents become particularly useful when more than one is combined to create 
a multi-agent system (MAS). Within such a system agents will interact amongst 
themselves to solve problems and perform tasks. MAS systems are normally holis- 
tic in that the total power of the system is greater than the combined power of the 
participating agents. Such MAS systems may be regarded as a branch of Dis- 
tributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI). Unlike traditional distributed programming 
which normally seeks to improve the speed of execution, MAS systems seek to 
mimic social or economic structures in the way they interact. A particular form of 
interaction that has been utilised in several differing MAS systems is that of the 
auction. An overview of agent technologies may be found in [Nwa95]; this con- 
tains a somewhat critical view of agent technologies and trends at the time of its 
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publication. The article seeks to differentiate between differing classes of software 
agent such as smart agents, interface agents, collaborative agents, mobile agents, 
internet agents and collaborative learning agents. 
An early study into the use of adaptive agents may be found in [GK94, Mae95] 
where the use of agents who adapt their internal state to a differing environment 
is considered. The incorporation of an EA within an agent-based architecture has 
been investigated by the authors of [CIBMOO] who have utilised a number of EA 
based agents to optimise traffic signals over a network of junctions. A further 
example of embedding an EA within an agent may be found in [BUCO1] although 
this application only utilises a single agent for solving a robotics problem. 
An overview of the application of agent based systems to manufacturing prob- 
lems may be found in [SN99], the authors examine the use of agents in supply 
chain management, scheduling and planning applications. Issues examined in- 
clude the dynamic reconfiguration of agent based systems to allow them to adapt 
to changing circumstances, as well as distributed scheduling and planning. An 
earlier survey of agent based manufacturing systems may be found in [Bak98]. 
In [Par98] several case studies on the use of multi-agent systems for industrial 
applications are presented, in particular the use of multi-agent systems to sup- 
port manufacturing and product design. Further uses of multi-agent systems for 
industrial applications are given in [LS96, WTOO, Str98]. 
In particular [Str98] utilises agents to optimise the operation of paint shops 
at the end of a car production line. Each agent represents one particular paint 
shop, which bids for painting work as it appears from the production line. Mobile 
agents have been successfully used to discover and monitor network topologies 
[MKM99], the ability of an agent re-locate from one processor to another makes 
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them ideal for deploying across a network in this manner. Distributed agents have 
also been employed to allocate resources within a sensor network [SGLV03]. The 
agents allocate resources within the network based on negotiation and coalition 
forming. Further investigation on resource allocation using multi-agent systems 
within a waste management application has been carried out by [CGAP03]. 
Communication between agents within a multi-agent system has been investi- 
gated in [Tan93]. In this case the agents exist within a simulated 2D world, their 
task being to surround and thus capture "prey" that exist within the same 2D en- 
vironment. The internal structure of the agents is based on the concept of rein- 
forcement learning. Groups of agents were allowed to take part in the simulation, 
with four levels of communication increasing from level 0 (no communication) 
to level 3 (in which each agent is made completely aware of all the other agents' 
internal state). The conclusions reached in [Tan93] is that increasing communi- 
cation between agents allows them to work more efficiently on tasks that require 
cooperation. An architecture for multi-agent systems is proposed in [WM98], this 
architecture proposes that the agents within the system communicate using prede- 
fined communications protocols. A central information repository is used to store 
information regarding the agents' tasks this information being accessible globally 
to all agents. To facilitate design of multi-agent systems the authors of [FCdM+99] 
have developed a simulation tool that allows multi-agent systems to be constructed 
and the communications protocols to be implemented and tested. The formation 
of coalitions of agents within multi-agent systems is examined in [KS96]. In such 
systems some agents may choose to cooperate, as part of the coalition, in order to 
achieve some or all of their goals. 
In [SSH94] the abilities of agents to coordinate their actions with minimal 
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communications is examined. The authors use a number of robotics agents partic- 
ipating in a block moving problem as an example, and show that the agents can 
coordinate their actions without any direct communication. In this case the agents 
are using reinforcement learning and it may be assumed that repeated observation 
of each other within the problem allows cooperation. 
The combination of agents and simulated trading is investigated in [WW98] 
where the author examines the possibilities of using agents to schedule tasks and 
allocate resources within a supply chain. The resources are allocated to agents on 
the basis of auctions. An earlier study [We193a] examines the use of agents within 
a system designed to model the flows of commodities across a marketplace. In 
this case agents participate within a virtual economy, as producers, consumers and 
intermediateness. Most simulated trading applications make use of MAS systems 
and further information may be found in section 2.7. 
The design and implementation of multi-agent systems is discussed in [WJK99, 
Woo97], which seeks to design agent based systems on the principle that an MAS 
is computational organisation in which the agents each perform a specific role and 
interact with each other as required. 
2.7 The Use of Simulated Trading 
An area of artificial intelligence that has been investigated in recent years has been 
the use of simulated trading as a means of controlling the interaction between 
agents within an MAS. Such trading has also been used for more straightforward 
problems such as developing agents to participate in on-line auctions or to buy 
and sell a specific commodity. The authors of [BHM96b, BHM96a] attempt to 
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solve the VRP using non evolutionary methods, but their method does not allow 
for delivery points to be exchanged between routes. To regulate the exchange of 
points simulated trading is introduced. In this way it costs an agent credit to re- 
move a customer, but an agent gains credit for accepting a customer. Unfortunately 
[BHM96b, BHM96a] does not go into detail about the working of the scheme. 
The authors of [CB97, Pri98, CB98] investigate the*use of agents for buying 
and selling in a market environment. In these experiments the agents are respon- 
sible for trading a virtual commodity, a network of such agents can effectively set 
up a market place and trade commodities. To allow a degree of control over such a 
market [MBR97] investigates the use of arbitrageur agents within such a market. 
The participation by agents in on-line auctions is investigated by [PBBO1, PreOO]. 
In these cases the agents are able to satisfactorily submit bids for items at oppor- 
tune time, to avoid paying too high a price for a desired items. 
An MAS has been constructed by [CMM97] for resource allocation, in this 
case the resource being CPU time. Each CPU has an agent to represent it in the 
system. When a job is submitted to the system, each CPU agent submits a bid, the 
bids being based upon the completion time of that job if it is run on that CPU. 
The term Market Oriented Programming was first used in [Wel93b] where the 
authors were responsible for creating an agent based system for solving trans- 
portation problems. The links and nodes in the transport system being represented 
by agents that bid for work (the transportation of goods). 
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2.8 Conclusions drawn from literature 
Previous research into routing problems has focused extensively on the TSP Prob- 
lem. This problem has been used as a benchmark for testing new algorithms and 
heuristics. Recent investigations into the TSP [BHPOIa, ACROO, CABC99] have 
worked with over 15,000 cities demonstrating that with modern computer power 
such search spaces may be searched effectively. 
It may be concluded that Genetic algorithms have been successfully used to 
provide answers to complex combinatorial problems such as timetabling, schedul- 
ing and routing. They appear to be particularly effective on real-world problems 
when there are multiple objectives and constraints within the problem. 
Multi-agent systems have been proven to be an effective methodology for 
building complex computer systems that are holistic, in that they may combine 
relatively simple artefacts (the agents) in such a way as to obtain a complex 
behaviour via the interactions of such objects. In particular the application of 
multi-agent systems to resource allocation problems has been successful. There 
are however a number of differing definitions as to what constitutes a multi-agent 
system, [Nwa95] attempts to classify multi-agent systems into a number of sub 
categories. In particular the use of multi-agent systems for manufacturing tasks 
such as scheduling and planning [SN99] suggests they may potentially be useful 
for solving other combinatorial problems such as routing. The use of agents for 
resource allocation problems [SGLV03, CGAP03] suggests that this is a problem 
area in which the use of multi-agent systems are particularly effective. 
In conclusion previous investigations would suggest that the use of evolution- 
ary algorithms for street based routing is practical, and that the use of multi-agent 
systems for allocating delivery resources is a feasible idea. 
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Chapter 3 
Problem Area and Description 
3.1 An Introduction To Evolutionary Algorithms 
3.1.1 The Evolutionary Concept 
EAs are a class of non-deterministic problem solving Algorithms that are inspired 
by evolution by means of natural selection, as discussed in [Dar59]. Unlike many 
problem solving algorithms which concentrate on optimising a single candidate 
solution, evolutionary algorithms maintain a pool or population of differing can- 
didate solutions whilst solving the problem. The effectiveness of any particular 
candidate solution may be quantified by applying an evaluation function on it. 
The evaluation function returns a numeric value proportional to the effectiveness 
of the solution in solving the problem being investigated. New population mem- 
bers are created by a recombination operator that creates new potential solutions 
by recombining parts of two or more existing parent solutions selected from the 
population. The mutation operator introduces a small amount of random change 
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into the population. This random element facilitates exploration of areas of the 
search space not represented by the current population. As new candidate solu- 
tions are created, they replace older less fit individuals within the population. A 
selection pressure determines the likelihood of a candidate that represents a poor 
solution surviving. As the algorithm executes, the average fitness of the popula- 
tion should increase. After a period it is hoped that the fitness will have increased 
to the extent that a superior solution to the problem will have been found. 
The field of evolutionary computing encompasses the following classes of al- 
gorithm evolutionary algorithms, genetic algorithms, evolutionary programming, 
evolutionary strategies, classifier systems and genetic programming. 
Within the field of evolutionary computation an analogy with genetics is nor- 
mally made, but given that evolutionary computing is not restricted by nature, this 
analogy may be misleading in some situations. Within this thesis the analogy will 
be used where it aids the clarity of the text. Solutions as stored within the popu- 
lation are often referred to as genotypes and a solution to the problem produced 
from a genotype is referred to as a phenotype. The components that make up a 
genotype may be referred to collectively as the chromosomes and the individual 
items within a chromosome as genes. 
For a more complete discussion of Evolutionary Algorithms the reader is di- 
rected to [Mic99]. 
3.1.2 The Generational Loop 
Although natural evolution occurs continuously, EAs operate in terms of fixed cy- 
cles known as generations. Within each generation a quantity of new child geno- 
types are created by the recombination operator, the mutation operator then mod- 
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ifies them, some of these children may then be placed into the main population. 
A pseudocode implementation of a generational loop for a simple EA may be 
seen in figure 3.1 (this is a very generalised implementation and lacks some of 
the more complex features used by current EA implementations). The selection 
function used to determine which individuals will become parents should select 
individuals at random, but with a bias in favour of individuals with a greater level 
of fitness. This bias is normally referred to as selection pressure. The scheme used 
to determine which members of the population should be replaced by the child 
solutions should be biased in favour of individuals with a lesser level of fitness. 
This bias is normally referred to as replacement pressure. 
3.1.3 Representation 
The foundation of an EA is the representation scheme used to encode each can- 
didate solution into a genotype. This representation must include all of the infor- 
mation required to construct the complete phenotype. One form of representation 
used is binary representation, commonly employed by genetic algorithms, a typi- 
cal binary chromosome may look something like this: 
(010011101000111101) 
Depending on the evaluation function used, this chromosome may be inter- 
preted in different ways: for instance, as numeric values by splitting the binary 
string and then performing binary to decimal or binary to floating point conver- 
sions on the resulting sub strings. Such binary representations have been used for 
simple function optimisation, but for more complex problems a higher-level rep- 
resentation may be used. For instance an EA designed to tackle the TSP would 
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procedure Evol 
//Create a new population of random chromosomes 
while generations < MAM'ENS do 
//Generational loop begins here 
for c. 0 to (noOfChildren)-1 
pt . telectFromPop () 
p2 . relectFromPop () 
child - recombine(pl, p2) 
mutate(child) 
children add( child) 
end for 
for c-0 to (noOfChildren)-1 
RIP - selectToDie () 







returns a new chromosome that has been randomly initialised 
function fitness (chromo) 
returns the fitness value of the chromosome chromo 
function selectFromPop O 
returns the index of   randomly selected member of the population to  ct as a parent 
function recombine(chromol , chromo2) 
recombines chromol and chromo2 and return a new chromosome containing the result 
function selectToDie () 
returns the index of a randomly selected member of the population that is to be replaced. 
procedure displayResult 
displays the best result found in the final population 
Figure 3.1: A pseudo-code outline of a simple Evolutionary Algorithm 
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probably have a permutation-based representation such as: 
(10,5,3,2,6,8,1,4,7,9) 
In this case each integer gene value represents a city and the ordering of the 
gene values represent the order that the cities should be visited in the encoded 
solution. For any permutation representation the total number of possible permu- 
tations may be calculated as n! where n is the number of genes in the chromosome. 
Note that in this example, the distance data used for calculating the length of the 
tour is not included within the representation. Given that the distance data is a set 
of constant values, only one central copy needs to be held. 
Within a permutation-based representation, information may be conveyed by 
a gene's position in the sequence, or by its neighbours. For instance, city 2 is to be 
the fourth city to be visited in the above example, this information being conveyed 
by the fact that city 2 is in the 4th position within the chromosome. Within the TSP 
representation discussed above, the sequence ... 3,2,6,8... represents a partial tour 
covering cities 3,2,6 and 8. This partial tour from cities 3 to 8 is the same no matter 
where in the chromosome the gene sequence occurs. 
Some more advanced forms of representation have been used, a self-modifying 
permutation was used by [AP94] whereby as the algorithm progressed, genes 
within the permutations were combined. The use of a representation that stores 
more genes than are required to construct the phenotype has been tried in [Go189]. 
3.1.4 Population Structure 
The most common population structure is for a single list of a constant number 
of genotypes to be maintained from one generation to the next. This structure is 
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normally termed a steady state population. Some practitioners have advocated the 
use of variable size populations, these normally increase in size as the diversity 
increases and decrease as the diversity decreases. 
3.1.5 Recombination Operators 
The principle role of the recombination operator is to create new genotypes, based 
on the genetic material contained in two or more parents. A simple example of a 
recombination operator is two-point crossover. Initially two parent genotypes are 
selected from the population such as: 
P1 =000110000110001 
p2 =110001110101001 
Two crossover points are defined such as: 
P1 =0001 11000011 10001 
p2 =11001011101011001 
We may now create two new child phenotypes by recombining sections of the 
two parents alternating at the crossover points thus: 
cl =00011011101010001 
c2 =11001100001111001 
Note how the two new genotypes are made up from sections from each of the 
parents, each gene in the child chromosomes has been inherited from either of the 
parents. 
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For more complex representations such as permutation representations, an op- 
erator is required that will preserve the properties of the permutation, principally 
that each element must appear once and once only. OX crossover [Dav85] is one 
of a number of schemes that have been developed to allow recombination of more 
complex representations. 
OX crossover is particularly effective when used with representations where 
the relative ordering of the genes is important. Many practitioners' have intro- 
duced specialised crossover operators that are specifically designed for use on the 
problem representation they are utilising (see [WSF89, YN96, AM96, JMOO]). 
3.1.6 Mutation Operators 
The mutation operator introduces a random change to the genotype of a child 
chromosome, this introduces new genetic material into the population. The use of 
mutation allows the algorithm to explore new areas within the search space. For a 
GA with a binary representation (as described in section 3.1.3, a mutation might 
consist of the flipping of a randomly selected bit, or inverting a sub string within 
the chromosome. For a permutation based representation a mutation may consist 
of swapping the positions of two randomly selected genes. 
3.1.7 Evaluation Functions 
The evaluation function quantifies the quality of the solution represented by a phe- 
notype. Normally a numeric value is returned by the evaluation function this value 
is known as the genotype's fitness value, and should be directly proportionate to 
the usefulness of that individual's solution. 
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For example, an EA that is attempting to solve the TSP would normally use the 
length of route represented by the phenotype as its evaluation function. Thus any 
two individual genotypes may be compared and the genotype representing the bet- 
ter solution identified. Some systems use evaluation functions that return a value 
that gets lower as the genotype improves, whilst others may use a fitness function 
that returns increasing values as the system produces more complete solutions. 
For more complex systems, such as timetabling [BNW95, PCLP94] or schedul- 
ing [Dav88, FRC93, KMFT00, BM99, BMK96, NS96] the evolution function will 
normally operate in two stages. Firstly the function will decode the genotype and 
produce a phenotype solution (such as a production schedule or timetable) the 
fitness of which may then be evaluated. 
3.1.8 Selection and Replacement Strategies 
An EA requires a method to facilitate the selected genotypes to be passed to the re- 
combination operator for use as parents. A random selection operator where each 
chromosome had a probability of pýsize would result 
in children that had an equal 
probability of inheriting genetic material from any member of the population. In 
Darwinian evolution those organisms that exhibit certain high fitness levels stand 
a greater chance of surviving and reproducing. For instance predators will in all 
probability eat a Wildebeest that possesses a genetic defect preventing it from run- 
ning fast, before it is mature enough to reproduce. What is required therefore, is 
to bias the random selection method so that the probability for being selected for 
recombination increases as the fitness level increases. The degree of bias is known 
as selection pressure. 
A number of suitable selection methods exist: 
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Roulette Wheel Selection This method is analogous to the spinning of a 
roulette wheel, with each member of the population being one section on 
the wheel. To bias in favour of fitter individuals, the section of the wheel 
that each individual takes up is proportional to that individual's fitness. 
Tournament Selection In this mechanism k genotypes are selected at ran- 
dom from within the population. Their fitness values are then 
A number of differing strategies for selection and replacement exist, see [Mic99] 
for a description of the most common. The method ustilised within this thesis is 
tournament selection. Within tournament selection k genotypes are selected at 
random from within the population. Their fitness values are then Replacement 
strategies are similar to selection strategies, with the difference that the bias is 
in favour of selecting individuals with a lesser level of fitness. The replacement 
strategy may incorporate elitism this ensures that the most fit individual(s) is never 
selected for replacement. 
3.1.9 Setting Evolutionary Algorithm Parameters 
The setting of EA parameters (population size, selection pressure, replacement 
pressure etc) is normally achieved by testing the EA with differing parameters 
over a number of problems. When setting parameters, the following rules are nor- 
mally used as guidelines. Recombination may be regarded as being the dominant 
operator thus the probability of mutation is normally kept low. If random mutation 
becomes the dominant operator then EA becomes a random search algorithm. If 
the population size is too large the average fitness of the population will not in- 
crease, conversely premature convergence may occur if the population size is too 
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small. Most practitioners base their initial parameters on the parameters used in 
previously published similar work. 
3.1.10 Halting Criterion 
Because of the gradual nature of the evolutionary process, it may not be obvious 
when an algorithm has found the best solution that it is capable of finding. Given 
this situation it may be difficult to know when to halt the execution of the EA, 
halting too soon may result in the final solution not being of a high enough quality, 
halting too late wastes CPU time. 
The stopping criterion used for the algorithms described within this thesis is to 
halt after a specific number of evaluations. The evaluation function is normally the 
most computationally intensive part of the algorithm, thus the number of evalua- 
tions represents the number of potential solutions examined and thus the amount 
of exploration that has taken place. Note that only new solutions are evaluated, it 
is not necessary to evaluate the entire population during each generation. 
3.1.11 Performance Measurement 
Because EAs are non-deterministic, there are a number of issues concerning the 
measurement of their performance. The use of a seeded pseudo random number 
generator (RNG) when implementing the EA is recommended. By recording the 
seed passed to the RNG, it is possible to repeat the run at a future date and obtain 
the same results. Results are normally presented based on the average of a series 
of runs, to ensure that the result is not a statistical anomaly. 
When comparing two differing EAs attempting to solve the same problem 
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(e. g. one EA has a different mutation operator and we wish to know the effect of 
changing this operator) a t-test may be used to determine whether any difference 
in results is due to the non-deterministic nature of the algorithm or whether the 
difference is statistically significant and due to the difference between the algo- 
rithms. 
As discussed in section 3.1.10 the most computationally intensive function 
within an EA is normally the Evaluation Function. Measurement of an EA has 
frequently been cited in terms of performance over a set number of generations. 
This has the disadvantage that if the population size, or the recombination rate is 
altered the number of new solutions to be evaluated per generation will change. 
This possible increase in CPU time (due to the extra evaluations) is not obvious 
when only the number of generations is examined. In this thesis EA performance 
will normally be expressed as performance over a given number of evaluations 
rather than generations. 
3.1.12 Why EAs work 
A number of researchers have acknowledged the existence of schemata within the 
population of chromosomes held within an EA. A schemata is a sequence of genes 
that may appear within a genotype, but with the addition of wildcard "*" character 
e. g. 
(10**1*1*0) 
would be a schema that may appear within the genotypes of a GA utilising a 
binary solution. A typical genotype that might contain this schema could be: 
(1010011111000) 
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Within a particular problem, there may exist many schemata, the numbers of 
possible schemata growing exponentially as the size of the genotype increases. 
Schemata may be classified according to two characteristics: 
order - the number of fixed (i. e. non "*") positions within the schema 
refining length - the length between the first and last fixed gene within the 
schema 
It follows that there must exist some schemata that are responsible for creat- 
ing desirable features in the genotype. For instance within a timetabling EA there 
will exist a schema that causes specific events to be placed at desirable positions 
within the final solution. It is accepted by most practitioners that good schemata 
propagate through the population and increase the average fitness of the popula- 
tion. This hypothesis is commonly referred to as schema theorem and was stated 
in [Mic99] as: 
Schema Theorem Short, low-order, above average schemata received expo- 
nentially increasing trials in subsequent generations of a genetic algorithm. 
This theorem leads us into the Building Block Hypothesis which is stated in 
[Mic99] as : 
Building Block Hypothesis A genetic algorithm seeks near-optimal perfor- 
mance through the juxtaposition of short, low-order, high performance schemata 
called building blocks. 
The building block hypothesis has not been proven to be correct, but the suc- 
cess of evolutionary techniques would suggest that it provides a good explanation 
as to why an EA succeeds. The recombination operator is designed to create new 
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genotypes that may contain schemata from both parents. The selection and re- 
placement pressures should ensure that individuals with an above average fitness 
survive in the population and have a high chance of being selected for use as 
parents. 
3.2 Street Based Routing 
3.2.1 An Introduction To Street Based Routing 
The routing of deliveries to households (delivery points) within a city is a non- 
trivial task, due to the dense network of streets, each of which may contain many 
delivery points. Previous work on postal routing ([BJ99, KH98, PPRCO1, UPCO1, 
URPC02]) has used heuristics and evolutionary methods (see section 2 for a re- 
view of previous research). 
Significant adjacent clusters of delivery points occur where households in the 
same street require deliveries. Such delivery points may be grouped into street 
sections (see figure 3.2) each street section representing a section of road between 
two junctions. Within each street section a delivery heuristic may be applied to 
determine on the order in which the delivery points within that section should 
be visited. Routing using this representation may be referred to as street based 
routing (SBR). 
The SBR scheme assumes that only one delivery route is being constructed. 
There is no provision within SBR itself for constructing more than one route, this 
is achieved in chapter 5 by incorporating the unmodified SBR based evolutionary 
algorithm within a larger system. It is also assumed that the delivery person is 
capable of visiting all of the delivery points specified by the user. 
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Figure 3.2: Delivery points (highlighted in yellow) may be grouped into streets as 
shown (©Crown Copyright Ordnance Survey. An EDINA Digimap/JISC supplied 
service). 
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3.2.2 The Use of Heuristics to Route Within Streets 
Because each street section may only have up to two potential entry/exit points 
(due to the fact that it runs between not more than two junctions) it is possible to 
use a rule based heuristic to order deliveries within the street section. The choice 
of delivery heuristic is dependant on a number of factors such as: 
9 the quantity and layout of the delivery points within the street section 
9 the length of the street section 
9 the width of the street section 
" which end of the street section is closest to the last street section visited 
" which end of the street section is closest to the next street section to be 
visited 
Of major importance when selecting a heuristic is whether a double sided 
street section will have the deliveries on both sides serviced in one operation, or 
whether each side will be serviced separately at differing points within the route. 
The author has identified three possible delivery heuristics, which are described 
below. Depending on the delivery heuristic adopted, the distance travelled within 
the section may increase or decrease (i. e. using heuristic 2 may incur a number of 
road crossings). 
The practicalities of postal deliveries must also be accounted for when deter- 
mining the delivery heuristics to be used. Where a street section possesses two exit 
points any delivery heuristic may used, in dead-end sections the chosen heuris- 
tic will always be heuristic 3. Heuristic 2 may not be appropriate in every street 
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Figure 3.3: Delivery heuristic I 
due to difficulties incurred in crossing the road due to traffic conditions or other 
obstacles. Where specific local conditions would suggest that heuristic 2 is inap- 
propriate, the value representing the street width may be increased to decrease the 
likelihood of heuristic 2 being selected. 
3.2.3 Delivery Heuristic 1 
Deliver to all the delivery points on one side of the street, then cross over and 
deliver to the opposite side, ending up back at the start point (see figure 3.3). If 
used when only delivering to one side, then the route returns to the starting end 
via the same side. This heuristic is always used where the deliveries must start and 
finish at the same end of the street section. 
3.2.4 Delivery Heuristic 2 
Traverse the street from end to end, delivering to both sides, crossing over as 
required, finishing at the opposite end of the street from the starting point (see 
figure 3.4). This heuristic may prove expensive in terms of distance for those street 
sections that have many delivery points and require many crossing points. Road 
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width is a major factor in deciding whether to use this heuristic. In situations 
where many crossings may be required, the shortest route may indeed encompass 
heuristic 1, with an additional traversal of the street section after the deliveries 
have been completed. 
3.2.5 Delivery Heuristic 3 
Deliver to all of the delivery points on one side, then deliver to the opposite side at 
a later stage in the route (see figure 3.5). This heuristic is used in situations where 
the route requires the traversal of the same section twice. Note that both traversals 




Figure 3.5: Delivery heuristic 3 
3.3 Comparing SBR with Traditional Representa- 
tions 
3.3.1 Arc Routing Representations 
Arc based routing problems have traditionally represented roads as the arcs of 
a graph, and junctions as the nodes [BouOl , 
PPRCOI ]. Arc based schemes fail 
to take into account the layout of the delivery points within a street and the fact 
that in an urban area many streets have two separate sides. For instance arc-based 
schemes normally apply one weight to each arc that corresponds to the length of 
the street that the arc represents. It is then assumed that servicing the arc involves 
one complete traversal of the arc. Reference to the delivery heuristics discussed 
above will highlight the inefficiency of this approach, in situations where all the 
deliveries are concentrated close to one end of the arc. The basic arc routing rep- 
resentation is not complex enough to model real-world problems accurately. 
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n Number of possible permutations 
10 3.6288* 106 
20 2.43290200817664 " 1018 
30 2.6525285981219105863630848 " 102 
40 8.159152832478977343456112695961 " 1047 
50 3.041409320171337804361260816606 " 1064 
60 8.320987112741390144276341183223 " 1081 
70 1.197857166996989179607278372169 " 10100 
80 7.156945704626380229481153372319 r 10119 
90 1.485715964481761497309522733621 " 10138 
100 9.332621544394415268169923885627 +10157 
200 7.886578673647905035523632139322 " 10374 
300 3.060575122164406360353704612973 " 10614 
400 6.40345228466238952623479703195 " 10868 
500 1.220136825991110068701238785423 . 101134 
Table 3.1: TSP search space size 
3.3.2 Travelling Salesman Representations 
Routing problems based on the TSP are usually centred on permutations of deliv- 
ery points (cities in the TSP). It is the author's belief that when the representation 
proposed in section 3.2.1 is applied to postal routing problems the majority of ex- 
cluded solutions will be inefficient solutions. Table 3.1 gives an idea as to how the 
number of possible differing permutations increases as the number of items in the 
permutation (n) increases). For example, given a problem that involves delivery 
to 471 delivery points a permutation-based approach would have 471! potential 
permutations, giving a search space size of: 
471! = 1.499 * 101056 
By grouping the delivery points into short sections, and then using a permu- 
tation of sections, the reduction in search space is significant. For instance if the 
delivery points are grouped into 113 sections the search space is now: 
113! = 2.23 * 101134 
When using the SBR representation, there now exist a large number of poten- 
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tial delivery routes that are excluded from the reduced search space. This is due to 
them having deliveries that do not conform to the delivery heuristics outlined in 
section 3.2.2 It is hypothesised that the majority of the solutions excluded when 
using SBR are not optimal or near-optimal solutions. It would also be possible 
to further group street sections into streets, but this would reduce the flexibility 
of the representation. Grouping delivery points into street sections allows flex- 
ibility when building routes as any route through the street graph may still be 
represented. 
3.4 Data Format and Entry 
In order to utilise the SBR representation it is necessary to hold information re- 
garding the topology of the area within which the deliveries are required. Specif- 
ically it is necessary to hold information regarding delivery points, streets and 
junctions. The information held for each type of object (delivery point, street sec- 
tion or junction) within the system is detailed in the sections below. Also held are 
(x, y) coordinates for streets and delivery points to allow routes to be visualised by 
overlaying them on a graphics file containing a map of the area under considera- 
tion. 
3.4.1 Streets 
A diagrammatic street section may be seen in figure 3.6. For each street section 
the following data is held: 
" Identifier Each street section is allocated a unique identifier such as HighStl. 
The alpha section of the identifier is normally an abbreviated version of the 
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streets' name. As each street may be subdivided into several street sections, 
the numeric identifier allows each section to have a unique id, but retaining 
the ability to identify which street sections form a complete physical street. 
" Id of junction 1, Id of junction 2 Each street section is lined to a maximum 
of 2 junctions (some "dead end" sections are only linked to one), each junc- 
tion having a unique identifier. Referring to them as junction 1 and junction 
2 normally differentiates the junctions. 
9 Length The length of the street section junction to junction. Normally this 
value would be entered in metres. 
" Width The value (normally in metres) to be added to a route every time this 
road has be crossed. 
" Child Friendly When considering the Scout post routing application (see 
section 5.1), street sections are classified as being child friendly if the de- 
liveries within them may be undertaken by children over 14 years of age 
without adult supervision. Thus this attribute is true if no flats in this sec- 
tion require a delivery. 
The length and width attributes for a street section are as shown in figure 3.7. 
3.4.2 Junctions 
Each junction has a unique identifier allocated to it, and a width value used in 
distance calculations. Whenever a junction is traversed the width penalty for that 
junction is added to the route. 
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Figure 3.6: A single street section (R1) running between 2 junctions (J1 and J2) 
3.4.3 Delivery Points 
For each household delivery point the following data is held: 
" Street Section The street section that the delivery point is allocated to. 
" Position The distance (normally in meters) from end 1 to this delivery point. 
A diagrammatic representation of the position attribute for two delivery 
points may be seen in figure 3.8. 
" Side Set to either 1 or 2, to denote which delivery points are grouped with 
side I and which are grouped with side 2. 
" No of deliveries The number of separate delivery points located within this 
delivery point. Normally this is set to 1, except for tower blocks that may 
contain multiple delivery points. 
3.4.4 Distance Calculation 
When calculating the distance between delivery points in the same street, the cal- 
culation is as follows: 
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Figure 3.7: A single street section, highlighting the length ( L) and width (W) 
attributes 
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Figure 3.8: A single street section highlighting the position attributes of two 













Figure 3.9: A sample distance calculation, from H1 to H2 (see text for working) 
let hi = the first delivery point 
let h2 = the second delivery point 
let a= the street section hl and h2 are allocated to 
d= abs(hl. position - h2. position) 
If hl. side <> h2. side then 
d=d+s. width 
See figures 3.7 and 3.8 for visual definitions of the length, width and position 
attributes. 
For calculating inter-street distances Dijkstra's algorithm is used to calculate 
the distances from one junction to another. A typical distance calculation may be 
seen in figure 3.9. The distance required is from road R1, point HI to road R2, 
point H2. The route is highlighted in red and broken down into sections a to g for 
clarity. 
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The distance calculation may be broken down as follows: 
a= R1. length - HE pos 
b- 72. width 
c- R2. length 
d-D. width 
e= R3. Iength 
f- 34. width 
g- H2. pos 
totDiit -a+b+c+d+c+f +g 
The extra distance required in terms of the distance between the delivery point 
and the kerbside (pavement), is not taken into account in the model. This extra 
distance is in effect a constant value for the entire route. Whilst it may be desirable 
to gather and utilise these values for a production system, these values were not 
entered into this system because of the time required to measure the distances 
involved and enter the data. 
3.5 Data Sets Used 
3.5.1 The Edinburgh Dataset 
This was the first dataset constructed by the author; it is based upon the centre 
of Edinburgh using the 3d map shown in figure A. 1. The underlying street graph 
may be seen in figure 3.10 and the statistics for the dataset are presented in table 
3.2. Note that the distance measurements used in this data set are abstract, they 
are proportional to sizes on the scanned in map rather than being given in meters 
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Total Delivery points (dp)= 472 
Total street section - 75 
Ratio dp/street sections - 6.29 
Total length of streets (m) . 1171 
Average Length/width ratio - 15.61 
Total Streets - 34 
Average toads. unction 3.04 
Avenge sections/street 2.24 
Table 3.2: Edinburgh data set statistics 
as for the Ordnance Survey derived data sets. 
3.5.2 The Grange Dataset 
This data set covers 609 delivery points in an area near the centre of Edinburgh 
known as the Grange. In this case the dataset is based on Ordnance Survey (OS) 
data. The data may be overlaid on the OS map shown in figure A. 4. To ease the 
inputting of data derived from OS maps, software routines were developed to 
allow a map image to be scaled as follows; the user is asked to click on two 
points on the map that are a known real-world distance apart (most maps provide 
a scale bar suitable for this). The distance between the two points (in pixels) is 
then calculated, the system can then calculate a pixels/meter value to allow other 
distances to be entered simply by clicking on two points on the map. This is used 
as a basis for entering street and household data. 
Statistics for the Grange data set may be seen in table 3.3. 
3.5.3 The Fairmilehead Dataset 
This is a larger dataset than the Grange dataset and represents three housing 
schemes on the Southern boundary of Edinburgh, these are Caiystane, Buckstone 
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Figure 3.10: The graph that makes up the Edinburgh dataset 
Total Delivery points (dp)= 609 
Total street sections = 60 
Ratio dp/street sections = 10.2 
Total length of streets (m) 5788.8 
Average Length/width ratio = 15.7 
Total Streets = 15 
Average roads/junction 2.8 
Average sections/street 4.1 
Table 3.3: Statistics for the Grange dataset 
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Figure 3.11: The street graph that makes up the Grange dataset 
and Swanston. In total 1592 household delivery points are represented which are 
distributed over 153 street sections. The graph that the dataset is based on may be 
seen in figure 3.12 and an example of the full map may be seen in figure A. 6. 
Total Delivery points (dp)- 1592 
Total street sections : 153 
Ratio dp/street sections - 10.4 
Total length of streets (m) - 12471.7 
Average Length/width ratio. 10.2 
Total Streets . 53 
Average roads/junction 2.8 
Average sections/street 2.9 
Table 3.4: Statistics for the Fairmilehead dataset 
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Figure 3.12: The street graph that makes up the Fairmilehead Data set 
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Total Delivery points (dp). 1770 
Total street sections = 165 
Ratio dp/stteet sections = 7.04 
Total length of streets (m). 10856.9 
Average Length/width ratio= 8.2 
Total Streets = 38 
Average streetstjunction 2.8 
Average sections/street 4.4 
Table 3.5: Statistics for the ScoutPost dataset 
3.5.4 The Scout Post Dataset 
This data set is used in the problem discussed in chapter 5. It is based on the 
OS map shown in 3.13 and the graph structure used is shown in figure 3.14. It 
represents the Moredun and Craigour housing estates located in south Edinburgh. 
Unlike previous data sets, this set incorporates tower blocks that, although only 
appearing as one delivery point within the data set actually containing 100 house- 
holds within any route they are incorporated into. A smaller set of flats containing 
9 households is also incorporated within the dataset. 
3.5.5 Grid-based Datasets 
DataSetl to DataSetlO are artificially generated datasets based on a grid topology, 
1 to 5 being a constant 10 by 10 junction topology with differing numbers of 
delivery points per street, sets 6 to 10 being a constant number of delivery points 
(1500) arranged over a varying topology from 2 junctions by 2 junctions to 10 
junctions by 10 junctions (for an example of a4 by 4 grid see A. 8). The full list of 
these datasets used may be seen in table 3.6. These datasets are designed to allow 
the effect of varying the number of delivery points over a constant topology and 
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Figure 3.13: The original map that the Scoutpost data set was derived from 
(©Crown Copyright Ordnance Survey. An EDINA Digimap/JISC supplied ser- 
vice). 
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Figure 3.14: The street graph for the ScoutPost data set 
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Delivery Points (Households) Size (jets) Deliveries/St 
Length Width 
DataSctl 3600 10 10 10 
DataSel2 2880 10 10 8 
DataSet3 2160 10 10 6 
DataSet4 1440 10 10 4 
DataSetS 720 10 10 2 
DataSet6 1500 2 2 188 
DataSet7 1500 4 4 32 
DataSetß 1500 6 6 13 
DataSct9 1500 8 8 7 
DataSetlO 1500 10 10 5 
Table 3.6: A summary of the grid datasets used for the comparisons between SBR 
and Lin-Kernighan 
Total Delivery points (dp)- 487 
Total stmt sections . 80 
I Total length of streets . 12196.7 
Average Length/width ratio. 19.1 
Table 3.7: Statistics for the villages dataset 
3.5.6 The Villages Dataset 
The villages dataset was developed as a test dataset, to investigate how the system 
performed in a situation where the streets containing houses are clustered into 
specific villages linked by roads containing no deliveries. The map used may be 
viewed in figure 3.15, and the statistics for this data set are presented in table 3.7. 
A starting point was placed in the central village from which all delivery routes 
start and finish. This dataset was designed as a deliberate contrast to those data 
sets based on urban areas with dense housing. 
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Figure 3.15: The Villages data set 
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Total Delivery points (dp). 320 
Total street sections . g0 
Total length of streets . 1532 
Average Lengthlwidth ratio: 19.04 
Table 3.8: Statistics for the Spider Web dataset 
Total Delivery points 202 
Total street sections 28 
Ratio dp/n - 7.2 
Total Length of sweets (m). 180 
Average Leng0width ratio. 6.4 
Table 3.9: Statistics for the Windmill data set 
3.5.7 The Spider Web Dataset 
The Spider Web dataset may be seen in figure 3.16. It is designed as dataset 
with many street sections radiating out from a central point. The statistics for 
the dataset may be seen in table 3.8. The topology of this dataset is symmetrical 
over 2 axis unlike Ordinance Survey derived datasets which feature real-world 
topologies with are largely random. 
3.5.8 The Windmill Dataset 
The Windmill dataset is specifically constructed to divide into an obvious number 
of routes such as the Windmill dataset (see Fig. 3.17 and table 3.9). This data set 
divides into 4 logical areas radiating from a central hub. The total length of streets 
in each section is 45 units and there are 54 delivery points in each section. This 
data set is used to examine the effects of altering bidding strategies in section 5.7. 
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Figure 3.16: The Spider's Web data set 
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Figure 3.17: The Windmill Data Set 
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Chapter 4 
Evolutionary Algorithms for Street 
Based Routing 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the incorporation of the SBR technique described in section 
3.2.1 within an EA. Recombination and mutation operators have been developed 
that may be applied to chromosomes based on the SBR representation. The algo- 
rithm developed in this chapter can be used to produce routes for problems that 
require making deliveres to many adjacent houses within an urban area. 
4.1.1 Representation 
The chosen representation is a constant length permutation of street section identi- 
fiers (as defined in section 3.4.1). Both sides of each two sided section have a gene 
within the chromosome, for instance if there were just 2 street sections and both 
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sides of each section required a delivery there would be four genes. The choice 
of delivery heuristic to be utilised for each section may be decided on by a set of 
rules as outlined in section 4.1.2 and is therefore not included in the chromosome 
structure. Modifications made to genotypes made by the mutation and recombi- 
nation operators may only alter the ordering of the genes within the chromosome, 
any further addition or deletion of genes will result in an invalid phenotype. 
4.1.2 Decoding 
Each individual genotype encoded using the representation described in section 
4.1.1 has only one corresponding phenotype within that run. For instance if the 
delivery points requiring deliveries vary between runs then the same chromosome 
may relate to a different route in each run as differing delivery heuristics may be 
chosen depending on the delivery points to be serviced. In this application the 
phenotype takes the form of a route encompassing the delivery points. It is the 
length of this phenotype route that determines the fitness value of the original 
genotype. 
To facilitate the transformation from genotype to phenotype a decoding mech- 
anism is used. The decoding mechanism examines each gene in turn and the street 
section that it represents is added to the route. A set of rules are utilised to deter- 
mine which delivery heuristic is the most appropriate for the street section being 
added (for a description of the delivery heuristics, see section 3.2.1). The choice of 
which heuristic to use is achieved by simple rules, which are illustrated in figure 
4.1. 
The map in figure 4.2 represents several streets in an urban area requiring de- 
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Figure 4.1: A flow chart demonstrating how the choice of delivery heuristics is 
made for a street section within the decoding process. 
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section 3.2.1) and allocated a unique identifier (for use in the genotype as dis- 
cussed in section 4.1.1), as shown in figure 4.3. 
As an example assume the following chromosome is to be decoded: 
(5,2,2,7,6,1,1,3,3,4,4,5) 
The first gene in the chromosome is "5" (note in this example we are using 
numeric street identifiers, but in many of larger data sets alpha numeric identifiers 
are utilised) so the route commences from the fixed starting point "SP" through 
one side of section 5 as shown in figure 4.4. The decoding of the next two genes in 
the chromosome is shown in figure 4.5, as they share the same values both sides of 
section 2 are to be serviced in one operation. Using the rules shown in figure 4.1 
the crossover delivery heuristic is applied allowing deliveries to both sides of the 
section in one operation. As the next gene in the chromosome is "7" the heuristic 
should ensure that the deliveries finish at the end of section 5 that is closest to 
section 7. The decoding process continues through the chromosome adding street 
sections to the route in order and applying appropriate delivery heuristics to them 
to produce the phenotype route as shown in figure 4.6. 
4.1.3 Evaluation 
The fitness value allocated to each genotype is the length of its associated pheno- 
type route. Because the system contains data for all the streets in the geographical 
area, accurate distances and routes can be calculated (see section 3.4.4 for a de- 
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Figure 4.2: Grouping deliveries, by street (©Crown Copyright Ordnance Survey. 
An EDINA Digimap/JISC supplied service). 
Figure 4.3: Dividing into sections and allocating IDs (©Crown Copyright Ord- 
nance Survey. An EDINA Digimap/JISC supplied service). 
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Figure 4.4: Decoding the first gene, heuristic 3 being applied to one side of sec- 
tion 5 (©Crown Copyright Ordnance Survey. An EDINA Digimap/JISC supplied 
service). 





Figure 4.5: Decoding genes 2 and 3, which results in the application of deliv- 
ery heuristic 2 to section2 (©Crown Copyright Ordnance Survey. An EDINA 
Digimap/JISC supplied service). 
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TTifl: r7n. 
Figure 4.6: The final route after decoding the rest of the chromosome which results 
in heuristic 1 being applied to sections 7 and 3 heuristic 2 to sections 1 and 4 and 
heuristic 3 to the remaining side section 5 (©Crown Copyright Ordnance Survey. 
An EDINA Digimap/JISC supplied service). 
4.1.4 Population and Replacement Strategies 
The population strategy selected was that of a fixed size population (see section 
3.1.4). Two versions of the algorithm (Al and A2) with different population and 
replacement strategies were tried. Tournament selection (with a tournament of size 
2) and elitism are incorporated within both of the algorithms. 
Version Al (see figure 4.7) creates a completely new population of child geno- 
types within each generation, the new population being the same size as the previ- 
ous population. Members of the new population are created by recombination or 
by copying directly from a member of the previous population (the copying pro- 
cess is referred to as cloning). The probability that a new child will be created by 
recombination rather than cloning is determined by the recombination rate. Muta- 
tions are then applied to members of the new population, the probability that any 
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InitPop {initialise each chromosome and evaluate It} 
elite - findBesl() (return the index of the most } 
{fit member of the population) 
While evals < evals. to_execute do 
{recombine} 
for each child In newPop 
It randomO < rRate then 
child - recombine (oldPop 
else 
child - clone(oldPop) 
newPop. add(child) 
(mutate) 
for child In newPop 
If random < mRate then 
mutate(child) 
child . calcFitness 
If newPop. best. fitness < elite. fitness 
elite - newPop. best 
oldPop . newPop 
Wend 
Figure 4.7: Algorithm Al 
child genotype will be subject to a mutation being mutat. o1 nrate . 
Finally the new 
population takes the place of the previous population. 
Within Algorithm A2 (see figure 4.8) the child population is created by re- 
combination, in this case the size of the new population is half the size of the 
main population. The size of the new population ensures that 50% of the original 
population is retained. When combined with the tournament replacement strategy 
this ensures that there is a high probability that many of the higher fitness individ- 
uals within the original population will survive into the next generation, allowing 
them to become parents again. Mutations are applied to genotypes in the new 
population before they are copied back to the main population. The replacement 
strategy is based on a tournament between two randomly selected members of the 
main population, the tournament loser being replaced. 
Both versions of the algorithm were tested on the Edinburgh and Grange 
datasets, with a range of population sizes (see table 4.1 for the parameters utilised). 
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Parameter values Variable name in listings 
Population Size [5,20,30,40,100,200,250,100] popSize 
New Population size: Al popSiae n/a 
New Population size: A2 popSizc 0.3 newSine 
Tournament size for recombination 2 tourSize 
Heuristic application Interval (gens) 20 hlntervd 
Tournament size for re-inclusion in pop 2 tours ze 
Mutation rate 0.4 mRate 
Recombination rate 0.9 rRate 
No of generations 500 n/a 
No of evaluations per run (new pop size * no of generations) evals-to. execute 
Table 4.1: The initial parameter set utilised for the experiments outlined in sections 
4.1.4 and 4.1.5 
InitPop {initialise each chromosome and evaluate it} 
elite - findBest() {return the index of the most } 
(fit member of the population) 
While evals < evala_lo_execute do 
{Recombine} 
for count .I to newPopSize 
If random() < rRate then 
child - recombine(oldPop) 
else 
child - clone(oldPop) 
newPop. add (child) 
{Mutate} 
for child I. newPop 
it random < mRate then 
mutate(child) 
child. calcFitncss 
for each child in newPop 
tournamenlLoaer(pop) - child 
It newPop. best. fitness < elite. fitness 
elite - newPop. best 
Wend 
Figure 4.8: Algorithm A2 
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For each population size, 10 runs were made and the average total fitness is cal- 
culated. The results may be seen in table 4.2, based on the results shown, the 
replacement strategy used in A2 gives the better average performance. Note that 
A2 produces better results not only on the average of the results but also when 
best runs only are compared. Reference to table 4.3 shows the standard deviations 
expressed as percentages. Note how the standard deviations in A2 are both approx. 
2% of the average for both datasets unlike those obtained with Al with vary with 
the datasets. On the basis of the results presented in tables 4.2 and 4.3 the replace- 
ment strategy presented in A2 is being adopted. The results show that not only 
does A2 produce a better average result but the standard deviation is consistent 
across both datasets. 
4.1.5 The Hybrid Algorithm 
A number of authors have advocated the use of local search [RY99, FM96, YN96, 
PCLP94] to improve the performance of EAs when solving complex problems. 
Local search applies a heuristic to the genotype to allow some optimisation prior 
to calculating the fitness. An example of this occurs in [FM96] where the authors 
apply the Lin-Kernighan TSP heuristic to individuals within their EA with good 
results. 
The local search heuristic may be seen in figure 4.9 where each gene in the 
chromosome is considered in turn. As each gene is examined, the remaining genes 
between it and the end of the chromosome are examined in turn and the gene that 
represents the closest street to that represented by the original gene is moved to a 
position adjacent to the original gene. 




Pop Avg Length StdDev Best Avg Length SldDev liest 
5 7099.3 668.5 5854 6033.3 133.8 5768.2 
10 6919.4 684.5 5652.4 5758.8 171.8 5435.4 
20 6927.1 253.8 6604.5 5917.8 82.4 5813.1 
30 6136.8 635.6 5558.9 5816.9 98.8 5639.6 
40 6852.7 220.6 6382.3 5751.5 123.9 5551.8 
50 6664.6 195.3 6306.2 5799.8 120.3 5661 
100 6570.9 213.7 6286.7 5750.1 145.7 5553.9 
250 6420.2 160.7 6289.3 5709.5 166.9 5440.5 
500 6335.6 110.1 6182.6 5719.2 155.9 55583 
Average 6658.5 349.2 6124.1 5806.3 133.3 5602.4 
Grange Data 
Al A2 
Pop Avg Length SldDev Best Avg Length StdDev Best 
5 30699 3915.2 25446.1 26773.6 700.8 25873.4 
10 31537.6 3507.6 24393.9 25959.6 880.9 24585.2 
20 30040.4 2792.7 24550.3 25734.6 7003 24733.3 
30 27185.2 3017 24278.8 25921.3 219.2 25656.8 
40 30783 551.7 30082.3 25566.9 590.7 24560.9 
50 29390.6 10443 27962.3 25637 685.6 24463.2 
100 29444.3 462.8 28350.3 25783.6 450.6 25101.8 
250 28881.8 736.1 27895.6 25887.5 591.2 25354 
500 28529.1 429.4 27738.6 25680.1 445 24970.3 
Average 29610.1 1828.5 26744.2 25882.7 584.9 25033.2 
Table 4.2: Route lengths created using algorithms Al and A2. 
Al A2 
Edin Data 0.5% 2.2% 
Grange Data 6.2 % 2.3 % 
Table 4.3: The standard deviation as a% of the results shown in 4.2. 
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procedure IocalSearch(chromo) 
For each gene In chromo 





returns the gene in the chromosome representing the street closest to the street represented by gene 
function insertAfter(genel, gene2) 
inserts gene2 in the chromosome in the position after genet 
Figure 4.9: The local search operator used. 
Edinburgh Data Grange Data 
No local search EA incorporating local search No local search EA incorporating local search 
Pop Size Avg. Length Std. Deviation Avg. Length Std. Deviation Avg. Length StdDev Avg Length Std. Deviation 
5 6033.3 133.8 1913.2 40.3 26773.6 700.8 10580.1 239.8 
10 5758.8 171.8 1873.9 48 25959.6 880.9 10553.5 233.4 
20 5917.8 82.4 1882.2 31.8 25734.6 700.3 10617.3 153.5 
30 5816.9 98.8 1882.4 50 25921.3 219.2 10630.3 160.6 
40 5751.5 123.9 1882.7 46.3 25566.9 590.7 10614.4 218.8 
50 5799.8 120.3 1894 33.5 25637 685.6 10590.4 164.2 
100 5750.1 145.7 1894.1 26.7 25783.6 450.6 10668.6 163.5 
250 5709.5 166.9 1917.2 57 25887.5 591.2 10740.6 164.9 
500 5719.2 155.9 1904.7 33 25680.1 445 10731.7 200.9 
Average 5806.3 133.3 1893.8 40.7 25882.7 584.9 10636.3 188.8 
Table 4.4: The effect of adding local search (Hybrid) when solving the Edinburgh 
and Grange datasets 
4.10, this version is based on A2 (see figure 4.8) but with the addition of the local 
search heuristic. The heuristic is applied to the entire population once every 20 
generations. A copy of each individual is made and the heuristic is applied so 
that, if the heuristic improves the individual then the original is replaced with the 
modified version, otherwise the original is left unmodified. 
The hybrid EA incorporating local search was executed in the same manner as 
A2 (see 4.1.4) and the results compared with A2 (see table 4.1 for the parameters 
utilised). The results obtained may be seen in table 4.4. On both data sets the 
hybrid algorithm clearly outperforms A2. The effect of using just the local search 
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lnitPop (initialise each chromosome and evaluate it) 
elite - tindBest (return the index of the most) 
(fit member of the population) 
While evals < evats_to_execute do 
(Recombine) 
for count =I to newPopSize 
It randomO < rRate then 
child - recombine (oldPop 
else 
child - clone(oldPop) 
newPop, add (child) 
(Mutate) 
for child In newPop 
it random < mRate then 
mutate(child) 
child . calcFitness 
for each child In newPop 
tournamentLoser(pop) - child 
(apply heuristic) 
It (generation modulus 20) =0 
for each individ In newPop 
new - localSearch(Individ) (Apply local search) 
It (new. fitness < Individ. fitness) 
individ - new 
If newPop. best. fitness < elite. fitness 
elite - newPop. best 
Wend 
Figure 4.10: The SBR-EA algorithm based on A2, but incorporating local search 
Edinburgh Data Grange Data 
Average 2387.998 13609.33 
StdDev 129.898889038114 1052.13988724569 
Best 2207 11727.8 
Table 4.5: The results obtained when running the local search heuristic on its own 
on the Edinburgh and Grange datasets. 
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combined with random multi-start may be seen in table 4.5. As would be expected, 
the results obtained when using only the local search are far inferior to those 
obtained when hybridising the local search and the EA. 
When the heuristic modifies a chromosome, each swap that it carries out 
moves two adjacent street sections together, but the heuristic does not measure 
the overall fitness (route length) after each individual swap. In a chromosome of 
length n the total number of swaps carried out will be n-1 if all the swaps are 
required (if the two genes are already placed together then obviously no swap is 
required), thus the number of evaluations required would be n-1 in the worst 
case. Because of the CPU time required for evaluations the entire chromosome 
is only evaluated after the heuristic has been used. Therefore it is possible that, 
although the heuristic may improve inefficient routes, there may exist cases where 
some of the swaps carried out will deform the overall route, this only becoming 
apparent when the chromosome is re-evaluated after the heuristic has been used. 
The use of the heuristic needs to be carefully controlled to ensure that it provides 
a supply of new genetic material into the population, without destroying material 
that could hinder the evolutionary process. 
4.1.6 The Recombination Operator 
The recombination operator is used to create new child genotypes, each of which 
is based on two parent genotypes. The two parents are selected using tournament 
selection, with a tournament size of two. Two recombination points within the 
chromosome are selected at random. Initially those genes from parent 1, which 
exist between the recombination points, are copied to the child to allow the preser- 
vation of a contiguous section of route. Thus a complete sub string of genes from 
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parent I is copied intact to the child. Next each gene in parent 2 is considered in 
the order that they exist within parent 2. If a gene representing that street section 
has not already been copied to the child then that gene is copied to the first avail- 
able space in the child chromosome. All the genes in parent 2 are checked and 
copied as required; they are added to the child in the same order that they appear 
in parent 2. This scheme ensures that the child contains sections of route from 
both parents and was based on the OX recombination operator ([Dav85]). 
It is useful to examine how this recombination operator creates new individu- 
als when using the SBR encoding scheme. Figure 4.11 represents a simple street 
network. For the purposes of this example it is assumed that each street section 
possesses a number of delivery points on both sides, the points themselves are 
omitted from the map to aid clarity. Two potential routes may be seen in figures 
4.12 and 4.13. The chromosomes that represent these routes (P1 and P2) may be 
seen in figure 4.14 together with an example of a child (Cl). Note how a com- 
plete section is copied from P1 (see the "From P1" row) and material is copied 
from P2 to complete a valid chromosome. Figure 4.15 shows the resulting route 
constructed from the child chromosome, portions of the route in green represent 
areas inherited from P2 and the section in blue represents the section inherited 
from Pl. It is worth noting some points in detail about the child solution. Note 
the deliveries to streets A and B by traversing them as a loop starting and ending 
with section C has also been inherited from P2 and the middle section of route 
servicing streets I, H, J, K, P and Q is inherited from P1. 
This operator has been chosen because of the manner in which a large section 
of P1 is copied in its entirety to Cl. This guarantees that at least some genetic 
material will be passed on to the child unaltered. When building routes such as 
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Figure 4.11: The test data set. 
this, it is not necessarily the absolute position of genes within the chromosome that 
matters, but the placing of certain genes next to each other. Given that the choice 
of delivery heuristic for a street section is influenced by the previous and next 
street sections to be visited it is important that sequences of genes are inherited, 
rather than individual genes at specific positions. A Pascal implementation of this 
operator may be seen in figure 4.16 
The system was tested on the Edinburgh and the Grange datasets with recom- 
bination rate values in the range 0 .. 1 increasing in steps of 0.1. Each value was 
tested over 10 runs. The algorithm used was the SBR-EA algorithm (see figure 
4.10) with a population size of 10 and the remaining parameters unchanged from 
table 4.1. The results obtained are shown in table 4.6. As a result of this the recom- 
bination rate adopted for future experiments is 0.5, this value being a compromise 
that appears to give a low average length of route on both data sets and a low stan- 
dard deviation. The trends displayed in the tables show the fitness improving as 
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Figure 4.12: Parent 1 (Plain lines denote one side of the street being serviced, 
short arrows and circles denote both sides being serviced in one pass) 
Figure 4.13: Parent 2 (Plain lines denote one side of the street being serviced, 




From P1 FGHHIJJKPQQPKILLNN 
From P2 CAABBCEGO OMMFEDD 
Cl CAABBCEGOFHHIJJKPQQPKILLNNOMMFEDD 
Figure 4.14: An example of the how a child (Cl) inherits genetic material from 
two parents (P1 and P2). The section inherited from P1 retains the same absolute 
positions in the child as it did in P1, the remaining genes in the child are inherited 
from P2. Genes from P2 may not always retain their absolute position. 
.4 
Figure 4.15: The child constructed from Pl and P2. The purple areas of the route 
represent those areas inherited from P1, the green areas those inherited from P2. 
(Plain lines denote one side of the street being serviced, short arrows and circles 
denote both sides being serviced in one pass) 
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(Set crossover points cpl and cp2) 
cpl - random( geneLength); 
cp2 - rendom(geneLength); 
{1st copy the section in between the} 
(crossover points from P1 to the child. ) 
for counter - cpI to cp2 
child[counterj - pl[counter 
childindex -0 
for each gene I. P2 
(Make sure childIndex points to the next empty position in the child chromosome) 
while child [ childlndex) <> null 
childladex++ 
If (I child. contains (gene)) 
child IchildlndexI > gene 
next gene 
Figure 4.16: The recombination operator described in the text 
the recombination rate increases to around 0.4-0.5 and then getting worse as the 
recombination rate increases from 0.5 to 1. 
4.1.7 Mutation Operators 
A mutation is defined as the selection of a single gene (with the probability of n 
where n is the chromosome length) and its removal and re-insertion at another 
random point within the chromosome. This will produce a change within the phe- 
notype route. All of the child genotypes created at a particular generation are 
subject to the possibility of mutation as determined by the mutation rate. To pro- 
vide an example of how a mutation applied to a genotype may affect the resulting 
phenotype, consider the following genotype: 
DCCBBAAEFFGHHIJJKPQQPKILLNNOOMMGED 
the resulting phenotype is shown in figure 4.12. In this case the probability of any 
chromosome being selected for mutation may be defined as ps =n where n is 
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Edinburgh Data Grange Data 
rate Avg. Length SUL Deviation Avg. Length Std. Deviation 
0 1754.5 72.4 10155 346.1 
0.1 1668.1 86.4 9814.7 513.7 
0.2 1646.5 84.5 10013.2 194.1 
0.3 1663.4 141.1 9906.5 359.8 
0.4 1673.9 98.6 9866.8 365 
0.5 1638.9 68 9845.4 445.6 
0.6 1639.5 38.6 9870.4 665.5 
0.7 1640.3 91.7 9382.7 2046.1 
0.8 1660.2 81.3 9866.4 369.5 
0.9 1652.3 100.7 9881.8 498.9 
1 1673.9 98.1 9712.2 315.4 
Avg. 1515.6 79.1 9846.8 555.4 
Table 4.6: The effects of varying the recombination rate for the Edinburgh and 
Grange datasets 
the length of the chromosome. The probability of re-insertion at any specific point 
may be defined as pi = n+l, given 
that there are n+1 insertion points. Thus 
the combined probability of a specific gene being selected and inserted at a given 
point is pMut = n* n+l ' 
In the above example the probability of a specific mutation occurring would 
be: 
phut =1 n*(n+1) 
pMut - 34*(341 +1) 
PMut -- 1190 
pMut = 0.00084 
This mutation operator allows the entire search space to be explored, as al- 
though the probability of any particular mutation occurring is small, it is possible. 
If the gene at position 5 in the example chromosome was mutated to position 19, 
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the chromosome would now resemble thus: 
DCCBBAEFFGHHIJJKPQQAPKILLNNOOMMGED 
It is now helpful to examine the before (1) and after (2) chromosomes: 
1 DCCBBAAEFFGHHIJJKPQQPKILLNNOOMMGED 
2 DCCBBAEFFGHHIJJKPQQAPKILLNNOOMMGED 
Although only one gene has been mutated, the absolute position of 14 genes 
within the chromosome has been altered. As already discussed it is not the abso- 
lute position of the genes that affects the corresponding phenotype, but adjacency 
of genes to each other. If the before (1) and after (2) genotypes are examined it 




Note that where the neighbour of a pair of genes is altered, both members of 
the pair are affected e. g. inserting mutating ... AABB... to ... AACBB... effects four 
genes AA and BB as both pairs represent one operation. The number of genes 
effected by the mutation is now 8. The affect of the mutation on the genotype 
may be seen in figure 4.17, compare it with the original phenotype in figure 4.12. 
Note that this is probably a non-desirable mutation as it has introduced a large 
extra section of route from Q to A and back to P. Conversely there will exist other 
mutations that shorten routes. 
Taking the same starting phenotype, suppose gene P was mutated to position 




Figure 4.17: The effect of the mutation described in the text on the phenotype. 
Sections of the route that have altered are highlighted in red 
1 DCCBBAAEFFGHHUJKPQQPKILLNNOOMMGED 
2 DCCBBAAEFFGHHUJKQQPPKILLNNOOMMGED 
The resulting phenotype would be as seen in figure 4.18. This time the mu- 
tation has allowed the delivery points in streets P and Q to be serviced with one 
operation. Note that in all the examples looked at, it has been assumed that all 
streets are double sided with equal numbers of delivery points on both sides. In 
real world examples of course the decoding from genotype to phenotype will be 
influenced by the choice of delivery heuristic, which is dependent on the distribu- 
tion of delivery points. 
The mutation rate was varied from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.1 . The results were 
averaged over 10 runs and are presented in table 4.7. The parameters used in the 
experiment are given in table 4.8. A mutation rate of 1 was decided on for future 
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Figure 4.18: The effect of the mutation described in the text on the phenotype. 
Sections of the route that have altered are highlighted in red 
experiments as it provides a low average fitness and a low standard deviation. 
In practice this ensures that every child chromosome has a mutation introduced. 
Given that cloning from a single parent creates approximately 50% of the new 
genotypes (due to a recombination rate of 0.5), a mutation rate of 1 ensures that 
each child differs in some way from its ancestor(s). Note that each mutation only 
selects and moves one gene, the mutation rate affects the number of genotypes 
that are mutated, but not affect the degree to which the genotypes are altered once 
they have been selected for mutation. 
4.1.8 Population Size 
Although the population size was varied whilst comparing the original two algo- 
rithms (see section 4.1.4) it was decided to experiment with differing population 
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Figure 4.18: The effect of the mutation described in the text on the phenotype. 
Sections of the route that have altered are highlighted in red 
experiments as it provides a low average fitness and a low standard deviation. 
In practice this ensures that every child chromosome has a mutation introduced. 
Given that cloning from a single parent creates approximately 50% of the new 
genotypes (due to a recombination rate of 0.5), a mutation rate of 1 ensures that 
each child differs in some way from its ancestor(s). Note that each mutation only 
selects and moves one gene, the mutation rate affects the number of genotypes 
that are mutated, but not affect the degree to which the genotypes are altered once 
they have been selected for mutation. 
4.1.8 Population Size 
Although the population size was varied whilst comparing the original two algo- 
rithms (see section 4.1.4) it was decided to experiment with differing population 
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Edinburgh Data Grange Data 
rate result standard deviation result standard deviation 
0 1892.3 124.3 11094.0 474.3 
0.1 1733.7 78.1 10168.6 467.1 
0.2 1701.8 91.7 9954.2 575.0 
0.3 1699.4 86.4 9908.1 294.4 
0.4 1638.7 78.5 9827.0 424.5 
0.5 1673.6 83.8 9805.6 282.0 
0.6 1694.8 104.1 9862.6 392.1 
0.7 1706.6 106.9 9525.9 336.5 
0.8 16095 101.0 10099.7 411.6 
0.9 1608.4 87.9 9794.2 415.0 
1 1574.2 88.2 9786.6 331.6 
Avg. 1684.8 92.8 9984.2 400.3 
Table 4.7: The effect of varying the mutation rate on Edin and Grange data sets 
Parameter values 
Population Size 10 
No of children/generation popSize 03 
Tournament size for recombination 2 
Heuristic application Interval (gens) 20 
Tournament size for re-inclusion in pop 2 
Mutation rate [0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,1] 
Recombination rate 0.5 
No of generations 500 
No of evaluations per run (new pop size * no of generations) 
Table 4.8: The parameters used to investigate the effects of altering the mutation 
rate 
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Edin Data Grange Data 
Pop Size result dcv result dcv 
10 1580.6 56.9 9577.9 256.2 
25 1588.7 1213 9504.9 417.3 
50 1605.4 57.2 9601.0 271.1 
75 1582.3 41.9 9478.2 232.5 
100 1570.7 47.2 9501.4 279.2 
125 1572.7 32.2 9452.4 459.2 
150 1574.6 51.7 9185.9 116.1 
175 15513 25.0 9307.5 178.7 
200 1557.0 28.0 9265.5 150.8 
Avg. 1576.0 51.3 9430.5 262.3 
Table 4.9: The effects of altering population size on both the Edin and Grange 
data sets 
sizes, to take account of the new mutation and recombination rates decided on. 
The results obtained by varying the population size on algorithm A2 incorporat- 
ing local search (the SBR-EA algorithm) may be seen in table 4.9. The results 
are averaged over 10 runs, note that there would appear to be a trend of the best 
results being obtained with a population size of 150, not only based on average 
route length, but also based on low deviation across the 10 results. 
4.2 A Comparison with an Index Based Represen- 
tation 
The permutation based representation (described in section 4.1.1) is a common 
and well used representation scheme. Some authors have used index based rep- 
resentations [PCLP94] whereby each gene within the chromosome is an index to 
a suggestion list of possible values . The values 
in the suggestion list are ordered 
using some form of ranking. As the chromosome is decoded, each gene has the 
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Index A B C D E F SP 
I E F D B A B E 
2 B E A F F A F 
3 F A E E B B A 
4 C D F C D D B 
5 D C B A C C C 
6 D 
Table 4.10: A possible suggestion table for use with rep2. Note that the suggestion 
table includes entries for SP (start point) 
value in its suggestion list substituted in place of the index, in the event that that 
particular value may not be inserted at this point in the chromosome, the next 
valid value in the suggestion list is used. To utilise an index-based representation 
for the SBR problem we construct a suggestion list for each street section based 
on the remaining streets in distance order from the street under consideration. For 
instance, if we had 6 streets, the following suggestion table might be constructed 
as shown in table 4.10. 
A chromosome in this representation might be thus: 
132431 
The first number is an index to the SP column so the first street section to be 
placed into the route is "E". The next gene in the chromosome is taken to be an 
index of the "E" column thus the next street to be added to the solution is "B". 
This process continues until the entire chromosome has been decoded. In this case 
the decoded route would be: 
SPEBACFD 
If an index references a street section that cannot be added to the route because 
it has already been visited, then the next street in the suggestion list is considered 
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Index A B C D E F SF 
I E B C B A E E 
2 B F D F F A F 
3 F E A E B B A 
4 C A E C D D B 
S D D F A C C C 
6 C B D 
Table 4.11: A modified suggestion table, taking into account the fact that streets 
B and C are double sided 
until a street that can be added to the route is found. The new index value is written 
back to the chromosome. 
Because some genes appear twice in the SBR representation (where a street 
section requires both sides to be serviced) a modification to the suggestion table 
shown in 4.10 is required. Those columns that represent a two-sided street have 
an entry for themselves added to the suggestion list, thus allowing that entry to be 
placed twice adjacently in the chromosome. For example, if streets B and C were 
double sided the table shown in table 4.11 would have been constructed. 
The recombination operator utilised is 2-point crossover. The mutation op- 
erator randomly selects one of the genes and then assigns a new random value 
in the range 1.. indexlength. The assigning of the new value would be biased in 
favour of smaller numbers (e. g. favouring streets that are closer). The method for 
selecting new gene values works as follows: 
coast LIST. LEN - 20 {20 items in the selection list} 
newldx - rand(y)+l {Select a number in the range I .. 6} 
It (newldx - 6) them 
Newldn - random(LIST_LEN - 5) +5 
In this example the probability of newIdx falling in the range 1.. 5 is p= 69 
whilst the probability that the system will select a specific value in the range 6.. 20 
is p=11 6*15 90 
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Parameter Permutation Representation Indexed Representation 
Population Size 100 100 
No of children(generation xpopSize"0.5 -popSize"0.5 
Tournament size for recombination 2 2 
Heuristic application Interval (Sens) 20 n/a 
Tournament size for te-inclusion in pop 2 2 
Mutation rate 1 0.01 
Recombination rate 0.5 0.5 
No of evaluations per run 250000 250000 
Table 4.12: The parameters used when comparing the indexed based representa- 
tion 
4.2.1 Results obtained with the modified representation 
The original permutation based representation (SBR-EA) and the indexed based 
representation were compared over 10 runs on the Edin and Grange datasets used 
previously. The parameters used are shown in table 4.12. The results obtained 
with the modified representation may be seen in figure 4.13. Given the poor re- 
suits obtained with the indexed based representation, it was decided to continue 
investigations based on the permutation based representation. 
A drawback of this representation that may contribute to its poor performance 
is that it is epistatic: the decoded value of a gene is determined by the value of a 
previous gene. Thus altering the value of only one gene may result in a phenotype 
that is completely different. This inability to reflect small changes in the genotype 
with proporitionally small changes in the phenotype may make it difficult for the 
recombination operator to preserve schemas from parent to child. 
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Table 4.13: A comparison of representations 1 and 2 
4.3 Improvement Through Building Block Mutations 
4.3.1 The Building Block Concept 
In section 3.1.12 the Building Block hypothesis was discussed. If one chooses to 
subscribe to the building block hypothesis then it follows that it should be possible 
to improve the performance of an EA by explicitly seeking out such blocks and 
duplicating them within the population. Previous research into building blocks has 
been undertaken in [GK98, GKS97]. In these approaches, the researchers divided 
the population into two groups, those whose fitness is above a specific threshold 
and those whose fitness is beneath this threshold (the threshold value being greater 
than the average fitness). It is then attempted to distinguish any genetic feature or 
features that are present in the high fitness group and absent in the low fitness 
group. Once identified, the features may be isolated as a specific string of genetic 
material. To verify that the string under consideration does indeed produce some 
useful feature within the genotype, two sets of genotypes are created randomly: 
one set with, and one set without the string in question. If the average fitness of the 
chromosomes with the string is greater than the fitness of those without then the 
string is deemed to be useful. Useful strings identified in this manner are encapsu- 
lated into a single gene, preventing the modification of the string by mutation or 
recombination. The methods used by Gero et al. in [GK98, GKS97] were not felt 
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Table 4.14: An adjacency matrix for the genome ABCDEF 
to be entirely suitable for application to the SBR problem as the string analysis 
techniques used to discover the gene sequences are computationally expensive. 
Given that the representation used within SBR is a permutation of street section 
identifiers, a potential SBR building block as proposed here, would consists of 
a short sequence of such identifiers. When expressed in a phenotype such a se- 
quence would result in a useful section of route. 
4.3.2 Locating Frequency Based Building Blocks 
Two methods of discovering building blocks have been examined; the first method 
notes the frequency with which genes are placed next to one another within the 
population. It is then used to identify building blocks as follows: assuming there 
exists a genome that consists of the genes A, B, C, D, E and F arranged in a 
permutation. At the end of each generation the chromosome may be analysed to 
record the neighbour of each gene in a matrix. Suppose the genotype ABCDEF 
is analysed this would result in the pairs AB, BC, CD, DE, and EF. These would 
be recorded in the matrix as per table 4.14. If one subsequently added the genome 
BCEFAD the matrix would appear as per table 4.15. After the EA has run for 
many generational cycles the matrix would end up resembling that shown in table 
4.16. 
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A t 1 
B 2 




Table 4.15: The matrix shown in table 4.14 after the genome BCEFAD has been 
added 
A B C D B F 
A 15 22 10 13 15 
B 13 22 24 6 15 
C 23 43 13 29 14 
D 33 23 34 12 24 
B 19 33 43 62 10 
F 62 33 51 17 37 
Table 4.16: An example of a matrix after many generations of the EA have been 
executed. 
By scanning each row and finding the column containing the maximum value 
it may established which pairs of genes have occurred most often within the pop- 
ulation. Based on 4.16 these pairs would be: 
AC, BD, CB, DC, ED, FA 
Note that we might read these pairs from right to left as well as left to right, as 
ABCD will result in a different route to ACBD when using the SBR representa- 
tion. 
It is hoped that by increasing the occurrence of these building blocks within 
the population the average fitness of the population will increase. Building blocks 
discovered in this manner may be termed frequency based building blocks. Using 
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Figure 4.19: The percentage of building blocks present within the best solution 
of each generation. Shown for each data set, with varying values of d (detection 
generation) 
and 750 evaluations (within this EA 50 children are evaluated per generation). 
Figure 4.19 outlines the percentage of building blocks that appear in the most fit 
individual for each generation. 
Using building blocks identified at generation 100 80% of the pairs identified 
are still present in the final solution (see figure 4.19 for more details). The building 
blocks obtained in generation 100 appear to be more likely to remain in the best 
solution than those obtained in generation 50. Only 65 percent of those building 
blocks identified in generation 50 were identified at generation 100, hence the dif- 
ference in the results obtained. The experiment was repeated for blocks identified 
at generation 150,89% of the building blocks obtained in generation 100 were 
still present in generation 150 leading to similar results for 100 and 150. 
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4.3.3 Locating Local Fitness Based Building Blocks 
The second method of discovering building blocks is based on a technique that 
may be termed local fitness. Because the fitness value of each genotype is simply 
the length of the route, it is possible to calculate what distance each gene con- 
tributes to the overall fitness. This contribution may be termed the local fitness 
of that particular gene and is calculated as the distance from the end of the pre- 
vious street section to the current street section plus the distance travelled to the 
start of the next street section. After a set number of evaluations, the local fitness 
may be calculated for all the genes in the population. For each street section a 
building block may be constructed by finding the instance of that gene with the 
lowest local fitness. The building blocks then consist of the gene plus its adjacent 
neighbours. Unlike the frequency based building blocks, which always have just 
two genes the local fitness based building blocks have between 3 or 6 genes per 
block. This varying size of building blocks is because within SBR two adjacent 
genes of the same value (i. e. both sides of a street section) are considered as one 
for the purposes of making up building blocks. 
4.3.4 Building Block Mutation 
Building blocks may be discovered using either of the techniques described above, 
regardless of which technique was used to discover the blocks they may be made 
use of by the building block mutation operator which promotes the use of these 
blocks throughout the population. At the start of each generation a list of current 
building blocks is generated using either of the two methods outline above. The 
Building block mutation, selects an individual from the population, and then ran- 
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domly selects a building block from the current list of blocks. The first gene of the 
building block is then located in the chromosome and the building block is then 
inserted into the chromosome starting from that point. If any of the genes within 
the building block are duplicated elsewhere within the genotype after insertion, 
the originals are deleted to ensure the modified chromosome represents a legal 
solution to the problem. The list of building blocks is cleared and new building 
blocks are added in each generation based on the current population. 
4.3.5 Experiments using Building Blocks 
Three versions of the SBR-EA algorithm were tested on each dataset, a version 
incorporating the frequency heuristic, a version incorporating the local fitness 
heuristic and as a control the standard unmodified SBR-EA algorithm. The pa- 
rameters used are given in table 4.17. Each version of the algorithm was executed 
20 times and the results averaged. 
The average route lengths for each data set may be seen in table 4.18. In each 
case the local fitness based heuristic gives a consistently shorter route length than 
the standard SBR-EA that does not incorporate building block mutations. The av- 
erage improvement achieved by using the local fitness based heuristic are 6.4% 
for the Edin data set, 3.2% for the Grange data set and 4.9% for the Fairmilehead 
data set. Because these improvements are relatively small, a students t-test has 
been used to give an indication as to the probabilities that this improvement is 
statistically significant. The t-test results are shown in table 4.19. The t-test results 
represent the confidence factor that decrease in route length is due to the results 
obtained with the building blocks being part of a different distribution. For in- 
stance there is a probability of 0.9 that the results obtained with the 20 runs on the 
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Parameter values 
Population Size 175 
No of children/generation -popSize 0.5 
Tournament size for recombination 2 
Heuristic application Interval (gens) 20 
Tournament size for re-inclusion in pop 2 
Mutation rate t 
Building Block Mutation Rate 0.5 
Recombination rate 0.5 
No of evaluations per run 250000 
Table 4.17: The EA parameters used when running the Building Block EA 
Standard Frequency derived building blocks Local Fitness derived building blocks 
Route Length Std. Deviation Route Length Std. Deviation Route Length Std. Deviati on 
Edin 1626.1 75.1 1543.2 37.9 1522.6 48.6 
Grange 9442.2 285.1 9242.3 218.5 9136.3 163.4 
FMH 24778 568.1 23711.7 371.6 23574.8 606.5 
Table 4.18: Average route length for each dataset (Averaged over 20 runs of each 
algorithm) 
Grange data set with the building block heuristic improved are due to a specific 
change, rather than just being part of the normal distribution of results obtained 
when running the SBR-EA. 
The best results were obtained on the Edin and Grange datasets. These datasets 
are based on a street topology that is largely irregular. The reason for the success 
on these datasets may be that the building blocks represent route sections of route 
covering streets that are difficult for the EA to place within the route. 
Edin Data Grange Data Fairmilehead 
Frequency 0.9 0.9 1 
Local F 0.9 0.9 0.9 
Table 4.19: t-test values comparing the results obtained using the building block 
heuristics with those obtained using the standard SBR algorithm 
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A small but significant improvement in the SBR-EA performance has been 
noted with the addition of the building block mutation operator. Of the two meth- 
ods of obtaining building blocks the local fitness based method gives the best re- 
sults. One of the major differences between the two methods is that the frequency 
method defines building blocks based not only on the data contained in the current 
population but also on previous generations. If the EA encounters a local opti- 
mum, and genetic diversity is reduced, the existence of similar chromosomes may 
influence the statistics used to define the building blocks. Unlike previous work 
[GKS97, FM96] where string analysis is used to define the building blocks, the 
local fitness method highlights 3 or 4 gene building blocks using a simple modi- 
fication to the fitness function. The additional computational complexity involved 
in this operation is minimal. 
4.4 A comparison of SBR with the Lin-Kernighan 
TSP heuristic 
In order to establish the effectiveness of the SBR-EA routing algorithm, a direct 
comparison has been made with the Chained Lin-Kernighan TSP heuristic. When 
constructing single postal routes, it is possible to construct a distance matrix cov- 
ering each individual household within the problem instance using the distance 
calculations outline in section 3.4.4. This distance matrix is then used as the input 
to an implementation of the Chained Lin-Kernighan (LK) heuristic. 
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4.4.1 Chained Lin-Kernighan 
The Chained Lin-Kernighan heuristic is a development of the 2-opt swapping 
heuristic used for solving the TSP. Rather than considering single 2-opt swaps, the 
chained LK heuristic has two improvements. Firstly it searches for sequences of 
swaps that are applied to a TSP tour. A sequence of swaps may include swaps that 
do not create an improved tour when applied in isolation (and would be rejected 
by 2-opt). The second major change is the use of kicking sequences. When the 
algorithm has applied a number of swap sequences and no further improvement 
may be found, the best solution is then altered by a kicking sequence. These se- 
quences take the form of a sequence of 4-opt swaps (i. e. 4 vertices are exchanged 
in each swap). It should be noted that the effect of the sequence of kicking flips 
cannot be obtained by using any sequence of 2-opt moves. Having modified the 
best tour the algorithm is run again to find sequences of 2-opt swaps. If some im- 
proving sequences are not found then the kicking sequence is then reversed and 
a new kicking sequence is tried (For a complete description of these heuristics 
please refer to [CABC99, ACROO, AC02]). Currently many practitioners regard 
Chained Lin-Kernighan as the most effective TSP solver yet created. 
4.4.2 Combined Optimisation and Networked Combinatorial 
Optimisation Research and Development Environment 
The Combined Optimisation and Networked Combinatorial Optimisation Research 
and Development Environment (CONCORDE) is an ANSI C implementation of 
the Chained Lin-Kernighan TSP solver. This system has been implemented and 
maintained since 1995 to the time of writing (Summer 2002) by David Applegate, 
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Delivery Points (Households) Size (jets) Deliveries/St Source 
Length Width 
EDIN 471 N/A N/A N/A original test data 
GRANGE 609 N/A N/A N/A OS data 
FMH 1592 N/A N/A N/A OS data 
DataSctl 3600 10 10 10 generated 
DataSet2 2880 10 10 8 generated 
DataSet3 2160 10 10 6 generated 
DataSct4 1440 10 10 4 generated 
DataSetS 720 10 10 2 generated 
DataSet6 1500 2 2 188 generated 
DataSet7 1500 4 4 32 generated 
DataSet8 1500 6 6 13 generated 
DataSct9 1500 8 8 7 generated 
DataSetlO 1500 10 10 5 generated 
Table 4.20: A summary of the datasets used for the comparisons between SBR 
and Lin-Kernighan 
Robert Bixby, Vasek Chvatal, and William Cook. Included within the system is an 
implementation of the Chained Lin-Kernighan heuristic. The CONCORDE ver- 
sion used for these comparisons was version 99.12.15. The system runs on a Unix 
or Unix-like environment, in this case the system was compiled and executed on 
a Sun Microsystems Solaris based system. 
4.4.3 Experimental Method 
Each result presented in this section is an average of 20 runs, for each run the 
random number generator within the SBR-EA is seeded with a unique integer 
value in the range 1 to 20. A list of the datasets used may be seen in table 4.20 
and a full description is contained in 3.5. The SBR-EA was limited to 500,000 
evaluations. The output from both SBR-EA and from CONCORDE is a results 
file containing the final tour. A checking program that loads the distance matrix 
(as discussed in section 4.4) is then used to re-calculate the distance of the routes 
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Parameter values 
Population Size 175 
No of children/generation popSize*03 
Tournament size for recombination 2 
Heuristic application Interval (gems) 20 
Tournament size for re-inclusion in pop 2 
Mutation rate I 
Building Block Mutation Rate 0.5 
Recombination rate 0.5 
No of evaluations per run 500000 
Table 4.21: The EA parameters used for the SBR-EA 
in each of the result files. This use of an independent checker program eliminates 
the possibility of rounding errors due to SBR-EA being implemented in Borland 
Delphi and CONCORDE being implemented in ANSI C running on Sun Solaris. 
The parameters used within the SBR-EA are given in table 4.21 these parameters 
are based on the results of the experiments described earlier in this chapter. 
4.4.4 Results Obtained 
A summary of the average route lengths obtained with SBR-EA and LK may be 
seen in table 4.22. On average the LK produced routes are 18.4% shorter than 
those produced using the SBR-EA. The only dataset where the average SBR-EA 
route is shorter than the average LK route is data set 7, see figures A. 9 and A. 8. The 
best routes produced on dataset 6 using SBR and LK may be seen in figure A. 7 
(note that both algorithms returned the same solution to this problem). The best 
results obtained by both algorithms for the map derived data are presented in fig- 
ures A. 2, A. 1, A. 3, A. 4, A. 5 and A. 6. These results show the best results being 
obtained on the map derived data sets, the worst on the data sets arranged on the 
constant 10 x 10 topology datasets. 
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SBR-EA LK % decrease (LK-SBR-EA) Source 
Avg. Length Std Deviation Sid- deviation % Avg. Length Std Deviation 
EDIN 1497 26.2 1.8 1428.2 0 -4.8 Original test data 
GRANGE 9196.4 204.4 2.2 8475 0 -8.5 OS data 
FMH 22999.9 303.9 1.3 19976.5 0 -15.1 OS data 
DataSci1 39643.9 3152.1 8 29790.1 0 -33.1 DataGen 
DataSet2 31563 1216.2 3.9 24229.5 0 -303 DataGen 
DataSet3 24095.7 1114.3 4.6 18602.1 0 -29.5 DataGen 
DataSet4 16285.1 867.2 5.3 12322.3 0 -32.2 DataGen 
DataSetS 8969.1 449.6 5 6747.2 0 . 32.9 DataGen 
DataSet6 18840 0 0 18840 0 0 DataGen 
DataSet7 13425.2 481.3 3.6 13711.3 0 2.1 DataGen 
DataSeti 14329 860.1 6 12567.1 0 -14 DataGen 
DataSet9 15608.2 715.6 4.6 13132 0 -18.9 DataGen 
DataSctl0 17514.6 886.1 5.1 14321.4 0 -22.3 DataGen 
Average -18.4 
1 : 7= 
Table 4.22: The average distances obtained with SBR-EA and LK. 
The results shown in table 4.22 may be contrasted with the results shown in 
table 4.26 that shows only the best result from each of the 20 runs. In this case 
improvements are made in dataset2, dataset6 and dataset7. More significantly the 
average difference between the solutions produced by LK and the solutions pro- 
duced by SBR-EA drops to only -8.7%. 
Reference to table 4.23 suggests that there is a high degree of correlation be- 
tween the performance (% by which the LK route is shorter than the SBR-EA 
route) and the number of delivery points within the map-based data sets. This ap- 
pears to be contradicted by the results obtained on datasetl to dataset5, which sug- 
gests that when the topology is kept constant, but the number of delivery points 
is altered there is no correlation between the number of delivery points and the 
performance of the algorithm. Overall though, the correlation between the num- 
ber of delivery points and performance is high (0.7). The correlation between the 
delivery points per street section and performance for the same datasets is shown 
in table 4.24. The strongest influence over performance would appear to be the 
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Data set No Delivery Points (Houses) Diff 
EDIN 471 -4.8 
GRANGE 609 -8.5 
FMH 1592 -15.1 
CORELATION -1 
DataSctl 3600 -33.1 
DataSet2 2880 -30.3 
DataSet3 2160 -29.3 
DataSet4 1440 -32.2 
DataSet5 720 -32.9 
CORELA77ON 0.2 
DataSet6 2 0 
DataSet7 4 2.1 
DataSetB 6 -14 
DataSet9 8 -18.9 
DataSetlO 10 -22.3 
CORRELATION -0.9 
OVERALL CORRELATION -0.7 
Table 4.23: The correlation between diff and the no of delivery points 
number of street sections per data set (see table 4.25). There is a probability of 
0.9 that the number of street sections influences the performance of the SBR-EA 
algorithm. 
4.5 A Summary of Chapter 4 
Chapter 4 has investigated the development of an EA incorporating SBR represen- 
tation, known as SBR-EA. Having described the operators, the effects of varying 
certain parameters have also been investigated and the results presented. The final 
algorithm uses a steady state population, local search based on a nearest neighbour 
heuristic, random mutation and recombination based on tournament selection. The 
use of a mutation system that seeks to exploit desirable features found within the 
population's phenotypes was discussed in section 4.3. The method utilised selects 
small building block sequences of genes that are then recreated within other geno- 
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Data act Houses/st (average) Dil 
EDIN 6.3 -4.8 
GRANGE 10.2 -8.5 
FMH 10.4 -15.1 
Correlation -0.8 
DataSetl 10 -33.1 
DataSet2 8 -30.3 
DataSet3 6 -29.5 
DataSet4 4 -32.2 
DataSet5 2 -32.9 
Correlation 0.2 
DataSet6 188 0 
DataSet7 32 2.1 
DataSet8 13 -14 
DataSet9 7 -18.9 
DataSetlO 5 -22.3 
Correlation 0.6 
OVERALL CORRELATION 0S 
Table 4.24: The correlation between houses/st and diff 
Data set Street sections Diff 
EDIN 75 -4.8 
GRANGE 60 -8.5 
FMH 153 -15.1 
DataSetl 180 -33.1 
DataSet2 180 -30.3 
DatSet3 180 -295 
DataSct4 180 -322 
DataSet5 180 -32.9 
DataSct6 4 0 
DataSet7 17 2.1 
DataSet8 60 -14 
DataSct9 112 -18.9 
DataSetlO 180 -22.3 
Correlation -0.9 
Table 4.25: The correlation between difference in route length (%) between Lin- 
Kernighan and SBR-EA, and the number of street sections per data set. 
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SBR-EA (BEST RUN) Avg. LK percentage dccrase 
EDIN 1453.5 1497.015 1428.20898 -1.8 
GRANGE 8888.8 9196.4 8475.0 -4.9 
FMH 22464.2 22999.9 19976.5 -123 
DataSetl 35066.0 39643.9 29790.1457 -17.7 
DataSct2 22464.2 31563.0 24229.45699 . 73 
DataSet3 22062.4 24095.7 18602.0876 -18.6 
DataSet4 14814.4 16285.1 12322.33422 -20.2 
DataSet5 8161.8 8969.1 6747.1852 -21.0 
DataSe16 18840.0 18840.1 18839.974 -0.0 
DataSet7 13222.9 134252 13711.25116 3.6 
DataSet8 13227.5 14329.0 12567.14661 -5.73 
DataSct9 14689.7 15608.2 13131.9602 -11.9 
DataSet IO 15728.2 17514.6 14321.35581 -9.9 
Avenge -8.7 
Table 4.26: Comparison of Lin-Kernighan versus SBR-EA, examining the best 
run only. 
types within this chromosome. The comparison with the Lin-Kernighan heuristic 
shows that the SBR-EA does not outperform LK, but for certain data sets (partic- 
ularly those based on real-world map data) can produce solutions to within 10% 
of the LK solution. 
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Chapter 5 
Using the Marketplace Algorithm to 
build Delivery Networks 
Real-world delivery problems typically require the routing of deliveries to a ge- 
ographical district, using a network of related delivery routes, as opposed to the 
construction of a single delivery route as undertaken in chapter 4. This chapter ex- 
amines a real-world problem as described in section 5.1; an initial unsatisfactory 
attempt at providing a solution is discussed in section 5.2. A simple repair mecha- 
nism to redistribute work amongst delivery routes is discussed in section 5.3, this 
is then developed into a multi-agent approach in section 5.4. This section provides 
a brief overview of multi-agent systems. To control the allocation of work in such 
a system a control mechanism to regulate the transfer of work within the MAS is 
required. The control mechanism used is based on the concepts of agents bidding 
for work, this mechanism is fully investigated in section 5.6. Further refinements 
to the bidding logic are described in 5.7. Further results obtained over a range of 
problems are given in section 5.8. 
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5.1 Problem Description 
Each year in the month of December, the Edinburgh Area of the Scout Association 
undertakes the collection and delivery of Christmas cards within the City of Ed- 
inburgh. The delivery task is then undertaken by Scout Groups across the city. In 
2001 a total of 465,000 cards were delivered during a 2-week period. Each group 
undertakes to deliver everything within a particular geographical area; a group 
may deliver up to several hundred streets depending on the size of the group. 
Each route that comprises of a set of deliveries may be termed a delivery round. 
The group must divide up its delivery area into a number of delivery rounds each 
of which should attempt to satisfy the following constraints: 
1. The maximum walking distance for each delivery route should not exceed 
a set limit, typically 3km. 
2. The maximum number of delivery points (households) requiring a delivery 
per route should not exceed a predefined limit, typically 250. 
3. The number of delivery routes should be minimised. 
4. Entire named streets should be allocated to a single route, if possible. Within 
each route a street may be split if required when constructing the route. Each 
time a street is split across two or more routes, this incurs an extra sorting 
operation. 
5. Deliveries that require entry to a building e. g. blocks of flats may not be 
given to children under 16. It is desirable to group as many of these deliver- 
ies into as few routes as possible. 
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Note that constraints 1 and 2 may be deemed hard constraints and the rest soft 
constraints. An area of 1770 deliveries located in the southern suburbs of Edin- 
burgh currently undertaken by the 75th Blackford Scout Group has been identified 
for use as a trial area. This area is currently problematic as it combines a mixture 
of tower blocks (with over 100 dwellings per building), semi-detached villas and 
a street network that has a largely random topology. It'has previously been dif- 
ficult to coordinate deliveries to this area and a large number of sorting errors 
occur. It is a peculiarity of this particular routing problem that there is no central 
starting point. Because individuals undertake deliveries in their own time, they are 
expected to be able to start and finish at any point within the group's delivery area. 
A full description of this dataset may be found in section 3.5.4. 
5.2 Initial Attempts at Providing a Solution 
The initial attempts to solve the test problem utilised the group and build method 
[UPCO1]. This method is comprised of two stages, an initial grouping stage (stage 
1) that divides up the work into delivery routes and a second stage that uses the 
SBR-EA algorithm to build a route for each delivery round (stage 2). 
5.2.1 The Grouping EA (Stage 1) 
The user initially specifies the maximum number of deliveries permissible on each 
route (in the case of the test problem this parameter is set to 250), the minimum 
number of routes n can then be calculated as the total deliveries divided by the 
maximum allowed per route, and the result rounded up to the nearest whole num- 
ber. The initial population is seeded by randomly allocating entire streets to a de- 
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livery round, for instance the street sections HighStl, HighSt2 and HighSt3 would 
all be allocated to the same group to satisfy constraint 1. 
5.2.2 Population and Representation 
Each individual consists of a permutation of length 1.. s (where s is the number 
of streets in the problem). Each item within the list is an integer in the range 1.. r 
where r is the number of routes being considered in the solution represented by 
this individual. Each street section being considered is allocated a serial number 
in the range 1.. s. Thus the value at list position n refers to the delivery round that 
street with the serial number n is allocated to within this particular individual. A 
steady state population of size 100 is maintained, elitism is also used. 
For instance a simple chromosome might be thus: 
Street section 123456789 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Allocation 132243231142312 
Note that the chromosome is made up of those items highlighted in bold. The 
above example could be decoded to produce the following allocation of street 







5.2.3 Mutation and Recombination 
Within each generational cycle, child individuals are created by recombining two 
parents chosen by a tournament of size 2, each child then has a single mutation 
applied to it. 
The recombination operator selects a delivery route at random from parent 1 
which is then copied in its entirety to the child chromosome. The remaining deliv- 
ery routes are then copied from parent 2. The first route is preserved without being 
altered; the other routes may be changed slightly to prevent them from overwriting 
the initial set of genes copied from parent 1. 
Each member of the new population has a mutation applied to it. Three differ- 
ent types of mutation are employed, they are selected randomly with a probability 
p as below: 
p=0.25 A single street section may be selected at random and re-allocated 
to another delivery route. 
p=0.25 A whole street is selected at random and all the sections that make 
up that street section are re-allocated to a randomly selected delivery route. 
p=0.49 Two street sections are selected at random and exchanged between 
their respective delivery routes. 
p=0.01 A new delivery round is created, initially three complete streets 
are selected randomly and allocated to it. 
Note that a new round is introduced into an individual by means of a mutation. 
An alternative scheme for introducing additional routes could have been based on 
the introduction of a new round into the solution if the quantity of over-length 
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delivery routes exceeds a given threshold. That method is not considered practical 
due to the inability of the system to give exact round lengths at this stage. Intro- 
ducing extra routes via mutation allows such individuals with excessive routes to 
be allocated a low fitness and this killed off at an early stage if the additional round 
is not a desirable feature. 
The child individuals are placed in the main population, replacing the loser of 
a tournament between two randomly selected individuals. 
5.2.4 The Fitness Function 
The modified fitness function utilises penalty values a.. g that are allocated for the 
following reasons: 
a= The standard deviation of deliveries for each round (to attempt to bal- 
ance the workloads). 
b= The number of different routes converging at a single junction. 
c= The average distance between streets within a round. 
d= The number of times a complete street is split between routes. 
e= The number of routes that may not be undertaken by children. 
f= The number of routes over and above the minimum required (the mini- 
mum being total deliveries / maximum deliveries allowed pen round). 
g= Each round that has more than the maximum allowed deliveries. 
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These are each suitably weighted according to their perceived significance. 
The choice of such weights is a difficult art and this is one reason why this method 
is not ideal. The formulae and weights used are given below: 
fitness = (a*10)+(g*100)+(b*2)+(c/10)+(d*20)+(e*100)+(f *200)) 
The weights were chosen to ensure that only very rarely is the number of 
delivery routes in a solution increased. 
5.2.5 Initial Results from the Group and Build Approach 
The group and build algorithm was applied to the test area, being run 20 times. 
The maximum length constraint was set at 3km, the maximum deliveries con- 
straint was set to 250 deliveries these being the values suggested by the Scout 
Association. The results obtained may be seen in Table 5.1. The parameters used 
within the algorithm are listed in table 5.2, these parameters were based on the 
parameters used with the SBR-EA in chapter 4. Table 5.3 shows the distribution 
of lengths. In all cases the number of deliveries in each round was less than 250. 
Within the 20 runs 166 delivery routes were constructed giving an average of 8.3 
routes per solution, although the average length of each round was less than 3km. 
Note that 4.8 % (8 routes) were breaking the hard 3km constraint. It may be seen 
from the distribution shown in table 5.3 that if this constraint were lowered the 
number of routes breaking the constraint would increase. These results highlight 
a major limitation of the group and build approach in that the maximum round 
length cannot be effectively controlled. Incorporating the SBR algorithm into the 
fitness function so as to determine round length when the individual is evaluated 
was considered impractical by the author because of the CPU time required to 
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Run Average Round No of Extra Sorts No of routes not 
Dist in meters. routes Needed suitable for children 
1835.8 8 0 5 
2 1626.8 9 3 5 
3 1890.9 8 3 4 
4 1505.7 9 0 4 
5 1956.7 8 5 5 
6 1564.4 9 3 5 
7 1783.8 8 2 5 
8 1661.7 9 4 5 
9 1878.9 8 2 4 
10 1819.6 8 1 4 
11 1760.2 8 3 4 
12 1777.3 8 4 5 
13 1757.5 8 6 5 
14 1741 8 3 5 
15 1634.7 9 5 4 
16 1627.5 9 2 5 
17 1798.8 8 4 4 
18 1736.9 8 5 4 
19 1928.6 8 5 6 
20 1753.7 8 5 4 
Average 1752 8.3 3.25 4.6 
Std Dev. 119.9 (6.8%) 
Table 5.1: Summary of Initial Results 
evolve the routes. Use of a weight-based fitness function was also considered less 
than ideal; experience has shown that obtaining values for the weights of such 
functions is difficult. For many problems such values are not transferable amongst 
problem instances. 
The group and build approach can only provide a solution where the density of 
the housing is such that most groups of household delivery points, not exceeding 
the maximum deliveries constraint are tightly clustered so that the delivery round 
required to service them is less than the maximum length constraint. 
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Stage I Grouping EA parameters 
Population Size 100 
New individuals/generation 50 
Tournament size for recombination S 
Tournament size for re-inclusion in pop 2 
Mutation rate I 
No of evaluations per run 100000 
Maximum deliveries per round 250 
Stage 2 SBR parameters 
Population Size 50 
New individuals/generation 25 
Tournament size for recombination 2 
Heuristic application Interval 20 
Tournament size for re-inclusion in pop 2 
Mutation rate 02 
Building block mutation rate 0.5 
Recombination rate 03 
No of evaluations per run 50000 
Table 5.2: The parameters used to obtain the initial results 
Length L (in m) No of mutes % of total 
L> 3000 11 6.6 
3000 >L> 2500 27 16.3 
2500 >L> 2000 36 21.7 
L <= 2000 91 54.8 
Total 165 
Table 5.3: The Distribution of Round Lengths Produced by the group and build 
method 
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Run 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Avg. 
1 2675.8 2963.4 534.7 2848.7 1196.5 2172.1 1669.6 625.5 1835.8 
2 2012.7 1545.4 2204.1 2016.2 2000.5 1994.4 441.8 2034.2 391.9 1626.8 
3 1504.5 702 2770.2 2548.4 3120.2 263.6 2390.9 1827.5 1890.9 
4 254.7 2171.7 534.7 2474.7 1833.8 1377.5 1486.6 1664.9 1752.3 1505.7 
5 467.8 641.4 1986.7 3240.8 2704.2 1496.6 3258.1 1857.8 1956.7 
6 2684.6 196.8 1123.8 1777 2392.2 2068.4 2107.1 186.8 1543 1564.4 
7 654.9 405.9 1236.5 3098.7 1956.8 2695.2 2635.8 1586.6 1783.8 
8 1035.2 2430.4 446.7 1188 2339.7 1553.1 1780.2 1966.4 2215.8 1661.7 
9 405.9 1435.7 757.1 3275.7 2895.5 2603.1 1956.8 1701.5 1878.9 
10 31315 2713.6 2070.9 427.7 1236.5 1666.6 2918.1 391.9 1819.6 
11 2198.4 641.4 1812.1 2528.4 1462.9 2139.6 253.9 3044.9 1760.2 
12 1906.4 2322 2342.6 254.7 446.7 660 3215.1 3070.6 1777.3 
13 254.7 2582.4 2639 2043.1 2512.2 446.7 3034.9 547 1757.5 
14 405.9 657.7 2045.1 2849.2 2742.5 2436 2336.5 455.2 1741 
15 1765.8 1355.5 2091.3 2400.1 2429.1 1368.3 1392.9 175.8 1733.7 1634.7 
16 1780.2 2621.9 1521.3 2234.8 186.8 1235.8 1154 2140.4 1772.2 1627.5 
17 696.7 2156.8 166.9 2704.7 2194.9 2865.6 2894.7 710 1798.8 
18 1704 2981.8 1668.8 657.7 263.6 2255.9 2440 1923.5 1736.9 
19 31523 1607.4 2690 2119.7 1563.7 1995.1 1658.4 642.3 1928.6 
20 2630.3 2791.4 405.1 2915.3 612.7 2227.3 2184.3 263.6 1753.7 
Avg. 1752 
Table 5.4: Distances of all routes evolved using group and build over 20 runs 
(routes that are breaking the maximum length constraint are highlighted in bold) 
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Round 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 225 211 224 218 220 223 225 224 
2 221 193 171 184 172 187 218 204 220 
3 223 234 233 211 227 218 212 212 
4 218 206 243 153 242 197 151 161 199 
5 232 234 210 229 209 216 228 212 
6 220 204 174 199 179 172 204 209 209 
7 229 229 211 210 231 215 223 222 
8 177 189 218 187 201 214 184 213 187 
9 229 209 224 220 223 212 231 222 
10 229 209 224 220 223 212 231 222 
11 219 234 232 210 211 231 211 222 
12 224 215 220 218 218 226 224 225 
13 218 220 222 224 222 218 222 224 
14 229 226 231 224 212 214 220 214 
15 184 194 189 198 186 205 206 209 199 
16 184 203 209 191 209 208 183 184 199 
17 238 212 209 228 231 224 205 223 
18 199 222 248 243 218 206 195 239 
19 223 222 217 220 223 217 224 224 
20 202 242 208 205 242 242 211 218 
Table 5.5: Qty of deliveries allocated to routes evolved using the group and build 
method over 20 runs 
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5.2.6 Effectiveness of Solving Individual Constraints 
Constraint 1(Minimise Distance) 
The final distances (in meters) for each round evolved may be seen in table 5.4. 
Because there is no feedback from stage one to stage two, the fitness function 
in stage 1 can only estimate the relative length of the routes by calculating the 
average distance between sections. Of 166 routes evolved 11 broke this constraint 
by having a length greater then 3 Km. 
Constraint 2 (Minimise extra sorts) 
This constraint has been satisfied; the highest number of sorts in any run of the EA 
is 6 (run 13), whilst runs I and 4 evolve delivery networks that require no extra 
sorts. To put these results into perspective, reference to table 3.5 reveals that there 
are potentially 38 streets, each containing an average of 4 street sections, which 
could be split over 2 or more routes. It should be noted that because the population 
is initialised using chromosomes where each street is allocated in its entirety to 
one round, the initial value for this constraint is 0. The constraint is then broken 
as the run progresses, in order to allow other constraints to be satisfied. This is 
demonstrated in figure 5.1, that plots the average number of extra sorts for the 
grouping algorithm (stage 1) as produced the results given in table 5.1. 
Constraint 3 (Minimise the Number of Routes not Suitable for Children) 
This constraint is satisfied to the extent that on average 50% of the routes in a 
particular run are not suitable for children. Of the 1770 households examined, 














No of Evaluations 
Figure 5.1: The average number of sorts produced as the grouping EA executes 
(This is the number of extra sorts averaged over 20 runs) 
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suitable for deliveries by children. With a limit of 250 deliveries per round, this 
gives a theoretical minimum of 3 routes that would be unsuitable for children. In 
practice, the necessity to satisfy the other constraints has meant that the average 
number of unsuitable routes is 4.6. 
Constraint 4 (The maximum number of deliveries per round should not ex- 
ceed 250) 
The system manages to satisfy this hard constraint in every round evolved. An 
individual with all routes having less than or equal to 250 deliveries is classed as 
a feasible solution. Any individual that is not a feasible solution has an extra fixed 
penalty imposed. Full details of the quantities of deliveries allocated to routes may 
be seen in table 5.4. 
Constraint 5 (Minimise the number of routes) 
The minimum number of routes may be calculated as: 
total-deliveries 
max_dels 
For this problem the minimum is 8 routes: 
1770 
= 7.08 250 
the grouping EA (stage 1) therefore only penalises those individuals that have 
more than 8 routes. Any round with less than 8 routes will break constraints 1 and 
4. On average 8.3 routes are present in each solution, except for 6 solutions that 
contain 9 routes. 
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5.2.7 The Link Between the Grouping EA and the Routing EA 
It is necessary for the grouping EA (stage 1) fitness function to be able to gain 
some indication of the lengths of routes that it is creating. To utilise the SBR- 
EA algorithm to evolve routes within each evaluation of the grouping algorithm 
would be impractical because of the CPU time required. An estimation of round 
size is therefore required. The calculation used to evaluate round size is mentioned 
briefly in section 5.2.1. This calculation involves identifying all of the street sec- 
tions within a specific round and working out the average distance between them. 
The further apart the streets are geographically, then the larger this value should 
become. By minimising this clustering value, stage 1 should be able to evolve 
groups of streets sections that are adjacent, which will in turn produce routes that 
are reasonably short. 
If the clustering value for each round evolved using stage 1 is examined and 
compared to the actual round distance after the SBR-EA algorithm has been ex- 
ecuted, it would be hoped that there would be correlation between them. Such a 
comparison reveals a correlation coefficient of 0.9; a graph plot may be seen in 
figure 5.2. This means that the cluster value be relatively larger for those groups 
of streets that are finally evolved into longer delivery routes. It is still not possible 
to quantify what the exact length of a delivery value will be from its cluster value. 
In the initial problem being examined, the majority of evolved routes have 
fallen within the 3km limit because the Scout Association's experience solving 
the problem manually had shown this to be a realistic value. The limit of 250 
deliveries per route has also assisted in solving this initial problem, within this 
dense urban area, routes are more likely to exceed the maximum deliveries con- 





Figure 5.2: Stage 1 Clustering Values Plotted Against Stage 2 Distance Values 
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sible methods of exercising control over round lengths, they are: 
1. Construct the delivery network using a single stage. 
2. Construct the delivery network using the two stages iteratively, with feed- 
back from stage 2 to stage 1. 
3. Construct the delivery network using the two stages and incorporating some 
form of repair within stage 2 to correct routes breaking the hard constraints. 
Method 1 has already been discounted due to the CPU time required to incor- 
porate the SBR-EA within the evaluation function of stage 1. It would be possible 
to modify the SBR-EA to allow each chromosome to incorporate all the routes 
within a delivery network, by means of separator genes within the chromosome to 
denote the start and end of each round. This method has also been discounted, as it 
would still require a weighted fitness function, the weights of which may require 
modification for each problem instance. 
The second method involves evolving clusters as previously, then constructing 
the routes using individual copies of the SBR-EA. At this point stage 1 is then ex- 
ecuted again, but with modified fitness weights based on the lengths of the routes 
involved. This method is still computationally intensive; it relies on the fitness 
weights in stage 1 being easily modified by stage 2. 
The method selected for further investigation is the third. Within this method, 
stage 1 is used to provide an initial solution. Swapping work between the SBR- 
EAs, until the routes meet the hard constraints repairs routes that were found to 
be too long. 
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5.3 Repairing Solutions by Swapping Work Between 
Delivery Routes 
Where the group and build system (see section 5.2) produces delivery routes that 
break hard constraints it may be possible to effect a repair by exchanging street 
sections between such routes. Each instance of SBR-EA making up stage 2 was 
modified to evolve its route for 1250 evaluations (50 generations). A street section 
is then removed from those delivery routes with an evolved route length greater 
than the maximum length constraint. The repair mechanism then attempts to find 
another SBR-EA with an adjacent street and places the work with that round. 
If no round with an adjacent street can be found then the work is allocated to 
a round selected at random. After another 50 generations, another set of swaps 
was undertaken and a final run of 50 generations was undertaken. In total the 
evolutionary process was halted only twice to allow a series of swaps. 
The agent selected the street section to swap based on the local fitness values 
used within the SBR-EA (see section 4.3.3) therefore the street that contributes 
the greatest distance to the route is selected for removal. 
In order to place a surplus item of work with another delivery round, the sys- 
tem requests each instance of the SBR-EA to return a value representing the aver- 
age distance from the surplus street section to each street allocated to that round. 
The smaller this value the more likely the street will be efficiently incorporated in 
the route being constructed by that agent. To attempt to avoid breaking the max- 
imum deliveries constraint also takes into account the total deliveries undertaken 
within the round if it accepts the new item of work. Pseudo code for this heuristic 
may be seen in figure 5.3. 
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MAXIFT? :- 3000 {Maximum length constraint} 
MAXDFIS :- 250 (Maximum deliveries constraint} 
for each round r In routes 
If r. length > MAXIFN then 
worst :- oil 
for each street st In r 
If st. localFitoess > worst. localFitneas then 





(Surplus Streets now contains I item of work from } 
(each round that was breaking the maximum } 
(deliveries constraint} 
for each street at In surplusStreels do 
for each round r In theNet do 
r. proximity :-r. getDist(st) (The proximity the more } 
(appropriate st is to r) 
next r 
sortRoutesByProx; (Lowest proximity first} 
(iterate through routes in bid order} 
r :. routes. nextR 
done :- false 
while not done do 
i[ (r. gelbels + st. getDels) < MAXAPiS then 
(Check that we will not break the maximum) 
(deliveries Constraint} 
r. add(st) 
surplusStrects. remove( at) 
done :: true; 
else 
r :, theNet . nextR 
end while 
next at 
function sbr-ea. `etDist{theSt : StreetSection} 
begin 
{for each st in this round) 
{ find the shortest distance from either end of theSt to either end of st} 
(return the average of the above values) 
end 
Figure 5.3: Pseudo code for swapping work between agents 
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To test this mechanism, the grouping EA (stage 1) was run once and a result 
generated using the group and build approach as described in section 5.2.5. This 
initial result was based on run 12 of the initial group and build experiment (see 
table 5.1) and was used as the start point for all 20 runs undertaken to test the 
effect of swapping work. The final results of the experiment may be seen in table 
5.6. The parameters used are unchanged from table 5.2. The algorithm produced 
22 routes that contained more than 250 delivery points out of 200 routes equating 
to 11 % of the routes produced being unacceptable, but the system did manage to 
eliminate the two over length routes in every case. Compared to the initial ex- 
ample produced using group and build, the average length of the delivery routes 
increases, but it is still less than 3km. What is more significant is that in 18 out of 
the 20 runs, the swaps carried out reduce the number of delivery routes that are 
greater then 3km to 0. Conversely the number of delivery routes with greater than 
250 deliveries rises. The marginal improvements produced as a result of swapping 
would suggest that the swapping of street sections is a viable method of repair- 
ing delivery networks constructed using the group and build approach. Although 
a more complex structure for controlling the swapping of work is required. In 
particular the mechanism must be capable of taking into account all of the hard 
constraints within the problem. 
5.4 Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) based Approaches 
5.4.1 An Introduction to MAS 
The Group and Build approach is unable to exercise any effective control over the 
length of the delivery routes produced, as discussed in section 5.2.7. To further 
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Run Average Round Dist Routes >3 km Routes > 250 deliveries 
Init 1777.3 2 0 
1 1844.3 0 0 
2 1969.1 0 1 
3 1966.8 0 1 
4 1882.7 0 1 
5 1931 0 2 
6 2001.3 0 1 
7 1837.4 0 1 
8 1970.3 0 1 
9 1961.8 0 1 
10 1853.5 0 1 
11 1795.3 0 1 
12 1974.5 0 1 
13 1927.8 0 2 
14 1823.5 0 1 
15 1956.5 0 1 
16 1709.4 0 1 
17 1820.1 0 1 
18 1995.7 0 2 
19 1861.2 0 1 
20 1942.3 0 1 
Avg. 1901.2 0 1.1 
std. Dev. 79.5(4-2%) 
Table 5.6: The results of allowing a small amount of swapping between routes 
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develop the concept of swapping work between co-evolving routes (each using a 
separate copy SBR-EA), the second stage may be re-implemented as a multi-agent 
system. A separate agent that incorporates an instance of the SBR-EA algorithm 
evolves each round. The street sections that are the basis of the SBR representation 
are a good unit of exchange when swapping work between agents, rather than 
exchanging individual delivery points. 
5.4.2 An MAS Framework 
Each SBR agent may evolve its own round separately, to allow the evolution of the 
delivery network, agents may communicate via a co-ordinator agent to exchange 
work. The coordinator agent regulates the exchanging of work between agents, to 
ensure that all street sections are allocated to one agent and one agent only. The 
co-ordinator agent has a hierarchical relationship with the routing agents, in that 
its requests for objects and services from the SBR agents cannot be refused. Each 
agent also has access to a central data store containing information about the size, 
layout and topology of the street sections that make up the problem. Internally 
the SBR agents execute their EA without any direct control from the co-ordinator. 
Geographical data (derived from the street graph) is held within the geographical 
data agent, which supplies geographical data to the routing agents as required. 
Figure 5.4 shows the relationship between the three classes of agents. To further 
ensure the integrity of the system, the geographical data store holds the ID of the 
owning agent for each item of work. Only one ID may be held against each street 
section, and no function exists that will remove an id, without substituting a new 
valid ID. The partitioning EA is used to produce an initial set of routes, which are 
then used to initialise the agent based system. 
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ýn 
Figure 5.4: MAS structure 
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In [Fer99] Ferber suggests a possible definition of a multi agent system as 
follows: 
The term "Multi-Agent System" (MAS) is applied to a system comprising the 
following elements: 
1 An environment, E that is a space which generally has a volume. 
2A set of objects 0. These objects are situated; that is to say, it is 
possible at a given moment to associate any object with a position in 
E. These objects are passive that is they can be perceived, created, 
destroyed and modified by the agents. 
3 An assembly of agents A, which are specific objects (AC 0), repre- 
senting the active entities of the system. 
4 An assembly of relations, R, which link objects (and thus agents) to 
each other. 
5 An assembly of operations, Op, making it possible for the agents of 
A to perceive, produce, consume, transform and manipulate objects 
from O. 
6 Operators with the task of representing the application of these oper- 
ations and the reaction of the world to this attempt at modification, 
which we shall call the laws of the universe. 
Let us now examine each of Ferber's points and how they relate to the system 
under discussion: 
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1 In this case the environment E may be defined as the street graph 
for the area under consideration. All of the data needed to produce 
a solution (in the form of a set of delivery routes) is incorporated 
within this structure. The volume may be measured in a number of 
ways. The number of houses requiring delivery being the measure of 
problem size that most users would consider when approaching the 
problem. The volume may also be measured as the number of street 
sections, this being the base unit of work that agents may exchange. 
2 Within the model under consideration, there exist two sub-classes of 
objects. Firstly street sections, which exist at fixed points within the 
environment, and at any at particular time will come under the own- 
ership of a specific agent. The ownership is a transient relationship 
linking agents and sections that will be altered as the agents exchange 
work. The second class of objects being the routes themselves. The 
route objects are evolved by the SBR-EA within each agent. An agent 
will create, modify and possibly partially destroy its route object as it 
exchanges work. 
3 Each agent has ownership of a single route object, and the constituent 
street section objects. 
4 The agents are related via the ownership of Street Section objects, 
the street sections being related via the street graph, they must also 
cooperate via the co-ordinator to exchange street sections. 
5 The operations Op are contained with the SBR-EA. The main opera- 
tion being the transformation of an agent's collection of street section 
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objects into a route object. 
6 In this case we shall define the laws on the universe as being the re- 
strictions on street section object ownership, the law being that only 
one agent may assume ownership of a street section and that no street 
section may be left not owned by any of the agents. 
A more detailed representation of our structure may be seen in figure 5.5. 
5.4.3 Implementation 
A MAS may be implemented so that the agents execute concurrently on sepa- 
rate CPUs, possibly in distant locations connected via a wide area network. For 
experimental purposes the MAS under consideration was implemented with the 
agents executing sequentially on the same CPU. An initial implementation with 
each agent running concurrently and communicating by means of interrupts was 
tried. Because each agent executes on a separate thread the priority and thus the 
exact amount of CPU time allocated to each agent is ultimately under the con- 
trol of the operating system. This means that the final result may be affected by 
other processes running on the CPU, and by network latency (if more than one 
CPU is being employed). Thus in these circumstances the system becomes non- 
deterministic. 
Therefore for experimental purposes the system was implemented on a single 
CPU as seen in figure 5.6. 
The system iterates through set number of transactions, each transaction sees 
the transfer of one street section (if all routes are less than MAX. LEN then there 
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Figure 5.5: Detailed MAS structure 
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RunStagel: {Divide work up into routes and allocate work} 
(to the appropriate agent. } 
for each round r in routes do 
r. ioit {get the initial allocation of streets from stage I} 
r. evolve {Run the SBR-EA to create an 
{initial round from stage I cluster} 
r. modified - false 
next r 
step . 100 (The maximum transactions allowed) 
while step >0 do 
dec(step) 
r- getLongestRound 
st . r. getSurplus (Get a street section} 
r. modified . true 
best .0 
newR . cull 
for each r In routes do 
If r. getProximity(st) > best then 
newR -r 




newR, modified . true 
(Run the SBR-E4 for each agent that has evolved. } 
(We can do this concurrently if required) 
for each r In routes do 
If r. modified then 
r. modified - false 
r. evolve {This may happen concurrently } 




{Finish by showing results} 
for each r in routes do 
r. showResult 
next r 
Figure 5.6: A pseudo code implementation of the MAS 
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action, the two agents affected execute their SBR-EAs to evolve updated delivery 
routes. 
When an item of work is removed from an agent, each instance of the gene or 
genes representing that item is deleted from that agent's population. Conversely 
when an item of work is added to an agent the genes are inserted into the chro- 
mosome at a random point. To allow the new material to be integrated with the 
existing material, the nearest neighbour search heuristic is applied to the chromo- 
some at this point (see section 4.1.5 for a description of this heuristic). 
5.5 Using a Currency Based Control System 
The use of an artificial currency was investigated as a possible control mechanism 
to regulate the exchange of street sections between agents within the MAS. The 
currency in this context is an abstract entity, the control being achieved by the 
accumulation and spending of the currency. The currency exists in the form of 
a balance value held by each agent. Agents increase their balance by decreasing 
their route length, the balance value being updated as in figure 5.8. Work is redis- 
tributed as described in section 5.3, with the additional constraint that only agents 
holding a balance >0 may bid for work. A modification was made to the logic for 
the selection of a new round when re-allocating work. When a street section is to 
be re-allocated, each agent submits a bid, the agent submitting the highest bid be- 
ing allocated the street section. The bidding logic is as in figure 5.7. This ensures 
that the bids are reduced in the following situations; when an agent is bidding for 
work they previously owned, when the addition of this item of work would result 
in the agent breaking the maximum deliveries constraint. 
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bid = (MARIEN - cLen()) + avgD(at) 
It cDeis() + it. dele() > MA71FIS then 
bid - bid /2 
If 2t. oldRO - me then 
bid . bid /2 
If balance <0 than 
bid - -1 
tl 
street to bid for 
me 
the id of the current agent 
function at. deli() 
returns the number of deliveries within section at 
to action at . Wit. () 
returns the id of the previous agent that st was allocated to 
function cLen() 
the length of the agents current round 
function cDels() 
the no of deliveries in the agents current round 
function avgD(st) 
returns the average distance between each street section allocated to the agent and at 
Figure 5.7: The bidding logic used in the currency based control system 
//Colt gains 
It (agent. oldDist < agent. routeLen) then 
 gent. oldDist - agent. routeLen; 
agent. balance = agent. balance + (agent. oldDist - agent. routeLen) 
//Caic penalties 
It agent. routeLen > MAMFN then 
agent. balance - agent. balance - (agent. getBestFitness - MAXLFN) 
end If 
If agent. deliveries > delTarget then 
 gent. balance - agent. belance - 
(agent. deliveries - delTarget)*10 
end If 
Figure 5.8: Pseudo code for the updating of an agents balance after completing a 
transaction 
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Run Average Dist No routes > 3Km No of routes > 250 deliveries 
Init 1777.3 2.0 0 
1 1817.1 0.0 0 
2 1805.2 1.0 1 
3 1813.8 1.0 1 
4 1897.3 0.0 1 
S 1869.0 0.0 0 
6 1868.6 0.0 1 
7 1805.5 0.0 0 
8 1912.3 0.0 1 
9 1885.5 1.0 1 
10 1791.6 1.0 0 
11 1764.8 1.0 0 
12 1801.9 1.0 1 
13 1916.7 1.0 0 
14 1783.5 0.0 0 
15 1885.1 1.0 0 
16 1797.6 1.0 0 
17 1809.3 1.0 0 
18 1985.6 1.0 0 
19 1896.6 0.0 0 
20 1841.3 0.0 0 
Average 1847.4 0.6 03 
Std. Dev. 57.3(3%) 
Table 5.7: The simulated trading algorithm incorporating bidding 
This model adds credit for any reduction in round length during this cycle, 
and penalises for the amount of distance and delivery capacities left unused. The 
results obtained using this logic may be seen in table 5.7 (EA parameters were left 
unchanged from table 5.2). The algorithm was seeded with the same output from 
stage one as presented in table 5.1 run 12, to provide a base for comparison. 
The results produced with the more complex currency control show a definite 
improvement. In most cases the two routes that group and build evolves to being 
greater than 3km are repaired. The trade-off for this improvement appears to be 
greater average round length, but as this is still significantly below the 3km hard 
constraint the result is acceptable in this respect. A side effect of repairing those 
routes breaking the 3km constraint appears to be that in half the solutions one 
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round breaks the maximum deliveries constraint. 
In practice, the value of the balance variable has been found to reflect the past 
performance of the agent rather than its current state. Because agents are identical 
and are not allowed to modify their bidding strategy or parameters, there is no 
reason to record this past performance. For instance, if an agent lowers the length 
of its round, its balance will increase, the agent may then bid for the street section 
allowing it to exceed the round length constraint. Because of its high balance the 
agent will not be forced to give up any street sections until the fines imposed on 
it have decreased the balance to less than 0. As long as its balance is greater then 
0 then an agent may continue to bid and acquire street sections whether or not it 
can undertake the deliveries involved without breaking any constraints. 
It was decided to terminate further investigations based on simulated currency. 
The currency is superfluous to the problem, and the economics of controlling the 
currency add unnecessary complexity to the system. It could be argued that a 
significant amount of effort (and thus CPU time) may have to be expended on 
economics rather than in pursuit of solving the original problem. Most previous 
research in this area has concentrated on the use of currency for tasks such as CPU 
scheduling where there is a definite product to be bought, sold and subsequently 
consumed (i. e. CPU time). Within this routing problem street sections may be 
traded, but they are not in any sense consumed by purchasers. In economic terms 
the system does not possess the attributes of supply and demand. The total quantity 
and attributes of the street sections remains unchanged at the end of the problem 
solving process. 
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5.6 Control Using the Marketplace Algorithm 
The concept of agents bidding for surplus work may be used as the basis for a 
new control mechanism. The system is initialised as previously (using the output 
from the grouping-EA). Each agent may now construct a delivery round based 
on this initial allocation and subsequently evolve a delivery round based on the 
street sections allocated to it. The co-ordinator now requests that the agent with 
the greatest violation of the hard constraints surrenders a single street section back 
to the co-ordinator for re-allocation to another agent. Using the bidding process 
agents now submit bids for the surplus section. The agent submitting the lowest 
bid has the section allocated to it. Because it is based around the agents bidding 
for, and trading work, this control mechanism has been named the "marketplace" 
algorithm. 
The key to the success of bidding mechanism is its dynamic properties. If the 
system contains 4 agents A, B, C and D attempting to construct four routes within 
a network of 20 street sections numbered 1.. 20, initially street sections 1.. 5 are 
allocated to agent A, 6.. 10 to agent B 11.. 15 to agent C and 16.. 20 to agent Das 
in table 5.8. 
An example of how the agents may communicate is as follows: 
Step 1 Agent A returns street section 5. Bids for 5 are now requested and 
submitted, possible values for such bids are shown in table 5.9. As a result of the 
bidding street section 5 is now allocated to agent D, see table 5.10. Agents A and 
D now evolve, as agent A's route must be modified to reflect the removal of section 
5 and D's route must be modified to include the addition of section 5. 
Step 2 Agent B returns street section 7. Bids are requested and submitted for 
section 7 as in table 5.11. Street section 7 is now allocated to agent C, as agent 
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A 1 2 3 4 5 
B 6 7 8 9 10 
C 11 12 13 14 15 
D 16 17 18 19 20 
Table 5.8: The initial allocation of street sections (1-20) amongst agents A-D 




Table 5.9: Step 1, bids for street 5 
C submitted the lowest bid, see table 5.12. Agents C and B now evolve, because 
they have both been affected by the transaction of section 7. 
Step 3 Agent D returns street section 5. Bids for 5 are submitted as in table 
5.13 Street section 5 is now allocated to agent B. Because the transfer of section 
5 from agent D to agent B will require them both to produce updated routes, they 
both now evolve. 
Note that in the above (fictional) example, when street section 5 is auctioned a 
second time in step 3 the bids submitted are different than those submitted in step 
1. This is because the exchange of work has altered the agent's routes and therefore 
value placed on items of work by the agent's changes. This dynamic means that 
the value placed on a section of work during the bidding process changes as the 
agents evolve solutions. 
A 1 2 3 4 
B 6 7 8 9 10 
C 11 12 13 14 15 
D 16 17 5 18 19 20 
Table 5.10: Work allocation after step 1 
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Table 5.11: Step 2, bids for street 7 
A 1 2 3 4 
B 6 8 9 10 
C 11 12 13 14 15 7 
D 16 17 5 18 19 20 






Table 5.13: Step 3, bids for street 5 
The bidding logic used within the marketplace algorithm is shown in figure 
5.9. The bid is initially based on the average distance from the street section under 
consideration to the other streets owned by that agent. Thus the closer the street 
to the other work owned by the agent, the lower the bid. A penalty is then added 
to the bid if the number of deliveries in the new street section will cause the agent 
to break the maximum deliveries constraint. If the length of the current route plus 
the distance from the closest street to the new section and the length of that street 
is greater than the maximum allowed length the a -1 is submitted. This does not 
guarantee that the addition of the new section will not cause the maximum length 
constraint to be broken, but will result in a -1 in cases where the addition of the 
street is most likely to result in a violation of the constraint. The logic submits 
a bid of -1 (a -1 bid is never acceptable) if the agent estimates that the addition 
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theBid - avgD(at) 
It ((cDels() + at. dels()) > MAXDRS) then 
theBid - theBid + (((cDels() + at. dels()). 2) 
It (st. oldR() - me) then 
theBid - -I 
If (cLen >MAXLIN) then 
theBid - -l 
it ((cLen + (leastDiat(st) + rdLength(st). 2)) > MAMIN) then 
thebid - -1 
me 
the id of the current agent 
at 
street to bid for 
function leastDist(at) 
returns the distance to the closest street to at within the current agent 
function et. dell () 
returns the number of deliveries within section st 
function at. oldR() 
returns the id of the previous agent that at was allocated to 
function at. length () 
returns the length of section at 
function cLen() 
the length of the agents current round 
function cDelaO 
the no of deliveries to the agents current round 
function avgD(st) 
returns the average distance between each street section allocated to the agent and at 
Figure 5.9: The bidding logic used within the initial marketplace algorithm 
of the street section will violate the maximum length constraint, or the agent is 
bidding for a section that it last owned or if the agent has a route that is currently 
breaking the maximum length constraint. When a situation arises where no agent 
will submit a bid to an auction, a new agent is allowed into the marketplace. The 
initial allocation of streets to the new agent is made up from streets from the 
agent with the longest round (each street section has a probability of 0.5 of being 
transferred to the new round). 
The marketplace algorithm only exchanges single street sections during any 
transaction, because each section may represent many houses the exchange of a 
single section may alter the structure of a delivery round considerably. The al- 
gorithm only exchanges single sections to allow the effect of the exchange to be 
made apparent, if two sections are exchanged between the same two agents, the re- 
sult may be that the receiving agent now possess a route that is too long or has too 
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many deliveries. It may be the case that if the two sections had been transacted 
singly the first section would have been accepted and incorporated successfully 
into the route, but the second rejected and accepted by a different agent and suc- 
cessfully incorporated into that route. 
5.6.1 Initial results using the Marketplace Algorithm 
The marketplace algorithm was executed on the Scoutpost dataset, with maximum 
round lengths of 2,2.5 and 3km. Subsequently the algorithm was also tested with 
the maximum deliveries constraint varying from 150 to 350. The results obtained 
using the market-place algorithm are shown in tables 5.18,5.19 and 5.20, the re- 
sults are summarised in tables 5.16 and 5.21. Note that in the cases of the 2.5 km 
and tkm problems the maximum distance in any of the routes is greater than 99% 
of the maximum length capacity. In this problem the aim is to deliver the post us- 
ing the fewest delivery rounds that don't exceed the hard constraints, thus efficient 
solutions should be those that produce rounds that use as much of the available de- 
livery capacity as possible (see table 5.16 for the percentages of delivery capacities 
used). This suggests that the system is capable of producing efficient solutions. As 
expected the number of delivery routes in the solution increases as the maximum 
length decreases, as may be seen in table 5.17. 
In an experiment such as this where a total of 628 individual delivery routes 
were produced (3 experiments, each running 20 times and between 9 and 12 routes 
per solution) some parts of the solutions may be duplicated (i. e. the an efficient 
delivery round appears in more than one solution). This occurs because within 
each set of 20 runs because the random number generator is seeded using the 
numbers I to 20. Thus the initial allocations to the agents for each set of runs are 
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the same, for instance the initial allocation of streets to each agent is same for 
run I for the 2,2.5 and 3km problems. Reference to the run charts in figures 5.10, 
5.11 and 5.12 shows that some agents do not participate in any transactions as 
they already have a delivery round that satisfies the constraints. These unmodified 
delivery routes may account for the duplicated routes. 
A summary of the number of duplicates may be seen in table 5.15. Within 
those routes evolved with the 2km and 2.5km constraints, 2 routes are duplicated 
in each case. This rises to 7 for the 3km routes, if a comparison is made across 
all of the routes evolved 173 instances of duplication may be found. Many routes 
are evolved in exactly the same manner in spite of the maximum length constraint 
changing. On average each duplicate only appeared twice, but a number of routes 
appeared in all three variants of the problem (2km, 2.5km and 3km). The maxi- 
mum number of times the same round appeared was 6. 
Figures 5.10,5.11 and 5.12 each chart the progress of a specific run with the 
maximum length constraint set to 2,2.5 and 3 km respectively. The parameters 
used within the system may be found in table 5.14. A vertical line running from 
top to bottom represents each agent, and transactions are shown by means of hor- 
izontal arrows. Note that when the agent lines are coloured red, the agents round 
length is greater than the maximum length constraint. The numbers on the agent 
lines refer to the length of the best route evolved by that agent at that stage. The 
actual amount of transactions required to evolve a set of routes is much less than 
the maximum of 100 that we have allowed. The effect of varying the maximum 
deliveries constraint may be seen in table 5.21. In this case maximum length con- 
straint is 3km. 
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Stage I Grouping EA parameters 
Population Size 100 
New individuals/generation 50 
Tournament size for recombination 5 
Tournament size for re-inclusion in pop 2 
Mutation rate 1 
No of evaluations per run 100000 
Maximum deliveries per round 1501200(250/300/350 
Maximum distance per round 20001250013000 
Stage 2 SBR parameters 
Population Size 50 
New individuals/generation 25 
Tournament size for recombination 2 
Heuristic application Interval 20 
Tournament size for re-inclusion in pop 2 
Mutation rate 01 
Building block mutation rate 0.5 
Recombination rate 0.5 
Evaluations per step 5500 
Maximum Transactions 100 
Table 5.14: The parameters used in the marketplace algorithm in sections 5.6.1 
and 5.6.2. *The maximum length and maximum deliveries constraint has been 
varied during the experiments 
Max Length Instances of duplication 
tkm 2 
2.5 km 2 
3km 7 
All 173 
Table 5.15: Instances of duplicated routes 
MAX LEN Average % of max lea Max % of max kn Min 
3km 2166.9 72.2 2996 99.9 272.1 
2.5km 1993.8 79.7 2491.5 99.7 142.5 
2km 1589.5 79.5 1995.7 99.8 138.4 
























Figure 5.10: The run chart for the 2km problem. The numbers down the left hand 
side are the transaction numbers, the vertical lines represent the agents, when 
coloured red the agent is breaking a hard constraint, when coloured back the agent 
is within its constraints. The horizontal lines represent transactions with the sec- 
tion identifier printed below them. Numbers at the start and end of the transaction 
lines give the route length after the transaction has taken place. 
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Figure 5.11: The run chart for the 2.5km problem. The numbers down the left 
hand side are the transaction numbers, the vertical lines represent the agents, when 
coloured red the agent is breaking a hard constraint, when coloured back the agent 
is within its constraints. The horizontal lines represent transactions with the sec- 
tion identifier printed below them. Numbers at the start and end of the transaction 
lines give the route length after the transaction has taken place. 




















Figure 5.12: The run-chart for the 3km problem. The numbers down the left hand 
side are the transaction numbers, the vertical lines represent the agents, when 
coloured red the agent is breaking a hard constraint, when coloured back the agent 
is within its constraints. The horizontal lines represent transactions with the sec- 
tion identifier printed below them. Numbers at the start and end of the transaction 
lines give the route length after the transaction has taken place. 
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Run No of routes Average Diu No of routes > 2km No of routes > 250 deliveries 
1 12 1704.2 0 1 
2 13 1477.5 0 0 
3 13 1499.7 0 0 
4 12 1651.5 0 0 
5 11 1731.5 0 0 
6 14 1558.9 0 0 
7 12 1694.1 0 0 
8 13 1524.1 0 0 
9 11 1515.8 0 0 
10 11 1643.1 0 1 
11 12 1605.8 0 0 
12 13 1610.3 0 0 
13 13 1515.2 0 0 
14 13 1559.7 0 0 
15 12 1620.3 0 0 
16 13 1685.1 0 I 
17 13 1613.9 0 0 
18 12 1521.8 0 0 
19 11 1551.9 0 0 
20 13 1506.9 0 0 
Avg. 12.35 1589.6 0 0.15 
Std. Dev. 0.9(7.1%) 75.1(4.7%) 
Table 5.18: Initial Results obtained with MAX LEN = 2km 
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Run No of routes Average Dist No of roues > 2.5km No of routes > 250 deliveries 
1 10 1804.5 0 0 
2 10 1987.2 0 0 
3 10 2020.8 0 0 
4 10 2009.3 0 0 
5 10 1957.5 0 0 
6 10 2029.9 0 0 
7 10 2183.6 0 1 
8 10 2166.1 0 0 
9 10 1977.1 0 0 
10 10 1988.0 0 0 
11 10 2014.0 0 0 
12 10 1900.3 0 0 
13 10 2093.5 0 0 
14 10 2177.9 0 0 
15 10 1857.6 0 0 
16 10 1888.0 0 0 
17 10 2012.3 0 0 
18 10 2095.6 0 0 
19 10 1569.1 0 0 
20 10 2145.1 0 1 
Avg. 10 1993.9 0 0.1 
Sid. Dev. 0(0%) 1455 (7.3%) 
Table 5.19: Initial results obtained with MAX LEN = 2.5 km 
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Run No of routs Average Dist No of routes > 31un No of routes > 250 deliveries 
1 10 1784.6 0 0 
2 10 1984.3 0 0 
3 9 2269.2 0 0 
4 9 2184.5 0 0 
5 9 2176.4 0 0 
6 9 2464.9 0 0 
7 9 2366.4 0 0 
8 9 2232.2 0 0 
9 9 1893.6 0 0 
10 9 1984.7 0 0 
11 9 2333.4 0 0 
12 9 2151.5 0 0 
13 9 2212.9 0 0 
14 9 2140.1 0 0 
15 9 2148.1 0 0 
16 9 2382.1 0 0 
17 9 2141.0 0 0 
18 9 2156.5 0 0 
19 9 1967.4 0 0 
20 9 2364.9 0 0 
Avg. 9.1 2166.9 0 0 
Std. Dev. 0.3(3.4%) 176.0(8.1%) 
Table 5.20: Initial results obtained with MAX LEN = 3km 
MAX DELS QTY > MAX DELS (%) QTY > MAX LEN (%) avg. no. routes 
150 6 0 14.7 
200 6.1 0 9.9 
250 0 0 9.1 
300 1.2 0 8.3 
350 0 0 7.8 
Table 5.21: The effect of changing the maximum deliveries constraint 
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5.6.2 Addressing Soft Constraints Though the Bidding Mech- 
anism 
The bidding mechanism within the marketplace algorithm was designed primar- 
ily to address the hard constraints placed on the maximum length and maximum 
deliveries (see section 5.1). The soft constraints within the Scoutpost problem 
are not explicitly addressed by the bidding mechanism, so any exchange of work 
carried out by the marketplace algorithm is purely to correct violations of the 
hard constraints. To make the system more responsive to the soft constraints (out- 
lined in section 5.1) it was decided to increase the bids for any street sections that 
will cause further violations of the soft constraints and decrease the bid for any 
that will lessen the violations. It would have been possible to examine either of 
these constraints in isolation, but it was felt that as the bidding mechanism has 
already proven itself able to cope with the hard constraints nothing further would 
be proved by modifying it to deal with the soft constraints singly. Thus the system 
was modified to address both hard and soft constraints simultaneously. 
The bidding logic in figure 5.9 was modified to add a penalty to bids for sec- 
tions that break the soft constraints outlined in section 5.1. A penalty is added to 
the bid if no other street sections belonging to the same street as the section being 
offered are owned by the agent (thus avoiding an extra sort as defined in section 
5.1). The agent also adds a penalty to bids for sections will change the agent's 
round into a supervised delivery round. The penalties are defined as a percentage 
of the non penalised bid, penalty values of 10%, 20% and 30% were tried each 
over 20 runs. The results obtained are summarised in table 5.22 (the EA param- 
eters remain unchanged from table 5.14). It may be seen from these results that 
no improvement in performance is gained by the addition of these penalty val- 
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Initial With +. 10% With +-20% With +- 30% 
2K Average round Dist 1589A 1592.2 1734.6 1714.2 
2.5K 2145.1 1993.9 2109.6 2123.3 
3K 2166.9 2261.5 2474.6 2480.6 
2K Average No of routes 12.35 1235 14.5 14.1 
2.5K 10 995 12 12 
3K 9.1 9.4 10.25 10.05 
2K Average No of extra sorts 9.1 9.1 18.25 16.5 
2.5K 6.85 6.85 16.15 15.4 
3K 4.15 7.7 13.25 12.8 
2K Average No of Supervised routes 4.65 4.65 4.75 4.6 
2.5K 4.55 4.55 4.65 4.85 
3K 4.3 4.45 4.7 4.8 
Table 5.22: The effect of adding a penalty value to improve performance on the 
soft constraints (best results in each category highlighted in bold) 
Max. Len. with +- 10% with +- 20% with 4- 30% 
2 km 0.07 0.9 1 
23 km 0 0.9 1 
3 km 0.8 1 1 
Table 5.23: t-test results, comparing the average route lengths of the initial algo- 
rithm compared with modified algorithm as in table 5.22. 
ues. Table 5.23 shows the result of running a student's t-test on the original set of 
average round lengths and those produced with the modified bidding logic. The 
t-test results suggest that there is a low probability of the 10% penalty making any 
difference to the results, there is conversely a high degree of difference with the 
results obtained from the 20% and 30% penalties. 
The bidding mechanism does address the requirement to minimise extra sorts 
in its initial form. If the reader refers to the run charts in figures 5.10,5.11 and 5.12 
it may be noted that transactions frequently happen in sequences that allow the 
transfer of all the street sections that make up a complete street from one agent to 
another. To illustrate this point extracts from run charts (from runs with the initial 
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Figure 5.14: An second example of an entire street section being swapped 
marketplace algorithm) are shown in figures 5.13 and 5.14. What is interesting 
about this phenomenon is that this behaviour was not programmed explicitly into 
the system. The marketplace algorithm only swaps one street section at a time. 
At no stage does the bidding process consider the effect of previous or future 
transactions. 
5.6.3 Identifying Surplus Street Sections 
It is necessary for an agent to be able to identify which of the street sections in 
its ownership should be selected for surrendering if the agent's route is breaking 
any hard constraints. Each item of work has a surrender value calculated for it, 
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items for return being selected on the basis of this value. The initial method used 
by agents to identify street sections for surrendering is given in equation 5.1 The 
getBid() function returns the original value that the agent bid for the section when 
it obtained it at auction. For those sections allocated initially to the agent at the 
start without using an auction, a bid value is allocated to them by the agent upon 
allocation anyway. Successful bids for an item of work are recorded by each agent 
at the time of acquisition, the item of work that attracted the highest bid is selected 
for return (given that work is allocated to the lowest bidder this would appear to 
be an item of work that the agent least requires). 
Four alternative equations for selecting work for surrendering are given in 
equations 5.1 to 5.4 in each case the street section with the highest value for sv is 
surrendered. The local fitness value on its own is used in 5.2. This is further mod- 
ified in equation 5.3, where the local fitness is divided by the number of deliveries 
carried out when servicing that street section, in this case the section returning 
the largest value for sv is selected. The final equation used is given in 5.4, in this 
case sv is based on the average distance to every other street section owned by the 
agent. 
The results obtained using these differing rules are presented in table 5.24 
(the EA parameters remain unchanged from table 5.14). The average distance rule 
given in equation 5.4 was found to offer the best performance. Note that although 
it did not provide the shortest routes, it is able to produce routes that satisfy the 
hard constraints, reduce the number of routes in the final solution and reduce the 
number of extra sorts. The reduction in extra sorts is due to the rule's ability to 
select street sections making up the same physical road in sequence for surrender 
and transfer. 
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equation 5.1 equation 5.2 equation 5.3 equation 5.4 
Avg. distance 
2K 1589.6 1553.6 1541.3 1556.6 
2.5K 2145.1 1955.9 1935.6 1894 
3K 2166.9 2149.7 2128 2269.1 
Avg. routes 
2K 12.4 12.5 12.5 11.9 
2.5K 10 10.3 10.3 9.7 
3K 9.1 9.2 9.1 8.6 
Avg. extra sons 
2K 9.1 8.5 8.2 45 
2.5K 6.9 6.8 6.6 4.9 
3K 4.2 4.1 4 3.8 
Avg. Supervised routes 
2K 4.7 4.7 4.7 5.3 
2.5K 4.6 4.9 4.9 5 
3K 4.3 4.3 4.4 4.6 
% req. supervision 
2K 37.7 37.8 37.6 44.7 
2.5K 45.5 473 47.1 51.5 
3K 41.3 47.3 47.5 53.2 
Table 5.24: Results obtained with differing methods of surrendering work. 
sv = getBid(st) (5.1) 
sv = localF (5.2) 
localF 
sv = dels_in_st 
(5.3 
sv = agent. dist(st) (5.4) 
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5.7 Altering the Bidding Strategies 
5.7.1 The Effects of Relaxing the Bidding Strategy 
The agent bidding logic described in Section 5.6 may be described as "cautious" 
as it does not submit a bid for any item of work that the agent estimates may break 
a hard constraint (this is achieved by submitting a bid of -1, see figure 5.9 for 
details). If all of the agents are breaking hard constraints then no exchange of street 
sections would be possible, as all the agents will submit a bid -1 for any street 
section that they are offered. In this case the system creates a new routing agent, 
even if the existing agents could cope with the workload simply by exchanging 
street sections. If however, the bidding logic is altered to always submit a bid, 
regardless of whether or not a hard constraint is broken, then the street sections 
are divided amongst the initial set of agents. Using this "relaxed" strategy the 
system stabilises with adjacent street sections being allocated to the same agent. 
The value of the bid submitted by an agent using the relaxed bidding strategy is 
primarily determined by average distance from every other street section "owned" 
by that agent. The only time an agent does not submit a bid is when it is the agent 
that is offering the work for auction. The effect of using the relaxed strategy may 
be seen in figure 5.15. 
Having used this relaxed bidding strategy to allocate surplus work to the most 
appropriate agents, the agents may then adopt the cautious strategy to prompt 
repair transactions to further re-allocate work to eliminate those agents who are 
breaking the maximum length constraints. If indeed another agent is required, then 
it would be added to the problem when all agents present submit a "-1" bid. This 
will not happen until an interim solution has been found by utilising the relaxed 
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Figure 5.15: The windmill data set see after the agents have stabilised, and prior 
to another agent being added. The section of work in the lower left (allocated 
to black) is alternating between the black and green agents, as no agent has the 










Figure 5.16: The Effects of using the relaxed strategy on the Windmill dataset. 
Note that after only 8 transactions, the agents begin to continuously exchange the 
same item of work (RJ3). 
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last surrendered by the agent facilitates this change in strategy. This list is of length 
3 and initially empty, but when it contains 3 identical items, the agent realising 
that it no longer engaged in productive transactions and changes to a cautious 
strategy. Longer cycles involving more than two agents may occur, but detecting 
such cycles takes longer as the trading lists must be longer to allow a greater 
number of transactions to be "remembered". A cycle between only two agents is 
easy for a single agent to recognise, as it should only consist of one item of work. 
A bigger cycle may involve more than one item, thus the agent would only be able 
to change state when a longer pattern of transactions have emerged, which takes 
more time. Using the cautious strategy no work should be accepted until some 
work has been surrendered allowing the agents hard constraints to be fulfilled. 
The trading list is similar in concept to the tabu list used in [Glo89, G1o90], in that 
they both keep a form of record concerning the algorithm's recent actions. In a 
tabu list this information is used to prevent the algorithm re-examining solutions 
too frequently. In this context the trading list is used to indicate when the system 
has found an interim relaxed solution. 
5.7.4 Experiments With 2 Stage Bidding 
The results obtained with the two methods suggested in section 5.7.3 may be seen 
in table 5.27. The parameters utilised may be seen in table 5.26. 
From the results presented in table 5.27, the trading lists method produces the 
best results. The number of routes used in the final solution is on average 2 less 
than those present in the solutions produced using the other rule. A comparison 
of the two stage strategy and the original cautious strategy may be seen in table 
5.28, results for the Scoutpost test area may be seen in table 5.29. From now on 
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Stage 1 Grouping EA parameters 
Population Size 100 
New individuals/generation 50 
7burnament size for recombination S 
Tournament size for re-inclusion in pop 2 
Mutation rate I 
No of evaluations per run 50000 
Maximum deliveries per round 70 
Stage 2 SBR parameters 
Population Size 50 
Maximum length per round 50,60,70,80,90 
New individuals/generation 25 
Tournament size for recombination 2 
Heuristic application Interval 20 
Tournament size for re-inclusion in pop 2 
Mutation rate 0.2 
Building block mutation rate 0.5 
Recombination rate 0.5 
Maximum Transactions 100 
Evaluations per step 700 
Table 5.26: The parameters used with the Windmill data set. * The maximum 
length was varied during the experiments see the text for full details 
Initial Threshold Trading lists 
50 Average round Diet 28 36.2 32.2 
60 37 40.7 46.3 
70 49.4 533 56.6 
80 60.3 66 68.8 
90 68.2 72.5 76.5 
50 Average No of routes 10.7 9.3 8.3 
60 9 8.3 6 
70 7.7 6.9 5 
80 6.3 5.8 4.2 
90 5.7 5.3 4.2 
Table 5.27: Results obtained on the Windmill data set using the initial (single stage 
bidding) algorithm), two stage bidding controlled by the efficiency threshold and 
two stage bidding controlled by trading lists. 
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MAX LEN 90 80 70 60 50 
Market I Avg, length 68.3 60.3 49.0 37.0 28.1 
Avg. % routes > MAX LEN 0 0 0 0 0 
Avg. No routes 5.7 6.3 7.7 9.0 10.7 
Market 2 Avg. length 76.6 68.9 56.6 46.3 32.3 
Avg. % routes > MAX LEN 0 0 0 0 . 0.3 
Avg. No routes 4.2 4.2 5 6 8.3 
Table 5.28: Results Obtained with the single stage bidding (Market 1) and two 
stage bidding (Market 2), on the Windmill dataset 
Market 1 Market 2 
Maximum Length Constraint 2K 2.5K 3K 2K 2.5K 3K 
Average round Length 1583.2 1980.4 2175.0 1553.6 1955.9 2149.7 
Over-length routes 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Average No of extra sons 7.1 7.0 4.4 8.4 6.8 4.0 
Average No of Supervised routes 4.6 4.5 4.4 4.7 4.8 4.3 
% of routes req. supervision 37.4 45.7 48.4 37.8 47.8 47.3 
Average No of routes 12.2 9.9 9.1 12.5 10.2 9.1 
Table 5.29: Results Obtained with the single stage bidding (Market 1) and two 
stage bidding (Market 2), on the Scoutpost dataset 
the marketplace algorithm using the original cautious strategy is referred to as 
Market1 and the algorithm incorporating the two stage strategy is referred to as 
Market2. 
Note that the number of routes required for routing around the windmill data 
set drops, as a result of the modified bidding strategy. A side effect is the rising 
in average round lengths, although this is to be expected given the relationship 
between quantity of routes and round length (round lengths increase as the number 
of routes decreases). Reference to table 5.30 shows the result of running a students 
t-test on the results shown in table 5.29. The results for 3km would suggest that 
there are only minimal differences between the solution produced by market 1 and 
market 2. For the least constrained problem there is no difference in the number 
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Criterion 
Max len No routes in sol Max length 
2 0.6 0.6 
2.5 0.9 0.4 
3 0.4 0 
Table 5.30: The results of a t-test based comparison between Market 1 and Market 
2. 
of delivery routes in the solutions, and only a minimal difference in the round 
lengths. As the problems get more constrained the differences start to increase, 
the average probability that the solutions between market 1 and market 2 are from 
a different distribution is still only 0.6. 
It would be possible for agents to alter their bidding strategy based on both 
methods, i. e. altering their strategy using whichever condition (threshold or trad- 
ing list) was met first. In the results presented in table 5.27 and in particular the fact 
that in every problem instance the solutions obtained using trading lists contained 
an average of 1.8 rounds less than those solutions obtained using the efficiency 
threshold. The trading list is clearly a superior method of control and using the 
threshold could only have the effect of causing the bidding strategy to switch too 
soon: Thus combining both methods would simply produce the same effect as us- 
ing only the efficiency threshold as the this clearly triggers the change in strategy 
prior to the trading list triggering the change. 
5.7.5 The use of Additional Proactive Transactions 
Within the marketplace algorithm the coordinator forces the agents to surrender if 
they are breaking any of the hard constraints. Such transactions are a reaction to 
hard constraint violations. The final solution produced by this scheme is therefore 
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a feasible solution, but not necessarily a particularly optimal solution. Some ben- 
efit may be gained by allowing agents to negotiate transactions directly with other 
agents, after a feasible solution has been found. Such transactions may be termed 
"proactive" transactions. 
Such proactive transactions take place in the steps remaining between a fea- 
sible solution being found and maximum number of steps being utilised. In more 
detail the four steps are: 
1. agent A examines (via the Geographical Data Agent) the street sections in 
the current problem, and calculates the bid that they (agent A) would submit 
for each piece of work in turn. The street section that would have attracted 
the lowest bid (that is not already owned by agent A) is selected and may 
be termed ST1. The ownership of ST1 is established and the owner (agent 
B) is sent a message requesting ST1. 
2. agent B having a received a request for ST1, then examines the street sec- 
tions owned by Agent A and selects the section that would attract the lowest 
bid if it were auctioned, this section is now referred to as ST2. If the agent 
B's bidding value for ST1 is greater than that for ST2, B responds to A 
agreeing to transact ST2 for ST1. If however the bidding value for ST1 
is less than ST2, the response is negative and the transaction does not go 
ahead. 
3. Assuming agent B has responded positively, agent A calculates bid values 
for STI and for ST2 if the value for ST2 is less than that for ST1, it com- 
mences the transaction by transferring ST1, else the transaction is halted. 
4. Upon receipt of ST1, Agent B transfers ST2. There is no decision to be 
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Mm length Market2 (tabu list . 3) Extra Trans 
Average round Dist 2K 1553.6 1617.7 
23K 1955.8 1911.8 
3K 2149.7 2097.9 
Average No of extra sorts 2K 8.4 7.8 
2. SK 6.7 5.9 
3K 4 4 
Average No of Supervised routes 2K 4.7 5 
2.5K 4.8 52 
3K 4.3 4.5 
% of routes neq. supervision 2K 37.7 49 
23K 47.7 56.1 
3K 47.2 50 
Average No of routes 2K 12.4 103 
23K 10.1 9.3 
3K 9.1 9.1 
Table 5.31: The effect of allowing additional transactions 
made at this step as agent B gave a commitment to transacting ST1 and ST2 
at step 2. 
This scheme makes use of the bidding mechanism to assess the relative value 
(or usefulness) of items of work to particular agents. Results achieved by imple- 
menting this scheme may be seen in table 5.31 (the parameters used are given in 
table 5.32). Note that this is essentially a win-win scheme, in that the transaction 
must benefit both agents. In a typical run only 5% of transactions are aborted. 
The effect of the extra transactions may be seen in table 5.31. The average 
number of routes required drops by 2 for the 2 km problem and 1 for the 2.5km 
problem. The number of extra sorts is also reduced. The only constraint that does 
not show an improvement is the number of routes requiring supervision. 
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Stage I Grouping EA parameters 
Population Size 100 
New individuals/generation 50 
Tournament size for recombination 5 
Tournament size for re-inclusion in pop 2 
Mutation rate 1 
No of evaluations per run 50000 
Maximum deliveries per round 250 
Stage 2 SBR parameters 
Population Size 50 
Maximum round length 20002500/3000 
New individuals/generation 25 
Tournament size for recombination 2 
Heuristic application Interval 20 
Tournament size for re-inclusion in pop 2 
Mutation rate 0.2 
Building block mutation rate 03 
Recombination rate 03 
No of evaluations per step 2750 
Table 5.32: The parameters used for additional transactions. *The maximum 
length value was adjusted as per the details given in the text 
5.8 Experiments with a Range of Datasets 
In the following experiments, the parameters used were left unchanged from table 
5.32. 
5.8.1 Depot Placement 
The Scoutpost problem differs from many other routing problems (e. g. VRP, VRPTW 
etc) in that there is no central depot from which delivery routes must start and 
end. To assess as to what degree the inclusion of depots may affect the solving 
of a problem, the first data set examined has two versions with different depot 
placements. This dataset is DataSet8, a grid based data set previously described in 
section 3.5.5. 
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No of routs Avg. Dist 
Data set A Dataset B Duaset A Dutaxt B 
1 8 8 2553.7 2546.3 
2 8 8 2375.6 2450.2 
3 8 8 2627.7 2598.1 
4 8 8 2563.5 2631.8 
5 8 8 2326.6 2531.8 
6 8 8 2549.4 2590.6 
7 8 8 2551.5 2562 
8 8 8 2640.7 2604.1 
9 8 8 2790.1 2405.9 
10 8 8 2548.7 2426.5 
11 8 8 2590.6 2231.7 
12 8 8 2806.1 2763.3 
13 8 8 2584.6 2759.2 
14 8 8 2587.8 2257.3 
15 8 8 2488.8 2741.5 
16 8 8 2137.8 1909 
17 8 8 2631.8 2628.3 
18 8 8 2391.3 2639.2 
19 8 8 2749.4 2720.5 
20 8 8 2659.6 2657.7 
Avg. 8 8 2557.8 2532.7 
Table 5.33: Results obtained using the 6x6 grid. Data set A has the depot at 1,1 
whilst data set B locates it at 3,3. 
Two sets of results were obtained, one with the depot located at junction (1,1) 
(at the top left hand corner of the grid), and one with the depot located at junction 
(3,3). It is interesting to see to what degree the solutions obtained differ when the 
depot is moved. It should be remembered that the RNG for all 20 runs is seeded 
with integer values in the range 1 to 20. The maximum number of transactions 
allowed was set to 100, the maximum route length allowed was 3250 and the 
maximum deliveries allowed in each round was set to 250. The results obtained 
may be seen in table 5.33. A students t-test was applied against the two distance 
columns, this suggested that there was only a 0.3 probability that the two solution 
sets were from different distributions. 
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A further examination was carried out in an attempt to establish the exact 
similarity of the solutions to the two problems, in total 22.5% of delivery routes 
are duplicated at the same position (i. e. round 5 of run 2). The total number of 
duplicate routes in the two solutions is 65 (40.3%). 
5.8.2 The Fairmilehead Dataset 
The MAS system was tested on the Fairmilehead dataset, previously described in 
section 3.5.3. A range of values ranging from 1km to 8km was used for the max- 
imum length constraint. Each value was tested over 20 runs. The results obtained 
may be seen in figure 5.17. It is not until the maximum length constraint is raised 
to 4km that feasible solutions appear. The average round length for the solutions to 
Ikm and 2km problems violates the maximum length constraint, when the max- 
imum length constraint has been raised to 3km the average length has reduced 
sufficiently to lie below the maximum length constraint. 
To measure the efficiency of the solutions, the capacity of each candidate so- 
lution may be measured as follows: 
cl =n* MAX-LEN 
al = EnoAgents dist(r) 
el=(f)* 100 
cd =n* MAX _DEL 
ad = cd - (cd * TOT-DEL) 
ed=(Id)*100 
where: MAX-LEN is the maximum length constraint 
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Figure 5.17: The results obtained using the FMH dataset (Error bars denote stan- 
dard deviation over 20 runs). 
n is the number of routes making up the current solution 
Thus el and ed represent the % of the available distance and deliveries capacity 
used in that particular solution. Figure 5.18 shows the efficiency values for the 
same runs as shown in figure 5.17. From a commercial perspective, the solutions 
that will be of maximum interest will be those that make maximum use of the 
available capacity. Note that as the distance constraint is satisfied, the delivery 
efficiency decreases, it would appear that the most economic solution in terms of 
utilising recourses is that produced when the maximum length constraint is set to 
5km. Note that in this case the maximum number of transactions has been set to 
200, double that used previously. 
Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show the effect of altering the maximum deliveries con- 
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Figure 5.19: The results obtained using the FMH dataset whilst varying the maxi- 



















Figure 5.20: The efficiency of the results obtained using the FMH dataset, whilst 
varying the maximum deliveries 
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MAX DISTS 
----- % Avg Capacity used (Dist) % AvgCapecity used (Deis) No of rounds 
straint. These runs were carried out with a maximum deliveries constraint varying 
from 200 to 400 in increments of 50, the maximum distance constraint being kept 
constant at 6km. Figure 5.19 shows that the maximum deliveries constraint is 
never exceeded. Figure 5.20 shows the efficiency of the solutions produced. 
5.8.3 The Villages Dataset 
The villages dataset was developed as a test dataset, to investigate how the system 
performed in a situation where the streets containing houses are clustered into 
specific villages linked by roads containing no deliveries. The map used may be 
viewed in figure 3.15, and the statistics for this data set are presented in table 3.7. 
A series of runs was undertaken in the same manner as those in section 5.8.2 and 
the results are presented in figures 5.21 and 5.22. 
From figure 5.21 note that only those runs with the tightest length constraint 
(2km meters) have problems fulfilling the maximum length constraint. The output 
of a typical run may be seen in map A. 10, in this case the maximum round length 
was constrained to 3km. For this example a common starting point was placed in 
the central village from which all delivery routes start and finish. Note that the 
three "outlying" villages (at the upper left, upper right and lower left corners of 
the map are all served by just one delivery round. Within the central village three 
of the five routes service streets. Only the closest village to the central village 
(bottom left) is split amongst two delivery routes. 
Figures 5.23 and 5.24 show the effect of altering the maximum deliveries con- 
straint. These runs were carried out with a maximum deliveries constraint varying 
from 100 to 300 in increments of 50, the maximum distance constraint being kept 









Figure 5.21: The results obtained using the Villages data set (Error bars denote 
standard deviation over 20 runs) 
is exceeded whilst it is set to less than 200 (although the average number of de- 
liveries is less than the maximum allowed in all cases). Figure 5.24 shows the 
efficiency of the solutions produced. Note that there still exists a distinct trade 
off in that solutions appear to either make maximum use of delivery capacity or 
maximum use of distance capacity. 
5.8.4 The Spider Web Dataset 
The Spider Web dataset may be seen in figure 3.16. Results were obtained in 
the same manner as in section 5.8.2. The results obtained are shown in figures 
5.25 and 5.26. The average length of round produced is less than the maximum 
length constraint in all cases. The maximum round distance remains greater than 
the maximum length allowed until the maximum length constraint is increased to 
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Figure 5.23: The results obtained using the Villages data set whilst varying the 
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Figure 5.24: The efficiency of the results obtained using the Villages data set 
whilst varying the maximum deliveries constraint 
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Figure 5.25: The results obtained using the Spider's Web data set 
250. 
A typical solution is presented in figure A. 11, in this case the maximum length 
constraint is set to 450 meters and the maximum deliveries to 250 per delivery 
round. 
Figures 5.27 and 5.28 show the effect of altering the maximum deliveries con- 
straint. These runs were carried out with a maximum deliveries constraint varying 
from 50 to 250 in increments of 50, the maximum distance constraint being kept 
constant at 4000 meters. Figure 5.28 shows the efficiency of the solutions pro- 
duced, note that there seems to be a point at around about 100 deliveries where 
the distance and delivery capacity usage appears to equalise. 
5.9 Summary of Chapter 5 
In this chapter a real world problem has been introduced in section 5.1. The initial 
attempt to solve the problem utilised a two stage approach. The first stage (see 
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Figure 5.27: The results obtained using the Spider's Web data set, whilst varying 
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Figure 5.28: The efficiency of the results obtained using the Spiders Web data set, 
whilst varying the maximum deliveries constraint 
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section 5.2.1) incorporates an Evolutionary Algorithm to group streets for subse- 
quent routing into delivery routes. The second stage incorporates multiple copies 
of the SBR-EA (as described in chapter 4). Initial results from this group and 
build approach are presented in section 5.2.5. The results as expected show a lack 
of control over the maximum length of the evolved routes. 
Multi-agent systems are introduced in section 5.4, an architecture to allow the 
Scoutpost problem to be solved using a multi-agent system is presented in section 
5.4.2. Initially a control mechanism based in an artificial currency was investi- 
gated (see section 5.5). The currency control mechanism was found to be unsuit- 
able, a bidding based mechanism was developed to control the MAS (see section 
5.6). This bidding based mechanism has been termed the marketplace algorithm. 
Results on the Scoutpost problem (see section 5.6.1) would suggest that the mar- 
ketplace algorithm is capable of producing solutions that fall within acceptable 
parameters. 
The bidding strategy of the agents within the marketplace system is further 
enhanced (see section 5.7) with the addition of a two stage bidding process. This 
two stage process reduces the chances of agents refusing to bid for work at the 
early stages of solving the problem. Further improvements were also yielded by 
the addition of negotiated transactions of work (see section 5.7.5). 
Finally in section 5.8 performance of the system over a range of datasets has 
been assessed. In all cases, the performance was found to be satisfactory, the al- 
gorithm responds to changes in the maximum length constraint. The solutions 
produced are also in many cases making maximum use of the capacity of each de- 
livery round. For each data set it was possible to find solutions that used over 90% 
of the available delivery capacity. When the maximum length is set at a very low 
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value the system typically produces over length routes, as this value is increased 
the number of delivery routes in the final solution normally decreases (see figures 
5.18,5.22 and 5.26). 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Future Research 
6.1 Conclusions 
6.1.1 Conclusions on Street Based Routing 
Unlike previous research into routing, using methods such as VRPTW and TSP, 
the SBR technique is directly inspired by real-world street topology. SBR seeks 
to exploit the man-made grouping of houses into streets. The technique was orig- 
inally investigated on a dataset representing the centre of the city of Edinburgh, 
followed subsequently by two more datasets (Grange and Fairmilehead) based on 
Ordnance Survey data. In these problem instances the data was derived directly 
from a scanned in scale map, ensuring that the data is a reasonable representation 
of the actual area concerned. The Evolutionary Algorithm employed was a con- 
ventional EA, using a permutation representation. The aspects of the EA that are 
unique to this thesis are the SBR representation and decoding mechanism and the 
building block mutation. 
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An advantage of the SBR should be the reduction in search space size, given 
that there are far fewer street sections than houses. It is hoped that a number of 
optimal or very near optimal solutions are included within the remaining search 
space. 
The index-based representation (see section 4.2) was examined in the belief 
that encoding proximity data into the representation (through the suggestion lists) 
might aid the construction of quality routes. In essence this was not the case and 
performance was found to be significantly worse when compared with SBR-EA 
over the same number of evaluations. 
The use of building block mutations (see section 4.3) produced a definite im- 
provement (see tables 4.18 and 4.19). Of the two methods for finding potential 
building blocks, frequency and local fitness, local fitness based blocks were found 
to be the most promising. Traditionally it has been a feature of EAs that those 
individuals in the population with a below average fitness will be replaced with 
by an individual with a higher fitness after a short time however within the chro- 
mosomes of those low fitness individuals there may exist small sections of useful 
genetic material. A quantity of low fitness material may influence the fitness of 
an individual to the extent of masking sections of useful genetic material. This 
effect may become more pronounced as the chromosome length is increased. The 
local fitness value allows a comparison to be made between two (or more) indi- 
viduals on the basis of who makes the best use of a specified gene, regardless of 
the overall level of fitness of the entire chromosome. Thus local fitness allows the 
highlighting of useful schemata within those chromosomes that possesses a low 
overall fitness. 
When comparing SBR-EA with the LK heuristic some issues with the compar- 
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ison arise. When comparing the SBR-EA and LK, it should be borne in mind that 
Chained Lin-Kernighan is the result of many years development and is regarded 
by many researchers as being the most advanced TSP solver yet developed. Lin- 
Kernighan is only capable of building single routes; an advantage of SBR is its 
ability to be incorporated within a larger system for constructing multiple routes, 
the street sections making convenient units of exchange between delivery rounds. 
In the scope of this thesis the comparisons are made on the basis of the lengths 
of route produced. It is not advantageous to restrict LK and SBR-EA to evaluate 
the same number of candidate solutions, as LK is evaluating only partial solu- 
tions, whilst SBR-EA evaluates entire solutions. Because the two programs are 
implemented in differing languages and platforms direct execution time compar- 
isons were also disregarded. There appear to be no published instances of com- 
parisons between the LK TSP solver and EA based TSP solvers. The closest is in 
[BHPO1b, FM96] where hybrid systems incorporating EAs and the LK heuristic 
were constructed. 
The conclusion (see table 4.4.4), that SBR-EA is capable of producing routes 
that are on average 18.5% longer than the solutions found by LK was felt to en- 
dorse SBR as a legitimate routing heuristic. Comparing only the shortest runs of 
the SBR-EA (as opposed to the average of all 20 runs) reduces this difference to 
only 8.7% (see table 4.26). It is acknowledged that the SBR-EA appears to per- 
form best on real world problem instances rather than the grid based problems 
that were generated by the author. The SBR-EA suffers from a lack of consis- 
tency in its results. This is a known problem with many types of non-deterministic 
algorithms. The problem may be overcome by simply only accepting the best of 
several runs as a solution, or the answer may lie in modifying the EA parameters 
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to better suit certain datasets. Reference to table 4.26 shows that SBR-EA can ob- 
tain a better solution to dataset2 and dataset7, with the same solution being found 
for dataset6. The increase in route length between SBR-EA and Lin-Kernighan 
for the three datasets based on real-world data is 9.4%, whilst SBR-EA routes for 
the 10 datasets based on regular grid topologies are 21 % longer. This suggests that 
the EA based method copes better with the non-regular topologies found in real- 
world problems. Reference to tables 4.23 to 4.24 would suggest that the variable 
with the biggest influence on performance is the number of street sections (cor- 
relation with average difference in round length compared with Lin-Kernighan is 
0.9). The results shown in tables 4.23,4.24 and 4.25 suggest that the performance 
of the SBR-EA is governed by the number of street sections in the problem rather 
than by the number of delivery points or the distribution of delivery points within 
the street sections. From the perspective of a real-world problem, this produces an 
interesting scenario, if it is assumed that from day to day the households requiring 
postal deliveries will alter, but on average the total number of deliveries across an 
area will remain constant, then it would suggest that the SBR-EA will produce 
a consistent performance as the main influence on performance (the quantity of 
street sections) will only change if all the delivery points in a particular street sec- 
tion do not require a delivery on the same day. For instance suppose that over a 
certain area the total number of deliveries varies by +-10% each day. For a TSP 
based representation this will result in a widely fluctuating search space size. But 
if SBR is being utilised it may be safe to assume that the majority of deliveries 
will not result in the addition or deletion of a street section. This is particularly 
true in urban areas where the density of delivery points is high. 
When delivering to the real world the sorting of post is often as costly as 
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delivering it, most countries use a postcode/zip code system to cluster adjacent 
households into groups. When inputting data it would be possible to set up the 
system so that each street section corresponds to one postcode, thus minimising 
the sorting required by the delivery person. The TSP based systems may achieve 
shorter routes, but because the sections are indistinct, any form of post coding 
becomes irrelevant, and a delivery person may make many extra sorts, rather than 
having a route in which each sorted street section is dealt with in turn. 
6.1.2 Conclusions on the use of Multi-agent Systems for the 
Postal Routing Problem 
The use of multi-agent systems was found to have much potential for solving the 
postal routing problems described in this thesis. Initially the MAS based methods 
were developed to allow a specific real-world problem to be solved (the ScoutPost 
problem). A solution was produced which was then used for deliveries in the test 
area during December 2001. 
The Scoutpost problem was tackled using a grouping EA to divide the work 
into rounds and then using SBR-EA to build a route around each copy of the algo- 
rithm. A major drawback with constructing delivery networks using evolutionary 
algorithms is the amount of CPU time required for the evaluations, given that each 
evaluation may have to evaluate the entire network of routes. There also exists a 
problem with combining the entire network into a single chromosome, in that a 
single mutation or crossover is likely to affect several or even all of the routes. In 
such a situation it is possible that optimising individual routes would be difficult, 
as mutations and crossovers would need to be selective in that they only modified 
specific parts of the chromosome. The marketplace algorithm overcomes these 
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difficulties; the initial stage produces groups of street sections that satisfy the max- 
imum deliveries constraint. Because each route is subsequently built by a separate 
EA those individuals who are satisfying all of the hard constraints may simply 
evolve a route and never interact with any other agents whilst the remainder of the 
problem is being solved. An illustration of this may be seen in figure 5.10, note 
that once the initial routes have been evolved in the initialisation phase agents 1 
and 5 do not interact. Giving well-formed routes this degree of isolation may be 
difficult to achieve as these routes were all based on a common chromosome. Im- 
plicit within the marketplace algorithm is the dynamic valuation of work objects, 
the bidding value for any street section (the work object in this instance) varies as 
the bidding agent changes its route. This means that at any time it is possible to 
select an item of work and then rank the agents in the order that the agents desire 
the item of work. 
The satisfaction of the soft constraints within the ScoutPost problem was ex- 
amined, the requirement to minimise extra sorts being dealt with by the system in 
the method described above. Attempts to modify the bidding strategy to take soft 
constraints into account failed to improve performance. 
The addition of two stage bidding further improves the efficiency of the sys- 
tem, allowing it to cope with problems that are tightly constrained, producing re- 
sults with fewer delivery routes, but still meeting the appropriate hard constraints. 
Within the marketplace algorithm, there does not exist a method for removing a 
delivery round (in effect deleting an agent from the system). In solving optimisa- 
tion problems it is often necessary to relax the problem by lessening (or removing) 
some of the constraints on it. This allows solutions to be constructed that meet the 
relaxed specification; these solutions may then be used as a starting point to search 
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for a solution once the original constraints have been re-imposed. In this case, the 
addition of an extra delivery round that is subsequently deleted may be viewed as 
a relaxation. Given the computational effort involved in adding an extra delivery 
round, engaging in transactions to acquire work and evolving a route, it would 
be a waste of CPU time to delete that agent at a later stage and re-distribute this 
work amongst the remaining agents. By implementing two stage bidding, with a 
relaxed stage that allows agents to disregard the maximum length and maximum 
deliveries constraints, the problem is relaxed in a manner that does not result in the 
wholesale destruction of a route, but simply in the re-allocation of work amongst 
agents. The use of the trading lists to detect when equilibrium has been reached 
has been successful with all the data sets examined so far. 
Analysis of the percentage of capacity used in the solutions suggests that in 
most cases efficient solutions were produced (see the results presented in section 
5.8) that make full use of the capacity of the rounds contained in the solution. 
The multi-agent system may be said to possess holistic properties (i. e. the 
whole is greater than the sum of the parts). The transferring of entire streets from 
agent to agent is an example of this behaviour; the system was not explicitly pro- 
grammed to exhibit this behaviour, yet it is this behaviour that allows the Scout- 
post extra sorts constraint to be met. The multi-agent system produces a network 
of routes, as do other VRP solvers, but unlike traditional VRP approaches there 
is no global fitness function that evaluates the network as a whole. Instead each 
agent evaluates its route locally. Where a decision is required to add a new route 
to a network then this is achieved by a consensus amongst agents where they all 
submit a bid of -1, indicating a refusal to accept the item of work on offer. The 
final termination of the system could be achieved by a similar mechanism. 
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6.2 Future Work 
6.2.1 Future Work on Street Based Routing 
The principle area for further investigation within street based routing, is the ex- 
ploitation of further real-world characteristics into the system. The performance 
of the system may be further improved with the further investigation of EA pa- 
rameters and operators. 
Three main areas of potential future investigation arise from the investigation 
into building block mutation: 
Are the building block discovery heuristics discussed here applicable to 
other EAs, and if so, in what instances are they beneficial to performance? 
Will the use of these heuristics and the associated mutation operator yield 
similar performance benefits? 
The matrix constructed when investigating frequency based building blocks 
has similar properties to the pheromone matrix used within Ant Colony Op- 
timisation based techniques. This link needs to be further investigated to es- 
tablish whether an ACO - EA hybrid algorithm could be constructed, where 
ants are used to discover building blocks which are then used as the basis 
for mutations. 
Careful investigation of the building blocks obtained, may suggest possible 
heuristics that could be used to obtain useful building blocks without having 
to use the local fitness or frequency schemes for finding such blocks. 
The increase in fitness noted by including a building block within a chro- 
mosome may be noted, each building block may be assigned an individual 
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score. Those blocks that produce the greatest improvement in fitness will 
have their score value increased accordingly. Building blocks that acquire 
a high score will be more likely to be used. The highest scoring building 
blocks will be retained from one generation to the next. To prevent con- 
vergence on a local optimum blocks will have a finite life, requiring their 
deletion after a number of generations. 
The SBR application uses a permutation-based representation; future re- 
search may include the use of the operators described in this paper on other 
permutation-based problems. It is anticipated that the length of the permu- 
tation will have an effect on performance. 
6.2.2 Future Work on the use of Multi-agent Systems for the 
Postal Routing Problem 
There exists much potential for future investigations into the use of the market- 
place algorithm for solving other routing problems. A problem that merits future 
investigation is the delivery of products ordered over the Internet. Given that most 
of these schemes involve delivery within a set time of placing the order and are 
based around urban areas this would be a promising area for future applications. 
The most specific changes to the system would be the modification of the SBR de- 
livery patterns to account for van based deliveries and the addition of a real-time 
element to the system. This would involve the continual addition of deliveries to 
the system and the deletion of routes from the system at fixed times as vehicles 
become available to make deliveries. The use of an MAS allows the system to be 
implemented across multiple CPUs drastically increasing performance. 
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The bidding function used to determine the particular value of a section of 
work to an agent at a specific time is crucial to the working of the system. Much 
investigation is required into the construction of such functions. The unsuccess- 
ful attempts to address soft constraints via simple modifications to this function, 
coupled with the success of two stage bidding suggest that the quality of the re- 
sults obtained when using the marketplace algorithm is highly dependent on the 
bidding function. 
The use of agents allows the routing heuristic employed in the system to be 
changed without necessarily affecting the system. This has the potential to allow 
the use of differing heuristics each producing potential solutions to the problem 
under consideration. 
In conclusion, this thesis has explored the application of EAs and Multi-Agent 
Systems to a real world routing problem. The postal routing problem investigated 
is a real-world problem as opposed to many of the problems previously discussed 
in literature that are made-up problems. For the construction of single-vehicle 
routes, the LK algorithm in most cases outperforms the SBR-EA. When embedded 
within a multi-agent system the SBR-EA is capable of producing efficient solutions 
to the postal routing problems. The results obtained from the MAS are promising 
and provide potential for future research and study. 
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A. 1 Map M1, the best result obtained using Lin-Kernighan 
algorithm on the Edinburgh data set. 
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A. 2 Map M2, the best result obtained using the SBR- 
EA algorithm on the Edinburgh data set. 
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A. 3 Map M3, the best result obtained using the SBR- 
EA algorithm on the Grange data set. 
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A. 4 Map M4, the best result obtained using the Lin- 
Kernighan algorithm on the Grange data set. 
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Sheet 2: Grange (bent Lin-Kernighsn result) 
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A. 5 Map M5, the best result obtained using the SBR- 
EA algorithm on the FMH data set. 
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Sheet 6: FMH (bent SBR-EA result) 
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A. 6 Map M6, The best Lin-Kernighan result obtained 






















A. 7 Map M7, the best result obtained using the SBR- 
EA and Lin-Kernighan algorithms on data set 
6. 
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A. 8 Map M8, the best result obtained using the Lin- 
Kernighan algorithm on data set 7. 
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A. 9 Map M9, the best result obtained using the SBR- 
EA algorithm on data set 7. 
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A. 10 Map V1, a typical result obtained using the 
Villages data set. 
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All Map SW1, a typical result obtained using the 
Spider Web dataset. 
Sheet I: SpiderWeb, sample result. 
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